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Dear Mr. Stawick: 

The New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. ("NYMEX" or "Exchange") hereby notifies the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission that it is self-certifying amendments to NYMEX rules 
based on the harmonization of NYMEX & COMEX trade practice and trade practice-related 
rules with those of CME. The amendments will become effective on August 17, 2009. 

The entirety of the changes is included as an attachment to this letter, with more detailed 
information on significant changes set forth below. Unless specifically noted, references to 
NYMEX rules are applicable to COMEX. 

NYMEX Chapter 4 Revisions & Adoption of Chapter 5 

NYMEX will adopt several revisions to the rules in current Chapter 4 ("Enforcement of Rules") 
and will adopt new Chapter 5 ("Trading Qualifications and Practices"). New Chapter 5 will 
replace existing NYMEX Chapter 6 ("Floor Rules") and COM EX Chapter 1 04 ("COM EX Division 
Trading Rules"). 

New Rules 404 ("Pit Committees"), 405 ("Floor Conduct Committee"), 409 ("Summary 
Proceedings before the Floor Conduct Committee"), 501 ("Employees of Members"), 513 
("Conduct, Apparel and Badges"), 514 ("Trading Infractions") and an Access, Conduct and 
Appearance Code ("Code") are being adopted in order to harmonize minor trading infraction and 
decorum-related trading floor rules with the rules in place at CME and CBOT. These new rules 
and the Code will replace existing Rules 405 ("Floor Committee") and 446 ("Clerk Registration, 
Trading Badges, Access to the Trading Floor and Disciplinary Jurisdiction") and the elimination 
of the existing Floor Committee which will be reconstituted as the Floor Conduct Committee. 
The new Floor Conduct Committee's enforcement and sanctioning authority will be different 
than the current sanctioning authority of the Floor Committee, and will be based on the 
equivalent sanctioning authority of the CME and CBOT Floor Conduct Committee. 

Current Rule 445 ("Giving and Receiving of Gratuities") will be relocated to Rule 508 and Rules 
448 ("Audit Trail Violations") and 449 ("Floor Order Ticket Reviews - Summary Violations") will 
be relocated to Rule 536.F. 



Rule 501 ("Employees of Members") will be harmonized with the corresponding CME and CBOT 
rule. As a result of its adoption, NYMEX will eliminate the registration of broker assistants and 
trader assistants, and COMEX will eliminate the registration of broker assistants. Broker 
assistants were allowed to enter customer orders into CME Globex on behalf of their member 
employer, and, if appropriately registered with the NFA, do so on a discretionary basis. Trader 
assistants were authorized to enter orders into CME Globex on behalf of the account of the 
member who employed them, including on a discretionary basis provided that a power of 
attorney was in place. CME and CBOT completely prohibit nonmember employees from 
exercising discretion with respect to order entry. Nonmember employees will continue to be 
permitted to enter nondiscretionary orders into Globex at the direction of employers. While 
NYMEX will not prohibit a nonmember employee with trading floor access to continue to 
maintain his or her industry registration as an Associated Person ("AP"), NYMEX will adopt the 
current CME/CBOT prohibition on such individuals from acting in an AP capacity at all times 
while registered as a nonmember employee with floor access privileges. 

NYMEX will adopt harmonized Rule 502 ("Admission to Floor''). The adoption will modify the 
existing NYMEX policy prohibiting a guest from remaining on the floor for more than two hours 
and will increase the number of days a guest may be brought onto the floor by a member from 
two to three. 

Rule 515 has been rewritten and will be harmonized across CME, NYMEX and COMEX. While 
the rule provides for the imposition of trading restrictions, none will be imposed in NYMEX or 
COMEX pit-traded products. Adoption of a harmonized Rule 515 across CME, NYMEX and 
COMEX will result in the elimination of existing NYMEX rules concerning the registration and 
identification of billing entities. Billing entity registration will be replaced by broker association 
registration except in a few circumstances where the billing entity is owned by a single individual 
and therefore does not meet the definition of a broker association. NYMEX allowed 
nonmembers on the trading floor to have an ownership interest in billing entities, which will be 
disallowed pursuant to NYMEX adopting new Rule 501. Nonmember employees having an 
ownership interest in a billing entity or broker association will be provided 90 days post the 
adoption of Rule 515 to either obtain a membership or divest themselves of such ownership 
interest. 

Rule 524 ("Trading at Settlement ("TAS") and Matched Order ("MO") Transactions") sets forth 
the requirements for trading at settlement and matched orders which were formerly located in 
Chapters 6 and 104. The current group of products and contract months in which TAS and MO 
transactions may take place will not change. 

NYMEX will adopt a version of Rule 527 ("Outtrades, Errors and Mishandling of Orders") closely 
aligned with CME and CBOT Rule 527 with modifications necessary based on the trade entry. 
protocols in place in New York. Consistent with CME and CBOT, the rule has streamlined 
documentation requirements concerning a member taking the opposite of his customer order in 
certain allowable circumstances and more specific requirements with respect to establishing 
losses. 

NYMEX will adopt a harmonized Rule 530 ("Priority of Customers' Orders") which will permit a 
member to trade for his own account in the same or related market while holding a DRT order 
provided that the customer has previously consented in writing and evidence of the consent is 
denoted on the order by including the with permission designation ("WP"). This was formerly 
not permitted. 



NYMEX will adopt a completely harmonized Rule 531 ("Trading Against Customers' Orders 
Prohibited") which will permit a customer to waive the prohibition in the rule under certain 
circumstances. This waiver is not currently permitted under NYMEX rules and is applicable at 
COMEX only in back month Copper. 

Several sections of Rule 536 ("Recordkeeping Requirements for Pit, Globex and Negotiated 
Trades") will be unique to the trade recordation and trade entry protocols which will be in place 
at NYMEX and will therefore be modified from the version currently in place at CME and CBOT. 

NYMEX will adopt the Request for Quote ("RFQ") and Request for Cross ("RFC") model with 
respect to Globex option trades which result from pre-execution communications. This will 
replace the current requirement that the order entries be separated by a period of 15 seconds. 
Futures trades on Globex which result from pre-execution communications will continue to 
require a 5 second waiting period between the order entries. The change to the RFQ/RFC 
requirements harmonizes with existing pre-execution communication requirements for Globex 
options trades in CME products and certain CBOT products which result from pre-execution 
communications. 

Position Limit Rules 

NYMEX will adopt Rules 443 ("Position Limit Violations"), 559 ("Position Limits and 
Exemptions"), 560 ("Position Accountability") and 561 ("Reports of Large Positions") which 
reflect the adoption of a best practices approach to position rules based on a review of existing 
rules at CME, CBOT, NYMEX & COMEX. Language has been added to Rule 560 which allows 
the Chief Regulatory Officer or his designee to order a position reduction in circumstances 
where a person holds or controls positions in excess of position accountability levels or in 
excess of position limits pursuant to an approved exemption if the Chief Regulatory Officer or 
his designee determines that such action is necessary to maintain an orderly market. 
Additionally, the Market Regulation Department may order a reduction of positions in 
circumstances where a party has failed to provide requested information relating to positions 
owned or controlled by the party. 

NYMEX Chapter 6 ("Arbitration") 

With the relocation of NYMEX trade practice rules to new Chapter 5, the rules in existing 
Chapter 6a ("Arbitration") will be relocated to new Chapter 6 ("Arbitration"). 

Chapter 7 ("Delivery Facilities and Delivery Procedures") 

NYMEX will adopt new Rules 716 ("Duties of Clearing Members") and 770 ("Alternative Delivery 
Procedures"), which will be harmonized completely with CME and CBOT Rules 716 and 770. 
Rule 716 requires clearing members to assess an account owner's ability to make or take 
delivery prior to the last day of trading in physically delivered contracts. Absent satisfactory 
information, the firm is responsible for ensuring the orderly liquidation of such open positions. 
Rule 770 will be applicable to any physically delivered contract and will allow for a member or 
clearing member to request a delivery offset through the Clearing House if a delivery obligation 
is the result of an error or outtrade discovered on or after the last day of trading. In these 
circumstances, the Clearing House will attempt to identify a party with an offsetting position 
willing to accommodate the liquidation of the position resulting from the error or outtrade. If a 
party is identified, the delivery obligations of both parties will be extinguished via the position 



offset. The rule provides the Clearing House an additional safeguard as a means of avoiding a 
delivery default. 

NYMEX Chapter 9 ("Clearing Members") 

New NYMEX Rule 904 ("Funds in Trading Accounts Carried by Clearing Members") is a 
relocation of CME and CBOT Rule 525 which is also being moved to Rule 904. 

NYMEX Chapter 9a ("Position Rules") 

This chapter will be eliminated based on the harmonization of position rules in Rules 443, 559, 
560 and 561. 

NYMEX Chapter 11G ("Electronic Trading Rules for the Globex System") 

This chapter will be eliminated. The rules will be relocated to Chapter 5 in order to harmonize 
with CM E and CBOT rules. 

COMEX Chapters 101 ("COMEX Division- Definitions") and 104 ("COMEX Division- Trading 
Rules") · 

These chapters will be eliminated. The rules will be relocated to Chapter 5 in order to 
harmonize with CME and CBOT rules. Based on the adoption of new Chapter 5, COMEX 
Chapter 101 is unnecessary. 

NYMEX & COMEX Product Chapter Rules 

Product chapter rules will be modified to 1) correct rule number references based on the 
harmonization of the trade practice rules and 2) eliminate the prohibition at NYMEX and 
COMEX of establishing an options position at cabinet. CME and CBOT permit options positions 
at cabinet to liquidate or establish a position. 

NYMEX certifies that the amendments comply with the Commodity Exchange Act and 
regulations thereunder. 

If you have any questions, .please contact Nancy Minett, Director, Market Regulation, at 
212.299.2940, Robert Sniegowski, Associate Director, Market Regulation, at 312.341.5991 or 
me at 312.648.5422. Please reference NYMEX Submission No. 09.141 in any related 
correspondence. 

Sincerely, 

Is/ Stephen M. Szarmack 
Director and Associate General Counsel 

7688 



NYMEX and COMEX Rule Changes 

300. COMMITTEES 

Chapter 3 
Exchange Committees 

300.0. Disqualification from Certain Committees and Governing Boards 

No person shall serve on the Board of Directors or any Board level committee; the Clearing House Risk 
Committee; the Business Conduct Committee; the Probable Cause Committee; the Floor Conduct 
Committee; the Settlement Committee; the Delivery Committee; or the Arbitration Committee 

1) who is found by a final decision or settlement agreement (or absent a finding in the settlement 
agreement if any acts charged included a disciplinary offense) to have committed a disciplinary 
offense, as defined in Section E. below; or 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

Chapter4 
Enforcement of Rules 

[The modifications to the rules in existing NYMEX Chapter 4 are set forth below with additions 
underscored and deletions overstruck.] 

401. THE CHIEF REGULATORY OFFICER 

It shall be the duty of the Chief Regulatory Officer to enforce Exchange rules, and he shall have available to 
him at all times the resources of the Compliance Market Regulation Department and such other Exchange 
resources as may be necessary to conduct investigations of alleged rule violations and market conditions. 
The Chief Regulatory Officer shall have the authority to inspect the books and records of all Members and 
the authority to require any Member to appear before him and produce his or its books and records and 
answer questions regarding alleged violations of Exchange rules, at the time, place and in the manner he 
designates. The Chief Regulatory Officer m_ay also delegate such authority to staff of the ComplianseMarket 
Regulation Department. 

402. BUSINESS CONDUCT COMMITTEE 
402.A. Jurisdiction and General Provisions 

[The first three paragraphs are unchanged.] 

No person shall serve on the BCC unless he has agreed in writing that he will not publish, divulge, or make 
known in any manner, any facts or information regarding the business of any person or any other 
information which may come to his attention in his official capacity as a member of the BCC, except when 
reporting to the Board or to a committee concerned with such information or to the Legal Department or 
ComplianceMarket Regulation Department, when requested by the CFTC or other governmental agency or 
when compelled to testify in any judicial or administrative proceeding. 

[The remainder of Section A. through Section C. is unchanged.] 

402.0. Actions against Non-Members 

If the BCC or ComplianseMarket Regulation Department has reason to believe or suspect that any non
member is conducting trading activities in violation of the Commodity Exchange Act or Exchange rules or in 
a manner that threatens the integrity or liquidity of any contract, the committee or ComplianseMarket 
Regulation Department may request such non-member and require any Members to appear, produce 
documents and testify at a ~iaf!GeMarket Regulation Department interview or investigation, or hearing 
to be conducted by the BCC. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

403. CLEARING HOUSE RISK COMMITTEE 
403.A. Jurisdiction and General Provisions 

[The first five paragraphs are unchanged.] 
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No person shall serve on the CHRC unless he has agreed in writing that he will not publish, divulge, or make 
known in any manner, any facts or information regarding the business of any person or entity or any other 
information which may come to his attention in his official capacity as a member of the CHRC, except when 
reporting to the Board or to a committee concerned with such information or to the Legal Department, Audit 
Department or ComflliancoMarket Regulation Department, when requested by the CFTC or other 
governmental agency or when compelled to testify in any judicial or administrative proceeding. 

[The remainder of Section A. is unchanged.] 

403.8. Settlement Offers 

[The first paragraph is unchanged.] 

If the Audit or CompliancoMarket Regulation Department does not oppose the respondent's offer of 
settlement, the respondent's written offer of settlement and the Audit or ComFJiiancoMarket Regulation 
Department's supporting statement shall be submitted to the CHRC for consideration. 

If the Audit or CompliancoMarket Regulation Department opposes an offer of settlement, the Respondent's 
written offer and the Audit or . ComFJiianceMarket Regulation Department's written opposition shall be 
submitted to the CHRC. The CHRC's consideration of the offer of settlement shall be based upon the written 
offer and opposition filings, as well as the evidence presented to the CHRC in determining to issue the 
charges. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

404. PIT COMMITTEE 

The Pit Committee shall have the authority to: 1) participate in the determination of opening and closing 
ranges in accordance with Rule 546; 2) oversee and enforce changes in prices in accordance with Rule 528: 
3) resolve pit space disputes: 4) remove unauthorized persons from the pit; 5} resolve. by immediate action. 
all grievances arising from price infractions pursuant to Rule 514 during pit trading: and 6) issue charges for 
alleged violations of Rule 514. 

To the extent that Pit Committee members participate in the creation of settlement prices, they agree to 
assign and transfer to the Exchange any and all right, title and interest in and to the settlement prices. 
including, but not limited to, all copyrights in the settlement prices: 

A Pit Committee member shall not exercise his authority if he or any person. firm, or broker association with 
which he is affiliated has a personal, financial. or other direct interest in the matter under consideration. A 
Pit Committee member shall be deemed to have a financial interest if the decision is likely to have an 
immediate financial impact on a transaction for· his account or an account in which he has an interest or if 
the decision is likely to impact on liability for filling an order for which he or a person with whom he has a 
financial or business relationship was responsible. 

405. FlOOR COMMITIEE 
The Floor Commil;too shall eo FOSflOnsiele for resolving 13it Sf>aGO disp~o~tos and shall have jurisdiction to 
con9~o~ct summary proceedings for alleged violations of, an9 assess FJOnaltios in accordance with, this rule. 

405.A. AYtl=lority to lssYe betters of Warning anEI/ar S~;~mmary Fines fer Violations of Desor~;~m or 
Attire R~;~les 

The Floor Committee, or its designees, may impose summarily, on any Memeor a bol;ter of 'Naming and/or 
fino of not more than five thousand dollars ($5,000) for each violation of any rule relating to decorum or al;tire 
on the trading floor or on any part of the Exchange premises. 

405.S. AYtl=lority to lssYe betters of 'Naming aml/or SYmmary Fines fer Otl=ler Fleer Offenses 

The F'\oor Committee, or its designees. may impose summarily. on any Member a Letter of \'Varning and/or a 
fino of not mere than five tho~o~san8 8ollars ($5,00Q) for: 

1. Violating any rule relatin§ to clerk registration, any r~o~le re§arding tho ~o~ntimely or inacc~o~rate s~o~bmission 
of tra9e data. re13orts. recor9s or similar matters for clearin§ or fer verify in§ each say's transactions: 

2. a failt~re ey q~o~alifiod f.loor traders and/or their a~o~thorized representatives to atton9 any option's 
expirations; or 

3. a fail~o~re tly a Member to attend a man9atory training course offered ey Exchange staff. 

VVith respect to any NYMEX Momeer, a Letter of 1Narning and/or a fine of not more than five thousand 
9ollars ($5,000) may eo summarily imFJosed for each violation of NYMEX Rules 9.37 or e.Oe. VVith respect to 
any COM EX Memeer, a Lotter of 'Narnin§ and/or a fine of not more than fi'le thousan9 Elollars ($5,000) may 
ee summarily imposed for each violation of COMEX R~o~les 104.14; 104.25; 104.09; 104.05(a); or 104.70; or 
for any interfureRGO or attempt to intorfure with an employee of tl:le Exchan§o in the porfon=Aance of his 
9utios un9or COMEX Rules 104.04. 104.05 and 104.07. In tho event tl:lat either: i) tho official ciliA§ tho 
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alleged infraction was involved in the incident in question; and/-or ii) tho ktcts of the alleged infraction are 
challenged by a disinterested third party. then the 13arty charged shall be entitled to an adjudication in 
accordance with the provisions of Rule 405.D. prior to the imposition of any fino. In no event shall the 
issuance of a bettor of IJVarning entitle a Member to a hearing. Letters of VVarning may eo aFJpealed in 
accerdance •.vith tho provisions set forth in Rule 405.E. below. 

405.C. Notice of Fine 

The official imposing the fine shall issue a "f!>Jotice of fine" in a form te eo prescril::led l::ly the Exchange, 
•Nhich shall notify the respondent of the effense committed and the fine to 13e imposed. The form shall notify 
the res!'londent of the right to reqLtest a hearing whenever the provisions of Rule 405./\. or 405.B. are 
applicable. failure to request a hearing, unless good cause is shewn, shall be deemed a consent to the fine, 
which shall then eo imposed in the amount sot forth in the Notice of fine. or in such amount as may be 
dete1111ined by the floor Committee in the event that the Notice of fine dees not specify an amount. 

I\ Member who claims that he is entitlee to a hearing in accoreance with the provisions of Rule 4QS.i\. or 
405.B. shall l::lo entitled to file a \Witton request for a hearing with the CemJilliance Department Yo'ithin seven 
(7) 13Ltsinoss days after mailing of such notice by the Compliance Department, subject to the following: 

1. The Compliance De!')artment shall review tho request for a hearing and prefJaro a written statement 
which shall set forth tho reasen that the in'.'estigation was initiated, tho relevant facts, the conclusions of 
the Compliance Department and. if tho Compliance Department concludes that there is a reasonable 
basis to believe that a rule violation occurred, a recommendation of tho Compliance Department to a 
Panel comprised of throe members of the floor Committee (the "Review Panel") whether the matter 
requires a hearing in accordance with Rule 405./\. and 405B. The Re'.'iew Panel shall determine if a 
hearing is required. The Compliance Department may also refer a matter to the Proeaele Cause 
Committee in accordance with Rule 406. 

2. Tho respondent shall file an /\nswer within five (5) business days after reeoi,,·ing tho written statement 
fJFOpared 13y the Compliance Department referred to in tho previous paragraph. /\ny charges not denied 
in the answer shall be deemed admitted ane if no ani:wmr is filed within the time period SJilecified in tho 
rule, unless good cause is shown, all tho charges 'Nill eo deemed to hm'e been aemitted. 

i!. 1\ party who files a request for a hearing shall ee requiree to appear at the hearing unless a written 
withdrawal of tho request for a hearing has been filed with tho ComFJiianeo Department at least one 
week prior to tho scheduled hearing date. The Panel (comfJOSed as sot forth in paragraph (D) of this 
rule) may in its discretion enter a penalty for non appearanee in an amount not to exceed $250 against 
a f)arty who has not filed a withdrawal of his request fer a hearing and ¥o<ho has not appeared at tho 
sshedYiod time and place. Such penalty shall become effective ten (i 0) days after it has !::leon issued 
unless tho respondent shows good cause for tho non appearance prior to tho effective date of tho 
~ 

405.0. Fleer Cemmittee Hearings 

A hearing required pursuant to Rule 405./\. or 405.B. shall be scheduled no earlier than ton (10 business 
days following tho incident in question and shall eo conducted befem a Panel comprised of no rower than 
three members of the floor Committee. provided that none of the Panel members shall have served on the 
Review Panel for the incident in question. The Panel shall moot at such times as it dooms appropriate. The 
personal appearance of the respondent and the Compliance Department shall be required. Where the 
respondent fails to afJpoar at a requested hearing at the time and place schedLtled, without good cause 
shown, in addition to the sanctions whish may bo imposed under Rule 40S.C.i!., he shall be deemed in 
default, and tho proceeding shall be determined against tho respondent upon eonsideration of tho Notiee of 
fine. the allegations of which shall be doomed to have boon admitted. Tho Panel may determine-the 
JilFOCedures to bo applied in any hearing before it: pro¥idod, however. that tho following procedures shall 
apFJIY in o>,<ery case: 

1. The prosecution shall be conducted 13y the Compliance Department; 

2. Tho respondent shall be fJeFAlitted to present witnesses or other evidence and may cross examine 
witnesses; 

i!. Unless good cause is shown, the Compliance Department and the respondent shall l::le limited to a 
presentation not to exceed fifteen (15) minutes; 

4. The formal rules of evidence shall not apply and tho Panel shall have the authority to dociGo-all 
procedural and evidentiary matters; 

5. The Netieo of fine. any doeumentary evidence or other material presented-to tho Panel by oith~ 
shall constitute tho reeord of the hearing; 
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6. The Compliance Department shall have tho bYrden of proof; and 

7. l\ finding of a RYles violation may be made on a preponderance of tho evidence contained in tho record 
of the wocoeding. 

In advance of tho hearing, tho respondent shall be entitled to Olffimine all bool<s, doctimonts and ather 
tangible evidence in possoss\on or tJnEier the control of the exchange that (i) are to be relied upon by the 
Camplianco Department in prosocYting the matter; or (ii) whish are relevant to the charges. Respondent 
shall bo required to produce Stich discovery as tho Compliance Department shall request which is relevant 
to the charges and respondent's defense. This does not include materials that are privileged or subject to 
any WQrl< prodtict protections. 

/\ny person within the jurisdiction of the exchange who is called at any hearing shall appear at such hearing 
and give testimany or produce evidence. The Panel shall have the po¥.'er to impose a penalty against any 
person who is within the jurisdiction of tho Exchange and whoso actions impede the prowess of tho hearing. 

~ Floor Committee Decisions ami Sanctions 

Tho Panel shall render a written decision ·.vithin t:\'18 (2) bysiness days of the hearing date, receipt of notice 
that the respondent has waived his right to a hearing, or tho entF)' of default, whichever is applicable. The 
written decision shall include: (i) the speciffc rule violation which tho respondent •.vas foynd to have 

committed; (ii) an order which may impose the penalty recommended in the Notice of Fino, increase or 
decrease the recommended amount: and (iii) notice that the decision constitutes a final decision of the 
Exchange which is appealable to the Commission. 

/\ny Lotter of Warning imposed in accordance with Rule 40§.,1\. or 40€i.B. and/or any fino 1Rat does not 
roqYire a hearing, may be apFJOaled to the Floor Committee by filing a tyFJOV;'ritten roqyect with the 
Compliance Department within tive (5) bysiness days after mailing of such notice by the Compliance 
Department. In its sole discretion, the r;loor Committee may affirm, reverse, or modify any penalty imposed 
ptirsuant to Rtilo 40€i .• «\. or 40a.B .. and its decision shall be final. ,A, modification of any f.ine may incltJdo, 
among other things, an increase in any tine imposed. 

Any fino imposed in accordance with Rule 40€i.A. or 405.8. shall be dYe and payable within ton (10) days 
after notice of SYCh action is given to tho Member. VVhoro a determination has boon made either by a Panel 
of the r;loor Committee foii~Ning a hearing or by tho r;loor Committee following an appeal, sYch action shall 
be final ten (10) days after notice is given to the Member and shall not be subject to appeal, and any fine 
imposed as a resYit of Stich determination shall be due and payable within ton (10) days after notice of tho 
determination is gi'Jen to the Member. 

4Q5.F. Referr=als to the Probable Catise Committee 

Tho Floor Committee may refer any matter within its jurisdiction to tho Probable Cause Committee under 
Rule 406 or to the Compliance Department for further action ynder this Chapter 4. 

4Q5.G. Maintenance of Health and Safety iR Exshange Traaing Rings 

No member may stand on tho top stop, second stop (or as necessary lower stops) of a !Fading ring unless 
such member is 13resently authorized to occYpy sHch stop of the applicable trading ring by Exchange staff. 
r;or each trading ring, Exchange staff, in its sole discretion, shall initially determine the maximtim number of 
actual members who can reasonably and safely occupy the top ste13, second step and as necessary any 
other step of that ring. 

!3ased ~o~pon such safety calculations, Exchange staff then will determine those members 'Nho may stand on 
tho applicable rings based solely upon the following criteria (reviev>'ing, on a monthly basis, trading voiYme 
(including T/\S transactions but not incl~o~ding any non comJ3otitivo transactions Stich as EH? or er;S) data for 
the immediately preceding throe month period or such other period as may be sot by Exchange staff): for 
the top step, total wstomer voiYme executed by a member except that no member firm and no billing entity 
may have more than three affiliated members on either of tho two sides of a ring; for the second step, total
trading volume exeouted by a floor member: and as necessar;, for lower stops in tho applisable ring, total 

trading VOIYmO eXOCYtOd by a member. 

In relation to the top stop, for any ring whore tho Exchange has implemented the provisions of this rule, no 
member thus will be authoriozod to stand on tho to13 stop if such member's trading is limited to trading solely 
for his own proprietary acsount. · 

While the calcYiation for top stop volume will be made on the basis of customer •toiYme executed by 
individyal brol<ers, tho Exchange •.viii permit reasonable SYbstitutions for a broker by a member or billing 
entity vAth whom tho broker is affiliated, pro·Jidod that either the broker or the member or billing entity has for 
purposes of this FYie given notice to tho Exchange of sHch affiliation. 

Members shall have the right to request a further review or reconsideration by Exchange staff of any 
determination affecting them or their member or billing entity. and any such requests must be submitted in 
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the form and manner as provided by the Exchange, provided. however. that the filing of any such reqYest for 
reconsideration will not mwuse ofjYstify any noncompliance \Nith this rule. No member may stand on a step 
after eeing notified 9y the Floer Committee that the momeor is not authorized to stand on that stop. 

The Floor Committee may impose summarily on any member in violation of this rule a Letter of Warning 
and/or a fine of not less than $1,000 dollars b1:1t not more than $2,500 for each violation of this rYle, and 
violation of Rule 40€i.G. for each now trading session shall constit~o~to a separate violation. pro¥ided that, in 
the event of repeated violations by a member, tho Floor Committee may determine to refer such memeer to 
the PF09a91e Ca~o~se Committee for fmther action. 1\ny fines iss~o~od pursuant to this rule may be appealed in 
the same manner and under the same proced~o~res set forth in Rule 40€i.E. 

405.H. Floor Committee Rules 

i\ction taken by the Floor Committee or its designee p~o~rsuant to this wle shall not be subject to the 
provisions of this Chapter respecting procedures for disciplinary proceedings, except for those provisions 
established in this Rule 405. 

405. FLOOR CONDUCT COMMITTEE 
The Floor Conduct Committee shall be responsible for resolving pit space disputes that are not resolved by 
the Pit Committee. The committee shall conduct summary proceedings for alleged violations of Rule 514. 
Floor Conduct Committee members shall participate in the resolution of quotation change requests pursuant 
to the Quotation Change Procedures set forth in the Appendix to Chapter 5. The Floor Conduct Committee 
shall have jurisdiction to conduct summary proceedings for violations of. and assess penalties in accordance 
with. Exchange rules. The procedures contained in Rule 409 shall govern summary proceedings. 

406. PROBABLE CAUSE COMMITTEE 
The Probable Cause Committee ("PCC") shall receive and review investigation reports from the 
CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department. The PCC shall act through a Panel comprised of a chairman, 
three Exchange members or employees of member firms and three non-members. Of the Exchange 
members appointed to a Panel, a majority must be from the contract market where the case originated. A 
quorum of a Panel shall consist of a majority of the Panel, but must include at least the chairman, two 
members or employees of member firms and two non-members. The ComplianceMarket Regulation 
Department is not required to provide notice of its intent to appear before the PCC to request charges. 

[The next two paragraphs are unchanged.] 

A Panel shall endeavor to review an investigation report prepared by the CemplianceMarket Regulation 
Department within 30 days of receipt of a report the Panel deems to be complete. The Panel shall, by 
majority vote, take one of the following actions: If the Panel determines that disciplinary action is 
unwarranted it shall direct that no further action be taken or that a warning letter be issued. If the Panel 
determines that a reasonable basis exists for finding that a violation of an Exchange rule may have occurred 
which may warrant disciplinary action, it shall issue appropriate charges. The Panel shall direCt the 
CemplianceMarket Regulation Department to give notice of the charges to the respondent in accordance 
with Rule 407.B. and to the appropriate BCC Panel chairman. 

The CompliancoMarket Regulation Department may appeal to the Board any refusal by a Panel to issue 
those charges requested by the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department. If such an appeal is requested, 
the Board shall conduct a hearing on the matter in accordance with the procedures in Rule 411. 

No person shall serve on the PCC unless he has agreed in writing that he will not publish, divulge or make 
known in any manner, any facts or information regarding the business of any person or entity or any other 
information which may come to his attention in his official capacity as a member of the PCC, except when 
reporting to the Board or to a committee concerned with such information or to the Legal Department or 
ComplianceMarket Regulation Department, when requested by the CFTC or other governmental agency or 
when compelled to testify in any judicial or administrative proceeding. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

407. INITIAL INVESTIGATION, ASSIGNMENT FOR HEARING AND NOTICE OF CHARGES 
The Ge~seMarket Regulation Department shall investigate alleged rule violations. Investigations and 
all information and documents obtained during the course of an investigation shall be treated as non-public 
and confidential and shall not be disclosed, except as necessary to further an Exchange investigation or as 
required by law. The ComplianceMarket Regulation Department is authorized to take recorded interviews of 
Members pursuant to an Exchange investigation. 

The CompliancoMarket Regulation Department may take oral depositions of witnesses during an 
investigation. The Member under investigation shall be given at least five days written notice of the time of 
the deposition and place where the witness will be deposed, which may be at any location within the United 
States. The Member under investigation shall have the right to be present in person or by representative at 
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the oral deposition, with right of cross examination. All oral depositions of witnesses shall be taken under 
oath, before an officer qualified in the place of the deposition to administer oaths, and the complete 
testimony of the witnesses shall be transcribed by such officer or by a person under his supervision. Oral 
depositions taken in accordance with this rule shall be admissible in evidence at any hearing of the Board of 
Directors or a committee, reserving to the Member under investigation the right to object at the hearing to 
the relevancy or materiality of the testimony contained therein. 

Upon conclusion of an investigation, the CompliancoMarket Regulation Department may issue a warning 
letter to the Member under investigation. Such letter shall not constitute either the finding of a rule violation 
or a penalty. 

If the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department has reasonable cause to believe an offense has occurred 
which should be dealt with by a panel of the BCC ("BCC Panel"), it shall request a panel of the PCC ("PCC 
Panel") to convene to consider its recommendation for charges. The ComplianceMarket Regulation 
Department's presentation to the PCC Panel shall not constitute an ex parte communication as described in 
Rule 417. 

407.A. Investigation File 

The ComplianceMarket Regulation Department shall maintain a file once an investigation is initiated. The file 
shall include any materials in the possession of.the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department that may be 
relevant to the conduct being investigated. In any matter in which a PCC Panel issues charges, the 
investigation file shall include an investigation report prepared by the ComplianceMarket Regulation 
Department. A member charged with a violation of the rules shall have the right to review the evidence in the 
investigation file relevant to the issued charges, provided, however, that protected attorney work product, 
attorney-client communications and investigative work product, including, but not limited to, the investigation 
report and any exception reports, are neither discoverable by a respondent in disciplinary proceedings nor 
subject to review by a respondent as part of the investigation file. Production of the investigation report to a 
PCC Panel shall not constitute a waiver of the protected and/or privileged nature of such report. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

408. CONDUCT OF HEARINGS 
[Section A. is unchanged.] 

408.8. Pre-Hearing 

1. Procedural and Evidentiary Matters 

The Panel chairman may require a pre-hearing conference. 

The Panel chairman shall have the authority to decide all procedural and evidentiary matters and all pre
hearing motions, and the chairman's decision shall be final. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, a 
motion to dismiss any or all of the charges may be granted only by the Panel. The ComplianceMarket 
Regulation Department may appeal to the Board any decision of the Panel to grant such a motion. If such an 
appeal is requested, the Board shall conduct a hearing on the matter in accordance with the procedures in 
Rule 411. 

Pre-hearing motions must be submitted in writing to the BCC's counsel and a copy shall also be provided to 
the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department. Motions to dismiss any or all of the charges must be 
submitted at least 21 days in advance of the originally scheduled hearing date and a copy shall also be 
provided to the CompliancoMarket Regulation Department. Upon receipt, the CompliancoMarket Regulation 
Department shall have seven days to submit a written response to the BCC's counsel, and shall provide a 
copy to the respondent. 

Any pre-hearing motions not specifically covered by these rules must be filed at least five business days in 
advance of the hearing date. 

Prior to the hearing, the respondent may examine all evidence which is to be relied upon by the 
ComplianceMarket Regulation Department during the hearing, or which is relevant to the charges. However, 
the respondent shall not be entitled to examine protected attorney work product, attorney-client 
communications or investigative work product, including, but not limited to, the investigation report and any 
exceptions reports. The respondent may obtain a copy of all such evidence, and any copying costs shall be 
the sole responsibility of the respondent. A respondent who seeks documents that are not in the possession 
of the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department may request the documents from their custodian. The 
ComplianceMarket Regulation Department is not required to produce or obtain any documents that are not 
in its possession. Upon a showing of good cause, the respondent may petition the Panel chairman tb 
compel the production of documents by a custodian, provided that the custodian is subject to the jurisdiction 
of the Exchange, the custodian has refused voluntarily to provide the documents, and the documents are 
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relevant to the charges. The ComplianceMarket Regulation Department may object, in whole or in part, to 
any such petition. 

The issuance of charges shall not restrict the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department from further 
investigating the activity underlying the charg~s or investigating other potential violations by the respondent. 

2. Submission of Documents and Identification of Witnesses by Respondent 

At least 10 days in advance of the hearing, the respondent shall submit to the ComplianceMarket Regulation 
Department copies of all documents and records upon which the respondent plans to rely at the hearing, 
and provide a list of, and make available for inspection by the Compliance Market Regulation Department, all 
books, records, names of witnesses and other tangible evidence upon which the respondent plans to rely at 
the hearing. The Panel may refuse to consider any books, records, documents or other tangible evidence 
which was not made available to, or witnesses whose names were not submitted to, the Compliance Market 
Regulation Department pursuantto this section. 

408.C. Settlement Offers 

[fhe first two paragraphs of Section C. are unchanged.] 

If the CompliancoMarket Regulation Department does not oppose the respondent's offer of settlement, the 
respondent's written offer of settlement and the CemplianceMarket Regulation Department's supporting 
statement shall be submitted to the Panel for consideration. 

If the CompliancoMarket Regulation Department opposes the respondent's offer of settlement, then 
following the issuance of any charges by the PCC, the respondent may submit a written offer of settlement 
for consideration by the Panel no less than 14 days in advance of the originally scheduled hearing date. If a 
respondent submits an offer less than 14 days before a scheduled hearing, or after the hearing has 
commenced, the offer shall not be considered unless agreed to by the parties. In considering whether to 
accept the respondent's offer, the Panel shall examine the respondent's written offer of settlement and the 
Compliance Market Regulation Department's written opposition thereto. 

[fhe remainder of Section C. is unchanged.] 

408.0. Hearings 

The ComplianceMarket Regulation Department shall be a party to the hearing and shall present evidence on 
the charges. The CompliancoMarket Regulation Department and the members of the Panel may question 
any witness and examine all the evidence stipulated to or presented at the hearing. The respondent shall be 
entitled to appear personally, testify, produce evidence, call witnesses on his own behalf and cross-examine 
any witness. The CemplianceMarket Regulation Department bears the burden of establishing the basis for a 
finding of guilt on any charge by a preponderance of the evidence. Formal rules of evidence shall not apply. 

[fhe remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

409. SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE FLOOR CONDUCT COMMITTEE 
409.A. Jurisdiction 

A member of the Pit Committee. a member of the Floor Conduct Committee. or a designated representative 
of the Market Regulation Department shall have the authority to issue charges against an individual with 
respect to trading infractions as set forth in Rule 514. A panel of the Floor Conduct Committee shall have 
authority to conduct summary proceedings with respect to charges under Rule 514. 

Charges against an individual shall be issued by filing the appropriate forms with the Market Regulation 
Department and by giving a copy to the respondent. 

409.8. Selection of the Panel 

For proceedings before the Floor Conduct Committee, the Chief Regulatory Officer or his designee. in 
consultation with a Floor Conduct Committee Co-Chairman. shall select a panel consisting of three 
additional members of the Floor Conduct Committee. which may include other Co-Chairmen of the 
committee. The Chief Regulatory Officer shall endeavor to rotate the members serving on the panels. 

No panelist may serve on the particular panel if he or any person. firm. or broker association with which he is 
affiliated has a personal. financial. or other direct interest in the matter under consideration. 

409.C. Conduct of Summary Proceedings 

A summary proceeding before the Floor Conduct Committee shall be conducted in a fair and impartial 
manner. 

A summary proceeding before the Floor Conduct Committee shall take place as soon as practicable after 
the issuance of charges. The proceeding will not be recorded. The respondent shall be entitled to appear 
personally and answer the charges issued. Respondents and witnesses may not be represented by counsel 
at a summary proceeding. However. an employee without membership privileges who is a respondent may 
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be represented by a single representative of his employer. A panel shall decide by a majority vote whether 
the individual is guilty of the violation or offense charged. If the accused individual is found guilty. a panel 
may impose fines in accordance with Exchange rules. A witness who fails to appear at a summary 
proceeding after being directed to do so by the Chairman of the panel or by staff may be charged with a 
violation of Rule 432. 

If a panel of the Floor Conduct Committee. by a majority vote, decides that the matter is of major importance 
or might warrant a penalty in excess of its own authority. the Chairman of the Panel shall refer the matter to 
the PCC and shall inform the individual of this referral in writing. 

409.0. Appeals 

An individual found guilty of an offense who receives a fine greater than $1.000 may, within 10 days of the 
decision. file a written appeal of the decision with the Market Regulation Department. A written appeal that 
fails to specify the grounds for the appeal and the specific error or impropriety of the original decision shall 
be dismissed by the Chief Regulatory Officer. The appeal shall be heard by a Panel of the BCC ("BCC 
Panel") whose decision shall be final. The appellant shall be entitled to be represented by counsel, appear 
personally before the BCC Panel and present evidence that he may h1we in support of his appeal. The BCC 
Panel shall not set aside. modify or amend the appealed decision unless it determines. by majority vote. that 
the decision was: 

1. Arbitrary. capricious, or an abuse of the committee's discretion: 

2. In excess of the committee's authority or jurisdiction: or 

3. Based on a clearly erroneous application or interpretation of Exchange rules. 

411. APPEAL TO A HEARING PANEL OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department may request an appeal to a hearing panel of the Board 
("Appellate Panel") regarding a final decision of or sanction imposed by the BCC, or any refusal by the PCC 
to issue those charges requested by the CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department, by filing a request for 
an appeal with the Exchange Legal Department within 10 business days after receiving notice of such 
decision, sanction or refusal. Filing of a request for an appeal by the CornplianceMarket Regulation 
Department shall stay any decision that is appealed unless the Chairman of the Board or the chairman of 
the BCC Panel from which the appeal is taken specifically directs that the decision is not stayed pending 
appeal. 

A Member found guilty of an offense or otherwise aggrieved by a final decision of the BCC, may, within 10 
business days of being provided notice of any such decision, unless specifically prohibited, request an 
appeal to an Appellate Panel provided that the decision assesses a monetary sanction greater than $10,000 
and/or an access denial or suspension of any membership privileges for greater than five business days 
against the Member. Filing of a request for an appeal by a Member shall stay the decision appealed unless 
the CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department objects to such a stay and the Chairman of the Board or the 
chairman of the BCC Panel from which the appeal is taken specifically directs that the decision is not stayed 
pending appeal. · 

[The next two paragraphs are unchanged.] 

The appellate hearing shall be limited to the record from the appealed proceeding. The Appellate Panel shall 
not entertain any new evidence or new legal theory not raised in the prior proceeding except upon a clear 
showing by the appellant that such new evidence or new legal theory did not exist or was not ascertainable 
by due diligence at the time of the proceeding, and that there was insufficient time within the intervening 
period prior to the hearing of the Appellate Panel for the appellant to bring such new evidence or legal theory 
to the attention of the BCC or the PCC, as applicable. The chairman of the Appellate Panel shall allow the 
filing of briefs in connection with the appeal of a decision of the BCC. The Appellate Panel shall review the 
investigation report in connection with the appeal of a refusal by the PCC to issue those charges requested 
by the CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department. 

[The next five paragraphs are unchanged.] 

In the case of an appeal by the CornplianceMarket Regulation Department of a decision by the PCC not to 
issue those charges requested by the CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department, the Appellate Panel shall 
either affirm or set aside the decision of the PCC. If the decision is set aside, the Appellate Panel shall 
remand the matter to the PCC for the issuance of charges. If the decision is affirmed, the Appellate Panel 
shall direct that no further action be taken and such decision shall be deemed a decision of the Board and 
shall be a final decision of the Exchange. 

In the case of an appeal by the Compliance Market Regulation Department of a decision by the BCC to grant 
a respondent's motion to dismiss any or all of the charges, the Appellate Panel shall either affirm or set 
aside the decision of the BCC with respect to each dismissed charge. If the decision is set aside with 
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respect to any dismissed charge, such charge shall be deemed to be reinstated and disciplinary 
proceedings with respect to all of the charges shall be conducted before a different panel of the BCC 
pursuant to the procedures in Rule 408. If the decision is affirmed with respect to any dismissed charge, the 
Panel shall direct that no further action be taken with respect to such dismissed charge and such decision 
shall be deemed a decision of the Board and shall be a final decision of the Exchange. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

413. SUMMARY ACCESS DENIAL ACTIONS 
[Section A. is unchanged.] 

413.B. Notice 

Promptly after an action is taken pursuant to Rule 413.A., the Member shall be informed of the action taken, 
the reasons for the action, and the effective date, time and the duration of the action taken. The Member 
shall be advised of his right to a hearing before a panel of the BCC ("Panel") by filing notice of intent with the 
ComplianseMarket Regulation Department within 10 business days of the Notice date. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

417. PROHIBITED COMMUNICATIONS 
417.A. Ex Parte Communications 

Unless on notice and opportunity for all parties to participate: 

1. No subject or respondent (or any counsel to or representative of a subject or respondent) or the 
ComplianseMarket Regulation Department (or any counsel to or representative of the 
ComplianceMarket Regulation Department) shall knowingly make or cause to be made an ex parte 
communication relevant to the merits (which shall not include scheduling and procedural matters) of an 
investigation or a proceeding to a member of a charging, adjudicatory, or appeal committee or panel 
with respect to that matter or proceeding. 

2. No member of a charging, adjudicating, or appeal committee or panel that is participating in a decision 
with respect to an investigation or a proceeding shall knowingly make or cause to be made to a subject 
or respondent (or any counsel to or representative of a subject or respondent) or the ComplianseMarket 
Regulation Department (or any counsel to or representative of the ComplianceMarket Regulation 
Department) an ex parte communication relevant to the merits (which shall not include scheduling and 
_procedural matters) of that matter or proceeding. 

[Section B. is unchanged.] 

417.C. Disclosure 

Any person who receives, makes or learns of any communication which is prohibited by this rule shall 
promptly give notice of such communication and any response thereto to the ComplianceMarket Regulation 
Department and all parties to the proceeding to which the communication relates. A person shall not be 
deemed to have violated this rule if the person refuses an attempted communication concerning the merits 
of an investigation or proceeding as soon as it becomes apparent that the communication concerns the 
merits. 

432. GENERAL OFFENSES 
It shall be an offense: 

[The only change is in Section L.3. as set forth below.] 

L.3. to fail to produce any books or records requested by Exchange staff in connection with an investigation 
within 10 days after such request is made or such shorter period of time as determined by the 
CompliansoMarket Regulation Department in exigent circumstances or to fail to appear at a scheduled 
staff interview; 

442. NOTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 
Each Member shall immediately notify the ComplianseMarket Regulation Department in writing upon 
becoming aware of any of the following events relating to such Member: 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

443. [RESERVED]POSITION LIMIT VIOLATIONS 

The Market Regulation Department and the BCC shall have the authority to enforce the position limit rules of 
the Exchange. For purposes of this rule. any positions in excess of those permitted under the rules of the 
Exchange shall be deemed position limit violations. Additionally, any person making a bid or offer that 
would, if accepted. cause such person to exceed the applicable position limits shall be in violation of this 
rule. 
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If a position exceeds position limits as a result of an option assignment. the person who owns or controls 
such position shall be allowed one business day to liquidate the excess position without being considered in 
violation of the limits. Additionally. if. at the close of trading, a position that includes options exceeds 
position limits when evaluated using the previous day's delta factors, but does not exceed the limits when 
evaluated using the delta factors as of that day's close of trading. then the position shall not constitute a 
position limit violation. 

A clearing member shall not be in violation of this rule if it carries positions for its customers in excess of the 
applicable position limits for such reasonable period of time as the firm may require to discover and liquidate 
the excess positions. For the purposes of this rule. a reasonable period of time shall generally not exceed 
one business day. 

A customer who exceeds the position limits as a result of maintaining positions at more than one clearing 
member shall be deemed to have waived confidentiality regarding his positions and the identity of the 
clearing members at which they are maintained. A clearing member carrying such positions shall not be in 
violation of this rule if. upon notification by the Market Regulation Department. it liquidates its pro-rata share 
of the position in excess of the limits or otherwise ensures the customer is in compliance with the limits 
within a reasonable period of time. 

443.A. First Violation 

The first occurrence of a position limit violation shall result in a warning letter issued by the Market 
Regulation Department to the party in violation of the limit. with a copy provided to the carrying clearing 
member(s). In circumstances where the carrying clearing member has also committed a position limit 
violation as set forth in this rule by carrying such positions, a warning letter will be issued to the clearing 
member(s). 

443.8. Second Violation, Sanctions and Appeals 

A second position limit violation by a nonmember customer within 24 months of the issuance of a warning 
letter shall result in the imposition of an automatic fine by the Market Regulation Department to the 
nonmember customer as set forth below. Such fines will be payable to the Exchange by . the clearing 
member(s) carrying the nonmember customer's account(s). 

A second position limit violation by a member or member firm within 24 months of the issuance of a warning 
letter shall result in the imposition of an automatic fine by the Market Regulation Department to the member 
or member firm as set forth below and the issuance of a cease and desist order. 

The automatic fine for a position exceeding the applicable limit by up to 25% shall be $5.000. The automatic 
fine for a position exceeding the applicable limit by more than 25% shall be $15.000. 

Parties may, within 10 business days of being provided notice of sanctions issued pursuant to this section, 
request an appeal to a Panel of the Business Conduct Committee {"BCC Panel"). 

Upon receiving a written request for appeal. the Chainnan of the BCC Panel shall detennine whether there 
is a reasonable basis to conclude that the appellant might be able to meet one of the standards identified 
below that would permit the BCC Panel to set aside. modify or amend the appealed decision. The BCC 
Chairman's detennination shall be based solely upon the written request for appeal and any written 
response of the Market Regulation Department. The BCC Chainnan's determination of whether to hold a 
hearing on an appeal shall be final. If the BCC Chainnan grants the appellant's request for a hearing. the 
chainnan shall allow the filing of briefs in connection with the appeal. 

The BCC Panel hearing the appeal shall not set aside. modify or amend the appealed decision unless it 
detennines by a majority vote that the decision was: 

A. Arbitrary, capricious. or an abuse of the Market Regulation Department's discretion; 

B. In excess of the Market Regulation Department's authority or jurisdiction; or 

C. Based on a clearly erroneous application or interpretation of Exchange rules. 

The BCC Panel shall issue a written decision which shall include a statement of findings with respect to the 
decision from which the appeal was taken and the Panel's determination that such initial decision is 
affirmed, set aside. modified or amended in whole or in part and, with respect to any initial decision that is 
not affirmed in whole. the BCC Panel's determination of the order or penalty to be imposed. if any. and the 
effective date. The decision of the BCC Panel shall be final and may not be appealed. 

443.C. Referral to the Probable Cause Committee 

Any third or subsequent position limit violation within 24 months of the issuance of a warning letter period 
shall be referred by the Market Regulation Department to the PCC for consideration of the issuance of 
charges. Additionally, notwithstanding Sections A. and B. of this rule. the Market Regulation Department, in 
its sole discretion. may refer any position limit violation it deems egregious to the PCC for consideration of 
the issuance of charges. 
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444. SANCTIONS AND RESTITUTION ORDERS 
Disciplinary fines and restitution orders issued by an Exchange disciplinary committee must be submitted to 
the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department no later than the date specified in the notice of decision. An 
individual who fails to niake the required payment within the time prescribed will automatically forfeit the 
privileges of access to the trading floor, access to the Globex trading platform and preferred fee treatment 
until the payment has been received by the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department. An entity member 
that fails to make the required payment within the time prescribed will automatically forfeit preferred fee 
treatment for its proprietary trading until the payment has been received by the ComplianceMarket 
Regulation Department. Any member that fails to pay a disciplinary fine or restitution order within the 
prescribed time period may also be subject to sanctions pursuant to Rule 432.8. 

Members and Member Firms may, subject to a determination by the sanctioning entity, be liable for unpaid 
fines or unpaid restitution orders imposed upon their employees. 

445. GIVING AND RECEIVING OF GRATUITIES 
/1. member. member firm, broker association, traEiing group or an employee of any of the foregoing may not 
give, Eliroctly or inEiirectly, to any employee of another member, member firm, broker association or traEiing 
group any gratuities or gifts with an aggregate market value in excess of $100 within any twelve month 
~ 
This rule applies notwithstanEiing any internal policy of an entity that allows for gifts in excess of $100. The 
requirements of this rule apply to both the pro¥iders and the recipients of such gifts and gratuities. 

446. ClERK REGISTRATION, TRADING BADGES, ACCESS TO THE TRADING FlOOR AND 
DISCIPliNARY JURISDICTION 

446.A. Registration 

Members and Member t'irms shall register clerl1s with tho Mom!3ership Department on a form provided !3y 
tho Exehango ("Applieation"), which must be o;xecuted by the employer of the clerk anEI the clerk. prior to tho 
clerk seing grantee access to tho E;xchango traeing floor. 

/\ny changes in tho information containeEI in the Application shall so reporteEI sy the memsor or Memaer 
t'irm to the Membership Department, within five business Elays of such change. 

446.8. aylaws and Rules of the Exchange 

A clerk shall certify in the l\pplication that he will abiEio by tho Bylaws anEI Rules of tho Exchange. 

446.C. Clerk Training Course Requirements 

Upon notice from the Memsorship Department, a clerk must take either an o;xamination or successfully 
complete a clerk training course. inclusive of an examination ("Course"). to be administered by the 
Exchange staff. 

Tho following are exceptions to tho previous paragraph: 

1. /\ clerk who, anytime within the year immeEiiatoly preceding registration as a clerk, servea as a floor 
broker on tho E;xchange he is registering for, shall be o;xompt from these clerk training requirements; 

2. 1\ clerk who, anytime within tho ~·oar immediately preceding registration as a clark, workoEI as a floor 
broker on a commoEiity exchange other than the Exchange he is registering for, may, in lieu of attonaing tho 
Course. take the next examination ana computer training course offeree by that Exchange; 

3. A clerk ..yho, immeeiately preceding registration as a clerk, workeEI three months or more as a clorl1 on tho 
trading floor of a commoEiity exchange other than tho E;xchange he is registering for, may, in lieu of 
attending the Co~o~rse, taka the next examination anEI comp~o~ter training co~o~rse offered by that E;xchango; or 

4. t'or good cause shown. Exchange staff may waive any part, or all, of the Course or examination 
roq~o~iroments for any clerk who, at any time within tho last year. has worked three months or more on tho 
traEiing tloor of any other commoaity exchange. NotwithstanEiing an e;xemption ay Exchange staff. all clerks 
ffit!St.attend computer training on tho Exchaf1.go-Be is registering fer. 

If a clerk who is req~o~ired to talw an e;xamination bils to pass such examination, he must. within one week of 
being notified that ho failed the examination, retake the e;xamination or attenEI the ne;xt Course. 

If a clerk, fails to take either the next examination or the next Course, as directeEI by the Membership 
Department. he shall be oxeluEioEI from the traEiing floor. anEI his clerk badge shall se revol<aEI, until s~o~ch 
time as he either passes the examination, or successfully completes tho Co~o~rso. 

If a clerk. who is roquireEI to attend tho next Course fails to complete tho Course, he will be prohibited from 
taking the e;xan1ination to be administoreEI at the conclusion of the Course and will immediately be excluded 
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from the trading floor, and his clerk badge shall be revoked, until such time as he attends and successfully 
completes another Course. 

If a clerk, who is required to attend the next Course fails to pass the examination administered at the 
conclusion of tho Course and fails to tal~e or pass a second examination, tho clerk shall be excluded from 
tho trading floor and his cleFk badge shall be revoked, until such time as he successflollly completes another 
Geufse,. 

except as provided in sulaf)aragraphs 449.C.1. 449.C.4 ., a clerk who registers •.yith tho Momlaorst:lip 
Department to work at both NYMeX and COMeX simultaneously will eo required to successfully complete 
tt:lo Ceurse for each Exchange. 

446.0. Clerk Badges 

Upon registration of a clerk, a temporary cler:k eadge will eo issued lay the Member:ship Department. 
Thereafter, upon successful completion of the Course as provided by this rule, the Membership Department 
will autt:lorize the issuance of a per:manent clor:k badge, which will grant tho clor:k access to tho trading floor. 
Tho clerk badge shall be worn so as to bo easily identifiable by tho ~leer Committee or designated 
exchange staff at all times tho clerk is on tho trading floor. ~ailuro to 'Near: suct:l eadge, er to wear the badge 
in a manner not easily identifiable. may result in the issuance of a fine by the ~loor Committee or designated 
exchange staff against the clerk and s~o~sponsion from the trading floor ~o~ntil tho fine is paid and tho badge 
displayed. t>lotice of such fine st:lall also be gi'len to the Member or Member ~irm that employs the clerk. The 
Member or Member ~irm that employs tho clerk shall be responsible for the payment of such fine if tho clor:k 
dofa~o~lts in itB payment 

446.e. Disciplinary Actions 

Any clerk who is not properly registered with tt:le Exchange as pro:vidod by this r1:1le shall be subject to 
disciplin01y action in accordance 'Nith tho provisions sf this Chapter 4 and shall also be f30rsonally liable for 
a s~o~mmaryi fine of $1QQ !')Or business day for each day of non compliance with this rttlo. Tho fino will eo 
assessed by the ~leer Commntee or designated Exchange staff and shall be issued to the clerk personally. 
Upon service of a summons for a fino, a clerk shall eo immediately excluded from the trading floor ttntil 
payment of tho fino is made to the Exchange and registration comf3letod. Throe violations of this rule •.vithin 
one calendar year is sufficient cause for tho Chief Regulatory Officer or his designee to s1:1mmarily revoke 
tho clor:k's registration status. 

No clor:k may trade for himself or any 13erson or entity in any contract traded on or cleared i:Jy tho Exchange. 

Tho Chief Regulatory Officer or his designee shall have the f)O>o¥er and a~o~thority to inquire into and to 
investigate the employment and conduct of, and functions performed by all clerks employed by Members 
and Member F"irms. Tho Chief Reg~o~latory Officer or his designee shall also have tho power to summarily 
deny or summarily revoke a clerk's registration for conduct detrimental to tho EHchango, including bttt not 
limited to. not being on tt:le 13ayroll of tho Member or Member F"irm, or not hmctioning as a i:Jona lido clerk. 

446.F. Clerk Termination or Re>1osation, Return of Eladge 

A Member or Member F"irm shall report tho termination of employment of any clorl(, and return tho Clorl~'s 
Badge. to the Membership Department within one i:Jusinoss day of such Elate of termination. 

A Member or Member F"irm shall retttm a Clerk's Badge to the Membership Department within ene business 
day of the revocation of a clerk's registration as determined by tho Chief Regulatory Officer or his designee 
as provided for in s~o~bf)ara§raf3h (E)(5). 

Failure to return s1:1ch badge may result in the issuance of a sttmmal)' fine against tho Member er Member 
Firm in tho amount of $1 OQ per business day for each day of non compliance with this rule. 

446.G. Billing for Clerk ServiGes 

1\ny bill for ser>1ices rendered on the trading floor shall be issued in the name of, or as f)ayable to, a Member 
or Member ~irm. F"or the pur13oses of this rule, tho terms "Member" and ''Member F"irm" shall include 
COMEX Members who have NYMEX trading privileges. 

44+.- MEMBER AND MEMBER FIRM RESPONSIBiliTY 
Notwithstanding any fine assessed purs~o~ant to Rule 4 45. a Member or Member Firm whose clerl< is not 
prof3erly registered 'Nith tho Exchange shall 9e liable for a s1:1mmary fino of $250 per bttsiness day for each 
day tho clerk is net so registered. Tho fino st:lall be 13aid to the El<chango Uf30n service of an assessment 
from tho F"loor Committee or tho Comf)liance Dof)artment as agent. Three ';iolations of this rule within one 
calendar year is sufficient cattse for formal disciplinary action to be taken. 

44&. AUDIT TRAIL VIOLATIONS 
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If the Compliance Department determines that a Member has failed to comply with any pro·;ision of NYMEX 
Rule 6.90 or that a COMEX Division Member has failed to comply with any of the provisions of COMEX 
Rules 1 04 .BO or 104. B 1, it may summarily take tho following actions: 

1. A Letter of 1/'larning may bo issued for a first infraction, informing the Momeer that thoro was a rule 
violation; 

2. A seeond infraction in a 12 month period may subject tho Member to a $100.00 sum marl fine; 

3. A third infraction in an 1 B month period may sul:ljoct the Member to a $1300.00 sHmmary fino; 

4. A fourth infraetion in a 24 month period will be sufficient basis for a Compliance Department referral to the 
Probable Cause Committee for eons ide ration of ehargos. 

This rule will not apply when the Compliance Department determines that a Member has committed a 
substantive violation of Elffihange rules in addition to a trading card infraction. 

449. FLOOR ORDER TICKET REVIEt•VS SUMMARY VIOLATIONS 
If tho Compliance Department determines that a NYMEX eloaring firm, member firm or floor brokerage 
operation has failed to comply with NYMEX Rule 6.18(,1\)(i) or (ii), or that a COMEX clearing firm, member 
firm or ~oor brokerage group has failed to comply 'Nith COMEX Rules 104.BO or 104.81 with resj3ect to the 
preparation of floor order tickets, by achieving a compliance rate of 89% or lower, it may summarily 
implen1ent disciplinary j3Focedures as follmvs. 

1\fter an initial re11iew, tho Complianee Department may impose fines corresponding to tho follmA<ing rates of 
complianee: 

B9 BO% $100 

79 70% $250 

69 60% $1300 

59% and Below $1 ,000 
If after a seeond FO'IiO'lJ an entity fails to achieve a 13assing compliance rate, the Compliance Department 
may im13oso a fino in tho amoblnt imj3osod in tho initial review lmdor tho previous; paragraph, plus an 
additional amount eorresponding to their rate of com13lianee achieved in the second review, as follows: 

B9 BO% $1 00 i> amount of fine from first offense 

79 70% $250 i> amount of fino from first offense 

69 60% $500 * amount of fine from first offense 

59% and Below $1.000 *amount of fino from first offense 

If after a third review an entity fails to aehievo a passing eomplianee mto, tho Complianeo Department may 
impose a fine in the amount imposed in tho initial rovio>N under the pre>;ious pamgraph, plus an additional 
amount corres13onding to their rate of compliance achieved in the third reviev,c, as follows: 

89 flO% $100 * amount of fine from second offense 

79 70% $250 * amount of fino from second offense 

59 60% $500 * amount of fine from second offense 

59% and Solow $1,000 *amount of fino from second offense 

*The Com13liance Department may, in its discretion, refer to the Prebablo Cause Committee for 
eonsideration of eharges any entity achieving a complianee rate of 69% and below after a third review. 
If after a fourth review an entity fails to achieve a passing complianee rate, the Compliance Department may 
refer the entity to the Probably Cause Committee for consideration of charges. 

A «ne imposed in accordance with this rule may be appealed to the Business Conduct Committee ("BCC") 
vvhero tho claim originated. To appeal a fine, a Member shall file a typewritten request with ttie Compliance 
Department within five (5) business days after reeeipt of the notieo of such fine. The Iotter of a13peal should 
sot forth the reason for the requested appeal and attach any relev=ant documents. Tho sec shall meet at 
sueh times as it deems appropriate, and shall reach its deeision based upon the letter of appeal and any 
other doeuments furnished by the Member subjeet to the fine with the appeal letter or by the Compliance 
Department. Tho BCC in its solo discretion may permit er require personal appoaraneos l:ly the Meml:ler 
and/or the Compliance Department. Tho BCC shall affirm, modify or reverse tho fine appealed and shall 
issue its Decision in writing within thirty (:i!O) days of meeting to consider the apj3oal. 

Chapter 5 
Trading Qualifications and Practices 
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[This is a new NYMEX Chapter marked to show how it differs from CME Chapter 5.] 

500. SCOPE OF CHAPTER 

This chapter prescribes rules concerning floor access privileges, qualifications for trading privileges, and 
trading practices. -

FLOOR PRIVILEGES 

501. EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS 

Members shall register with the Exchange all persons whom they wish to employ on the trading floor. 
Such employees may act as runners, communicators, and clerks and broker assistants. Such 
employees shall not be permitted to solicit customers or benefit from the production of orders, except as 
provided in Rule 140. Such employees shall not trade or have any interest in an account trading in any 
NYMEX or COMEXCME or CBOT futures or options contracts. Employees must wear a prescribed 
identification badge. Any member permitting trading by such emf:)loyee shall be guilty of an offense 
against the Exchange. Remuneration to such employees shall be limited to salaries and normal 
bonuses. The member employer shall, upon request, provide a report to Exchange staff with respect to 
each such employee, setting forth the hours of employment, salary and bonus, and a copy of each 
employee's Internal Revenue Service W-2 Form or other documentation evidencing employment. 

The following shall apply to any IMM, 10M or GEM member who also holds a broker assistant badge_ 
Sush person shall net trade fur, or carry in his acsount or an ascount in which he has any interest, any 
positions in contracts traded on the Exshange mwept for those contracts which he is entitled to trade as 
principal or broker fur others by virtue of his membership status as refuronced above. 

A member holding a broker assistant badge shall be required to notify his qualifying clearing member. 
as defined in Rule 903, of the name, address and immediate supervisor of the member or member firm 
by whom he is employed as a brolwr assistant. Upon a qualifying clearing member's re'Jocation of 
trading authorization in accordance with Rule 903.E., the qualifying clearing member immediately shall 
give 'A'ritten notice to the member or member firm \Vhich employs a member as a broker assistant that 
the member's tratling authorization has boon rovoked. A member holding a broker assistant badge 
shall be denied floor access privileges upon tho rovosation of trading authorization by his qualifying 
clearing member. Tho floor access privileges of a member 'Nhe holds a broker assistant badge may be 
reinstated upon the filing of a release with tho Shareholder Relations and Membership Services 
Department by the memeer's qualifying clearing member in accordance witl=l Rule 903.0. 

Members shall be responsible for ensuring that their employees comply with all Exchange rules and 
may, subject to a determination by an Exchange disciplinary committee, be liable for any fines imposed 
upon such employees by the Exchange. The Exchange may, in its sole discretion, notify a member of 
the existence of an Exchange investigation and the conduct which is the subject of the investigation 
involving one of the member's employees when the Market Regulation Department interviews such 
employee or, if no such interview occurs, when charges are issued against the employee by the 
Probable Cause Committee. 

No person shall be registered as an employee pursuant to this rule if such person is determined by 
Exchange staff not to be of good moral character or if it is determined that such registration may be 
detrimental to the interest or welfare of the Exchange. 

502. ADMISSION TO FLOOR 

In addition to authorized employees and agents of the Exchange, only members, registered employees 
of members, permit holders and authorized visitors shall be permitted on the floor of the Exchange. No 
person may be introduced on the floor of the Exchange by a member on more than three days of any 
calendar month. Members must at all times accompany visitors for whom they have obtained floor 
access and are responsible for the conduct and actions of visitors for whom they have obtained floor 
access while such visitors are on Exchange premises. No privileges other than admittance to the floor 
may be extended to a guest. A guest is specifically prohibited from performing any of the functions of 
an employee of a member or member firm, entering a trading pit, placing orders, using any electronic 
devices or market display equipment and blocking aisleways or access to trading pits. 

503.-504. ReTIRED MeM8ERS 

Any member who has boon a member fur at least 25 years who sells or loasos his membership may 
apply for a retired member badge •Nhich will entitle tho retired member to access the trading floor. /\ 
retired member who leases his mombershi)d to another person may place orders fur his own account 
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from on the trading floor pursuant to the customer order entry requirements set forth in Rule 536.A.1. /\ 
retired member who sells his membership is prohibited from placing orders for any account while on the 
trading floor. Retired mombors aro f)FOhibited from accessing tho trading pits during trading hours. 

504. [RESERVED] 

505. BOOTH AND FLOOR PRIVILEGES 

Booth space on the trading floor may be assigned only to members and member firms. Available booth 
space will be assigned by Exchange staff in accordance with the policies established by the Exchange 
and the decisions of Exchange staff regarding the assignment of booth space shall be final. Orders 
may be accepted at the booth space assigned to a member or member firm only by the member, 
employees of the member or member firm and members qualified by the member firm. 

Notwithstanding any other rule, any member who is associated as a partner, shareholder, member, 
officer, manager, employee, or consultant with any entity or natural person that is or should be 
registered as an Introducing Broker, Futures Commission Merchant, Commodity Trading Advisor or 
Commodity Pool Operator as those terms are defined in Section 1 a of the CommoditY Exchange Act 
and/or 17 C.F.R. 1.3, may not solicit orders of others from the floor of the Exchange unless the entity or 
natural person for which or for whom the member is soliciting orders is also a member firm or member 
of the Exchange. 

506. HEADSET PRIVILEGES ON THE TRADING FLOOR 

506.A. Access and Supervision 

Members and member firms are eligible to lease headsets from the Exchange for use on the trading 
floor by filing an application with the Telecommunications Department unless such usage is restricted in 
a particular pit by Exchange policy. VVhere headset usage is permitted, mMembers and member firms 
may authorize their nonmember employees to utilize headsets subject to their supervision. For the 
purposes of this rule, a telephone in, or on the perimeter of, a trading pit shall be treated in the same 
manner as a headset. 

Members and member firms are responsible for ensuring that their nonmember employees who utilize 
headsets comply with all requirements set forth in this rule and are responsible for the content of their 
nonmember employees' headset communications. 

506.8. Use of Headsets 

Nonmember employees wearing a headset may communicate order and fill information, as well as 
market information that has been publicly exposed to the trading pit; however, such nonmember 
employees may not communicate their personal opinions concerning the market or trading activity. 

Headsets may be used to communicate between locations on the trading floor, and between the trading 
floor and off-floor locations. Headsets may be used to accept, place or relay orders provided that all 
applicable Exchange audit trail and recordkeeping requirements are met, unless such usage is 
restricted in a particular pit by Exchange policy. In trading pits where headset contact with nonmember 
customers is pormittodHowever, nonmember customers may not place orders directly to the pit, and 
floor brokers and their employees may not accept such orders, unless the customer's clearing firm, in its 
sole discretion, has specifically authorized the customer to place orders directly. 

507. ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

507.A. General Provisions 

The use of any electronic device on the trading floor is prohibited unless such device and/or usage has 
been permitted by the Exchange. For purposes of this rule, the term "electronic device" shall mean any 
type of voice or data communications interface, including but not limited to a computer, headset, hand
held device, microphone or telephone. No Member (as defined in Rule 400) shall permit others to use 
any electronic device unless such use has been permitted by the Exchange. Members using a 
permitted electronic device on the trading floor for permissible business purposes must retain any 
required audit trail data in accordance with applicable Exchange rules and CFTC regulations. 

507.8. Terms and Conditions of Use 

The Exchange may, in its sole discretion, impose restrictions on the use of any permitted electronic 
device by any Member. The Exchange may limit, suspend or terminate any Member's right to use any 
permitted electronic device at any time, without prior notice and without any liability to the Exchange. 

The Exchange shall have the right, at any time, to audit the use of any permitted electronic device by 
any Member. 
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The Exchange accepts no responsibility for loss, theft or damage to any equipment permitted for use by 
a Member on Exchange premises. 

Electronic devices that are not issued by the Exchange must not interfere with any Exchange system. 

507.C. Electronic Surveillance 

The Exchange may intercept and record any electronic communication received or sent from the trading 
floor to ensure compliance with Exchange Rules. Exchange members, their employees, and all others 
who are granted access to the trading floor consent, as a condition of their membership, employment, 
or access to the floor, to the interception, recording, and use of any such communication. 

507.0. Personal Electronic Devices 

Unless permitted pursuant to Section A. above, personal electronic devices including, but not limited to, 
cell phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs) and other devices with email, instant messaging or other 
similar capabilities may be used on the trading floor only for non-business purposes. 

507.E. Cameras and Video Equipment 

Unless expressly permissioned by the Exchange, the use of any type of camera or video equipment on 
the trading floor is prohibited. 

508. GIVING AND RECEIVING OF GRATUITIES 

A member, member finn, broker association, trading group or an employee of any of the foregoing may 
not give, directly or indirectly, to any employee of another member, member firm, broker association or 
trading group any gratuities or gifts with an aggregate market value in excess of $100 within any twelve
month period. 

This rule applies notwithstanding any internal policy of an entity that allows for gifts in excess of $100. 
The requirements of this rule apply to both the providers and the recipients of such gifts and gratuities. 

509. [RESERVED] 

TRADING QUALIFICATIONS AND REGULATIONS 

510. REQUIREMENTS FOR MEMBERS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES ON THE TRADING FLOOR 

All members and their employees on the trading floor shall satisfy all orientation requirements of the 
Exchange. All members seeking to act as a floor broker, floor trader, or in any other capacity requiring 
registration pursuant to the Commodity Exchange Act, must be registered in accordance with applicable 
CFTC regulations. 

A member shall be prohibited from engaging in activities requiring registration under the Commodity 
Exchange Act or from representing himself to be a registrant under the Commodity Exchange Act or the 
representative or agent of any registrant if such member's floor broker or floor trader registration is 
suspended by the CFTC or if the Exchange has suspended such member's privilege to act as a floor 
broker or floor trader on the Exchange. 

All members registered with the CFTC must report any changes to such status in accordance with 
applicable CFTC regulations and must promptly notify the Shareholder Relations and Membership 
Services Department of any such changes. 

511. QUALIFIED TRADERS AND BROKERS 

No member shall be permitted to execute a pit. SJ'let call or allowable privately negotiated transaction on 
the Exchange unless he is qualified to do so by a clearing member. 

A member shall place all trades for his own account or any account which he controls on the books of 
his qualifying clearing member unless written authorization to the contrary from said clearing member 
has been filed with the Shareholder Relations and Membership Services Department. Regardless of 
such authorization, a member in a deficit position with any clearing member shall place trades only 
through his qualifying clearing member. Any non-qualifying clearing member that carries a member's 
account in a deficit position shall promptly notify the clearing member thc:Jt is qualifying such member. 

All trades initiated for a member's account, an account which he controls or an account in which he has 
a proprietary interest shall be disclosed on the books of a clearing member. 

A member who believes his qualifying clearing member is unreasonably withholding a release 
necessary to permit the member to be qualified by a different clearing member may request a hearing 
before a Panel of the Business Conduct Committee ("Panel") pursuant to the applicable provisions of 
Rule 408. The Panel may, in its sole discretion, remand a dispute concerning the validity of a signed 
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non-compete agreement between the parties to arbitration pursuant to Rule 600.A. Either party may 
petition the arbitration chairman for expedited handling of the matter pursuant to Rule 613. 

The Panel may assess attorneys' fees and the administrative costs of the proceeding against one or 
both of the parties if it determines that a claim or defense was frivolous or filed in bad faith. 

511.A. Floor Trading 
A clearing member may, without prior notice, revoke a member's authorization to trade by written 
revocation filed with the Shareholder Relations and Membership Services Department. Such revocation 
shall be effective and the member's qualification to trade shall terminate when notice of the 
disqualification is posted on the Exchange floor. A member shall not appear upon the floor of the 
Exchange until he has been requalified. A member who has been disqualified shall promptly return his 
membership badge to the Shareholder Relations and Membership Services Department. 

511.8. Globex Trading 
Unless otherwise specified by a member's qualifying clearing member, a member suspended from 
entering orders through Globex shall not be disqualified from pit trading. 

In the case of a member who has Globex access guaranteed by a clearing member other than his 
qualifying clearing member, the qualifying clearing member may terminate the member's ability to place 
orders through Globex by notifying the clearing member providing the member access to Globex. The 
clearing member providing the access to Globex will be responsible for ensuring that the member does 
not place orders through Globex. 

512. [RESERVED] 

513. CONDUCT, APPAREL AND BADGES 

513.A. General 

Members and their employees are expected to conduct themselves on Exchange premises with dignity 
and integrity in order to maintain a safe workplace and the efficiency and good name of the Exchange. 
Members and their employees shall refrain from excessive speed in moving about the trading floors, 
and shall be respectful of all others on Exchange premises and shall abide by Exchange policy 
concerning access, conduct, and appearance. Members and their employees, while on the trading 
floors, shall be professionally attired in accordance with Exchange policy, and shall wear jackets 
bearing identification badges issued by the Exchange. Members and their employees not professionally 
attired in accordance with Exchange policy may be barred or removed from the trading floors. 
Refreshments and smoking are forbidden on the trading floors at"all times. 

513.8. Sanctions 
1. Designated Exchange officials may impose fines on members or their employees for violations of 

the Exchange policy concerning access, conduct, and appearance. Fines imposed pursuant to 
Rule 513.8.1. are final and may not be appealed. 

2. A fourth violation of the Exchange policy concerning access, conduct, and appearance within a 
rolling 18-month period will be subject to a $1,000 fine. 

3. A fifth or subsequent violation of the Exchange policy concerning access, conduct, and appearance 
within a rolling 18-month period will be referred to a summary proceeding before a Panel of the 
Floor Conduct Committee. The Panel may impose a fine not to exceed $5,000 per violation. 

4. Notwithstanding any other provision in this Rule, the Chief Regulatory Officer shall have the 
authority to impose a fine not to exceed $5,000 per offense on members and their employees for 
egregious violations of Rule 513.A. 

5. The Market Regulation Department, at its discretion, may refer any alleged violation of Rule 513 to 
the Probable Cause Committee for consideration of charges. 

513.C. Hearings and Appeals 

An individual fined pursuant to Rule 513.8.2., 3. or 4. may, within 10 days of the decision, file a written 
appeal with the Market Regulation Department. A written appeal that fails to specify the grounds for the 
appeal and the specific error or impropriety of the original decision shall be dismissed. The appeal shall 
be heard by a Panel of the Business Conduct Committee ("BCC Panel") whose decision shall be final. 
The appellant shall be entitled to be represented by counsel, appear personally before the BCC Panel 
and present evidence that he may have in support of his appeal. The !;ICC Panel shall not set aside, 
modify or amend the appealed decision unless it determines, by majority vote, that the decision was: 

1. Arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of the Panel's or Exchange staffs discretion; 

2. In excess of the Panel's or Exchange staffs authority or jurisdiction; or 
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3. Based on a clearly erroneous application of Exchange rules. 

514. TRADING INFRACTIONS 

A written complaint concerning a trading infraction pursuant to Rule 514.A. may be initiated by 
members, member firms, trading floor employees of members or member firms or staff of the 
Exchange. Charges shall be issued and hearings shall be conducted for violations of this rule in 
accordance with Rule 409. 

514.A. Definition 

The following shall constitute trading infractions: 

1. a bid or offer out of line with the market; 

2. a bid or offer which tends to confuse the other traders; 

3. a trade through the existing bid or offer; 

4. failure to confirm a transaction; 

5. failure of a buyer and seller to properly notify the pit reporter of transaction prices in accordance 
with Rule 528 and/or failure to ascertain that such prices are properly recorded; 

6. use of profane, obscene or unbusinesslike language on the trading floor; 

7. use of undue force while on, entering or leaving the trading floor; 

8. conduct which tends to confuse, distract, abuse or intimidate any Exchange employee; 

9. conduct of an unbusinesslike nature; 

10. failure to defer to a member who has clearly turned the market; 

11. failure to indicate a quantity on a bid or offer; and 

12. disseminating false, misleading or inaccurate quotes. 

514.8. Floor Conduct Committee Fining Authority 

A Panel of the Floor Conduct Committee that finds a member or his employee guilty of violating Rule 
514 may impose a fine of up to $10,000 per offense on such member or employee, except that an 
egregious violation of Rule 514.A.6., 7., 8. or 9. may result in a fine of up to $20,000. Notwithstanding 
the above, the total fine levied by a Panel against a respondent may not exceed $20,000 based on the 
single issuance of charges. 

The following non-binding schedule of fines may be used by Panels of the Floor Conduct Committee 
with respect to members or their employees found guilty by a Panel of non-egregious trading 
infractions: 

First offense 

Second offense within a rolling 
one-year period 

Third offense within a rolling 
one-year period 

a letter of warning and/or a fine 
not to exceed $2,500 

a fine of at least $1,000, but not 
to exceed $5,000 

a fine of at least $2,500, but not 
to exceed $10,000 

If an individual is found guilty of three violations of Rule 514.A. within a rolling one-year period, or any 
three violations of Rule 514.A.6., 7., 8., and/or 9., within a rolling five-year period, any subsequent 
alleged violation under Part A. of this rule within such period shall be reviewed by the Market Regulation 
Department to determine whether to forward the alleged violation to a Panel of the Floor Conduct 
Committee for adjudication or to investigate and refer the matter to the Probable Cause Committee for 
review. Notwithstanding the above, the Market Regulation Department may, at any time, refer matters 
that it deems egregious to the Probable Cause Committee. 

515. REGISTRATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF BROKER ASSOCIATIONS 

515.A. Definitions 

1. Floor Brokerage Activity - The execution or pre-execution handling of orders on the trading floor. 

2. Broker Association - A broker association shall include the following associations between two or 
more members with trading floor access privileges, at least one of whom is engaged in floor 
brokerage activity: 

a. Revenue Sharing Association: Associations between members who: 

i. share profits or losses associated with their brokerage and/or error account activity; and/or 
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ii. have an employer and employee relationship which relates to floor brokerage activity; 

b. Non-Revenue Sharing Association: Associations between members who: 

i. regularly share a deck of orders; and/or 

ii. share employee salary expenses. 

c. Any other group or combination deemed by the Exchange to be a broker association. 

3. Principal of a Revenue Sharing Association - Each individual who has formal or de facto control 
over the affairs of, or has a ten percent or greater ownership interest in, a Revenue Sharing 
Association not owned by a clearing member firm. 

4. Spokesperson of a Non-Revenue Sharing Association and Revenue Sharing Associations owned 
by a clearing member firm - An individual authorized to represent a Non-Revenue Sharing 
Association or Clearing Firm owned Revenue Sharing Association in connection with its registration 
obligations set forth in Section B. · 

5. Investor- An individual who has a direct beneficial interest in a Revenue Sharing Association but is 
not a principal as defined in A.3. above. 

515.8. Registration Requirements 

1. A member of a broker association shall not handle or execute an order unless that association has 
registered with the Exchange. 

2. Members or Member Firms must have majority ownership interest in any broker association. 

3. Principals involved in floor brokerage activity must have trading privileges in the membership 
division required for access to the products handled by the members of the association. Principals 
who are not involved in floor brokerage activity must own a membership in the membership division 
required for access to the products handled by the members of the association. Notwithstanding 
the above, principals not regularly involved in floor brokerage activity may hold a membership in 
any division in circumstances where the association is owned by a Member Firm and such Member 
Firm owns a membership in the membership division required for access to the products handled 
by the members of the association. 

4. No registered broker association or member thereof shall permit a party to have any direct or 
indirect profit or ownership interest in a broker association unless such party is registered in the 
association in accordance with this rule. 

5. Registration shall be accomplished by filing the appropriate registration forms with the Market 
Regulation Department. 

6. It shall be the responsibility of the broker association and its principals or spokespersons to ensure 
that the association is properly registered. Any additions, deletions or other changes to the 
information already reported must be provided to the Market Regulation Department within two 
business days after the event giving rise to such changes. 

7. The Exchange may request any additional information from a broker association as deemed 
appropriate. 

515.C. Prohibition on Sharing of Personal Trading Profits 

Registrants in a broker association may not share profits or losses associated with their personal 
trading activity by direct or indirect means, except for profits and losses related to brokerage errors. 

515.0. Supervision 

Each principal of a Revenue Sharing Association must diligently supervise the association's member 
registrants and non-member employees and may be held directly liable for violations of any rule of the 
Exchange by such registrants and employees. Regardless of whether the principal is held responsible 
for the act or acts constituting the violation, each principal is jointly liable for the payment of any fines 
assessed against another principal, registrant or employee of the association provided that the violation 
occurred while that person was functioning in his capacity with the association. 

515.E. Trading Restrictions 

The Exchange may impose limits on the percentage of personal trading and/or brokerage volume that 
members of a broker association may execute with one another. Violations of such restrictions will 
result in summary action according to the following schedule on a rolling 24 month period: 

First Occurrence 

Second Occurrence 

Third Occurrence 

Letter of Warning 

$1,000 fine 

$5,000 fine 
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Subsequent Occurrence $10,000 fine 

The Exchange may restrict a member of a Revenue Sharing Association from trading for any account 
such member owns, controls or in which such member has a financial interest opposite other members 
of the association executing orders. Violation of such restrictions will result in summary action 
according to the following schedule on a rolling 24 month period: 

First Occurrence 

Second Occurrence 

Third Occurrence 

Subsequent Occurrence 

Letter of Warning 

$500 fine 

$1,000 fine 

$5,000 fine 

Actions taken pursuant to this section are final and may not be appealed; however members will have 
15 days following receipt of notification of the action to present evidence to the Market Regulation 
Department that administrative, clerical or other errors caused the apparent rule violation. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the Market Regulation Department may, at any time, 
refer matters that it deems egregious to the Probable Cause Committee. 

516. ERROR ACCOUNTS 

Each member who acts as a floor broker must maintain a designated error account with his qualifying 
clearing member into which he places brokerage errors. This requirement shall not apply to a floor 
broker who initiates trades or enters orders solely on behalf of a member firm's proprietary account. 

Each qualifying clearing member which carries an error account agrees, without qualification, to accept 
and clear the broker's trades involving brokerage errors. 

517.- 519. [RESERVED] 

TRADING PRACTICES 

520. TRADING CONFINED TO EXCHANGE FACILITIES 

All trading in Exchange products must occur on or through Exchange facilities and in accordance with 
Exchange rules. 

521. REQUIREMENTS FOR OPEN OUTCRY TRADES 

In open outcry trading, bidding and offering practices must at all times be conducive to the competitive 
execution of transactions. All open outcry transactions, including spread and combination transactions, 
shall be made openly and competitively in the pit designated for the trading of the particular transaction. 
No bid or offer shall be specified for acceptance by a particular trader. Transactions may take place 
only at the best price available in the open outcry market at the time the trade occurs. 

It shall be the duty of both traders to confirm their trades as to the price, quantity, commodity, contract 
month, respective clearing FAembers and, for options, strike price, put or call and expiration month. 
Confirmation shall take place as soon as possible, but in no event more than 15 minutes after the trade. 

522. ACCEPTANCE OF BIDS AND OFFERS 

In open outcry and electronic trading, while outstanding, all or any part of any bid or offer is subject to 
immediate acceptance by any trader. Members are required to honor all bids or offers which have not 
been withdrawn from the market. The price at which a trade is executed shall be binding, unless such 
trade is cancelled by Exchange officials in accordance with Exchange rules. 

523. Alb OR NONE TRANSACTIONS[RESERVEDJ 

The Exchange shall detonnine the FAinimuFA thresholds for and the coFRFRodities in '.vhich All or None 
transactions shall be perFRitted. The follmving shall govern /\II or None trading: 

1. A member FRay req~Jest an 1\11 or No no bid and/or offer for a specified quantity· at or in excess 
of the applicable FRiniFRUFR threshole. Such request shall be FRade in the pi'. designated for the 
trading of the particYiar transaction. 

2. A member may respond by Efuoting an /\11 or None bid or offer price. /\ bie or offer in response 
to an All or None roEfuest shall be made only when it is the best bid or offer in rosponso to 
such FOEfuest, but such price need not be in line with the bids and offers currently beiAg EfUOtod 
in the reg~Jiar market. 

3. /1, FROmber shall not execute any order by moans of an All or ~lone transaction unless tho order 
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inclt~des specific instFtiGtions te exect~te an All or None transaction or the All or ~lone bid or 
offer is the best price available to satisfy the terms of the order. 

4. An ,1\11 or None bid or offer may be accef:Jtod by one or more members previded that tho entire 
quantity of tho 1\11 or ~lone order is executed at a single price and that each counterparty to the 
order accepts a quantily at or in O*Gess of the eesignated R'liniR'lUR'l co~:~nterparty threshold. 
Each order oxecl:ltod Of'lposite an All or r>lono order m1:1st be for a quantity that meets or 
exceeds the minim1:1m co~:~nterparty threshold. aeparate orders may not be bunched to meet 
the minimum col:lnterparty threshold. 

5. All or ~lone transactions shall not set off conditional ordeFS (e.g .. Stop Orders and MIT OrdeFS) 
or otherNise affect orders in the reg~:~lar marl~et. 

6. All or None transactions must be reported to a designated Exchange official who shall recora 
and pl:lblish the quantity and prices separately from reports of transactions in tho regular 
market Tho brokers exocblting l\11 or None transactions mblst maintain a record of said 
transaction in accordance with Rule 5J6. 

524. [RESERVED]TRADING AT SETTLEMENT ("TAS") AND MATCHED ORDER ("MO") 
TRANSACTIONS 

The Exchange shall determine the commodities. contract months and time periods during which TAS 
and MO transactions shall be permitted. 
524.A. Trading at Settlement ("TAS") Transactions 
The following shall govern T AS transactions: 
1. T AS transactions executed in the oit must be made open and competitively pursuant to the 

requirements of Rule 521 during the hours designated for pit trading in the particular contract and 
must be identified as such on the member's trading records. 

2. T AS transactions on Globex may take place at any time the applicable contracts are available for 
trading on Globex. 

3. TAS-eligible commodities and contract months may be executed as block trades pursuant to the 
requirements of Rule 526 except that TAS block trades may not be executed on the last day of 
trading in an expiring contract. 

4. TAS transactions may be executed at the current day's settlement price or at any valid price 
increment ten ticks higher or lower than the settlement price. 

524.8. Matched Order {"MO") Transactions 
The following shall govern MO transactions: 
1. The price of the MO will be the settlement price for that contract. 

2. Only Market on Close (''MOC") orders are eligible to trade as an MO. Members may execute an 
MOC order during an eligible MO time period as an MO unless specific instructions to the contrary 
are provided. and such instructions are denoted on the order. Failure to enter specific instructions 
when placing the MOC order will forfeit a customer's right to cancel the MOC. in whole or in part, if 
the order or any portion of the order has been previously executed. An MOC order executed as an 
MO must be reported to the customer as an MO upon execution. An order entered as an MO will 
be executed during the closing period as an MOC order if not previously executed as an MO or 
specifically designated to be executed only as an MO. An order specifically designated for 
execution only as an MO must be designated as such at the time the order is placed. 

3. Members must identify an MOC order executed as an MOon their trading record. 

525. [RESERVED] 

526. BLOCK TRADES 

The Exchange shall designate the products in which block trades shall be permitted and determine the 
minimum quantity thresholds for such transactions. The following shall govern block trades: 
A. A block trade must be for a quantity that is at or in excess of the applicable minimum threshold. 

Orders may not be aggregated in order to achieve the minimum transaction size, except by those 
entities described in Sections I. and J. 

B. Each party to a block trade must be an Eligible Contract Participant as that term is defined in 
Section 1 a(12) of the Commodity Exchange Act. 

C. A member shall not execute any order by means of a block trade for a customer unless such 
customer has specified that the order be executed as a block trade. 

D. The price at which a block trade is executed must be fair and reasonable in light of (i) the size of 
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the block trade, (ii) the prices and sizes of other transactions in the same contract at the relevant 
time, (iii) the prices and sizes of transactions in other relevant markets, including without limitation 
the underlying cash market or related futures markets, at the relevant time, and (iv) the 
circumstances of the markets or the parties to the block trade. 

E. Block trades shall not set off conditional orders (e.g., Stop Orders and MIT Orders) or otherwise 
affect orders in the regular market. 

F. The seller must ensure that each block trade is reported to the Exchange within five minutes of the 
time of execution; exsept that bloc!( trades in interest rate Mures and options executed outside of 
Regular Trading Hours (7:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m. Central Time, Monday friday on regular business 
days) and Housing and '.11/eather futures and options must be reported 'Nithin fifteen minutes of the 
time of exesution. The report must include the contract, contract month, price, quantity of the 
transaction. the respective clearing members, the time of execution. and, for options. strike price, 
put or call and expiration month. The Exchange shall promptly publish such information separately 
from the reports of transactions in the regular market. 

G. Block trades must be reported to the Clearing House in accordance with an approved reporting 
method. 

H. Clearing members and members involved in the execution of block trades must maintain a record 
of the transaction in accordance with Rule 536. 

I. A commodity trading advisor ("CTA") registered or exempt from registration under the Act, 
including, without limitation, any investment advisor registered or exempt from registration under 
the Investment Advisors Act of 1940, shall be the applicable entity for purposes of Sections A., B .• 
C., and D.; provided such advisors have total assets under management exceeding $25 million and 
the block trade is suitable for the customers of such advisors. 

J. A foreign Person performing a similar role or function to aCTA or investment advisor as described 
in Section I, and subject as such to foreign regulation, shall be the applicable entity for purposes of 
Sections A., B .• C .• and D .• provided such Persons have total assets under management exceeding 
$25 million and the block trade is suitable for the customers of such Persons. 

527. OUTTRADES, ERRORS AND MISHANDLING OF ORDERS 

527.A. Outtrades Discovered During a Regular Trading Hours Trading Session 

It shall be the duty of a member discovering an outtrade during a Regular Trading Hours session to 
immediately notify the opposite trader. Thereafter, if the matter cannot be resolved between the parties. 
they shall immediately determine who will cover the trade and the trade shall immediately be covered. 

527.8. Outtrades Discovered After a Regular Trading Hours Trading Session 

A clearing member that is unable with diligent effort to resolve an outtrade with another clearing 
member shall notify the member who executed the trade. Such notice shall be given prior to the 
following day's Regular Trading Hours session in sufficient time to allow the member to make provisions 
for the resolution of the outtrade. 

Outtrades discovered after a Regular Trading Hours session shall be resolved between the parties to 
the outtrade as provided in this rule, no later than the opening of trading of the next Regular Trading 
Hours session. 

527.C. Outtrades Resolution 

To resolve an outtrade, the parties shall attempt to agree upon: (1) the reconciliation of any discrepancy 
in the terms of the trade, (2) which party will cover the trade and the method for covering the trade, if 
applicable, and (3) the apportionment of the financial results of the outtrade. In the event the parties are 
unable to agree on the apportionment of the financial results, the parties must nevertheless immediately 
reconcile the outtrade. Outtrades shall clear in accordance with the seller's recorded terms unless the 
parties to the outtrade agree to break the trade or agree to accept the trade in accordance with the 
buyer's recorded terms. 

The price at the time of the open of the next Regular Trading Hours session shall fix the limit of liability 
as a result of the outtrade. Regardless of the ultimate determination of financial responsibility for the 
outtrade, a party who unreasonably refuses to cover the outtrade via an appropriate alternate market 
may be liable to the other party for the difference between the price at which the outtrade could have 
been covered in the alternate market and the price at the time of the open of the next Regular Trading 
Hours session. 

Outtrades shall be resolved in accordance with the procedures below: 

1. Straight Out Customer Outtrades 
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If a floor broker discovers that all or some portion of a customer order was executed but cannot be 
cleared, the broker shall either 1) re-execute the order in the market and adjust the customer by 
check if the re-execution price is worse than the original execution price, or, if the re-execution 
price is better than the original execution price, the customer is entitled to the better price or 2) 
assign the opposite side of the portion that cannot be cleared to his error account and assign a fill 
to the customer at the execution price. The floor broker shall not liquidate the assigned position 
until at least ten minutes have elapsed after the execution of the order giving rise to the outtrade 
and tho bracket period in which tho outtrade occurred has ended; however, these liquidation 
restrictions shall not apply to a liquidation during the post close session. Any profits or losses 
resulting from tho liquidation of the assigned position belong to the floor broker and any such profits 
may be retained or disbursed at his discretion. 

A floor broker who assigns the opposite side of an order pursuant to this rule shall: 1) clearly 
identify all such transactions by appropriate designation; 2) submit such trade information to his 
qualifying clearing member in sufficient time to enable the clearing member to submit the trade for 
the next intra-day reconciliation; 3) document in writing the circumstances surrounding any such 
transaction and promptly provide such documentation to the Market Regulation Department upon 
request; and 4) identify the subsequent liquidation of the assigned trade on the floor broker's 
trading card or other document. 

2. Price Outtrades 

When an outtrade exists due to a price discrepancy, members making the trade may choose to 
resolve the discrepancy by electing either of the two prices in question, if they agree that the trade 
was executed at that price. 

If an outtrado in',colvos a price discrepancy between a local and a broker, and the members cannot 
agree on the price of execution, the price recorded by the sellerGrokel: shall be used to clear the 
trade. 

If an outtrado between locals or an outtrado between brokers involves a price discrepancy, and tho 
momber=s cannot a§ree on the price of execution, the buyer's J3Fico shall be Ysod to clear the trade. 

3. Quantity Outtrades 

When an outtrade exists due to a quantity discrepancy, members making the trade may choose to 
resolve the discrepancy by electing either of the two quantities in question, if they agree that the 
trade was executed for that quantity. 

If an oyttrade bowmen locals involves a quantity discrepancy and the members cannot agree on 
the quantity that was executed, the ~uantity recorded by the seller shall be used to clear the 
trade. 

A broker may assign the opposite side of any quantity which he believes that he has executed, but 
·which cannot be cleared, to his error account, pursuant to Section 1 above. 

4. Bona Fide Contract Month, Strike, Put vs. Call and Side of Market (Buy vs. Buy or Sell vs. Sell) 
Outtrades 

When an outtrade exists due to a contract month, strike price, side of market, or put/call 
discrepancy, and any party who executed a customer order believes that the order was executed in 
accordance with its instructions, the outtrade may be resolved in any one of the following ways: 

a. The trade may be busted. If a broker re-executes his order, any losses incurred by the 
customer as a result of.the delay in execution must be adjusted by check. If the order is 
executed at a more favorable price, the customer is entitled to the better price. 

b. The members making the trade(s) may agree to clear either trade or both trades in accordance 
with the members' recorded trade data. 

c. A broker may assign the opposite side of his order to his error account, pursuant to Section 1. 
above, and he may agree to the clearing of the transaction according to the terms of the other 
member's recorded trade data. 

d. If both members involved in the outtrade are brokers, they may each assign the opposite side 
of their respective orders to their error accounts pursuant to Section 1. above. 

A customer shall not be entitled to any portion of any profits realized by a local who was on the 
opposite side of an outtrade between the local and the customer's broker, as a result of the local's 
liquidation of his position. Such profits belong to the local, and may be retained or disbursed at his 
discretion. If the local chooses to disburse any portion of such profits to the broker, and the 
broker's customer has received a fill in accordance with the broker's recorded trade data, the 
broker is not obligated to offer such profits to his customer. 
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Nothing herein shall in any way limit a member's right to submit an outtrade to Exchange arbitration 
if the outtrade cannot be resolved by agreement. 

527.0. Errors and Mishandling of Orders 

If a broker overbuys or oversells for an order, the customer is not entitled to any of the quantity 
executed in excess of the order quantity. A position that has been established as a result of an 
erroneous execution or mishandling of an order must be placed in the error account of the broker or firm 
responsible for the error or order mishandling. Any profits resulting from the liquidation of trades placed 
in a broker's or firm's error account belong to the relevant broker or firm, and any such profits may be 
retained or disbursed at the broker's or firm's discretion. 

1. Unfilled or Underfilled Orders 

If a broker fails to execute an order or underbuys or undersells for an order, the broker shall do one 
of the following: 

a. Execute the order or the remainder of the order in the market and adjust the customer by 
check if the customer is filled at a price less favorable than that to which he was entitled due to 
the broker's error or mishandling of the order. If the order is filled at a more favorable price, 
the customer is entitled to the better price. 

b. Execute the order or the remainder of the order in the market. If the order, or the remainder of 
the order, is filled at a worse price than that to which the customer was entitled but for the error 
or mishandling, the broker may allocate the fill to his error account, pursuant to Section C.1. 
above, provide the customer a fill at the price to which the customer was entitled, and place 
the opposite side of the customer fill into his error account. If the order is filled at a more 
favorable price, the customer is entitled to the better price. 

2. Wrong Contract Month, Wrong Strike, or Wrong Commodity Executions 

When an order has been executed in the wrong contract month, wrong strike price, or wrong 
commodity, and the erroneous transaction has been placed in the relevant broker's or firm's error 
account, the error may be corrected by one of the following: 

a. Execution of the order in accordance with its terms, with an adjustment to the customer by 
check if the order is executed at a worse price as a· result of the error or mishandling of the 
order. 

b. Execution of a spread or combination transaction to execute the order and liquidate the 
position arising from the initial erroneous execution of the order, whereby one leg of the spread 
or combination transaction represents the correct execution of the order and the other leg 
offsets the erroneous position in the broker's or firm's error account. The broker or firm must 
clearly identify such transactions by appropriate designation, clearly document in writing the 
circumstances surrounding the nature of the error and promptly provide such documentation to 
the Market Regulation Department upon request. 

3. Wrong Side of Market Executions 

When an order has been executed on the wrong side of the market and the erroneous execution has 
been placed in the relevant broker's or firm's error account, the order shall be executed in accordance 
with its terms, with an adjustment to the customer by check if the order is executed at a worse price as 
a result of the error or mishandling of the order. 

528. PRICE REPORTING 

COMEX PRODUCTS 

Parties to a pit transaction shall properly notify the designated Exchange official of the price at which 
trades have been consummated. Both parties to a pit trade are required to ensure that such price is 
properly posted. 

NYMEX PRODUCTS 

A member who sells a contract on the trading floor shall report execution of such transaction to a 
designated Exchange employee within 1 minute of completion. Such reports shall indicate the price (or 
in the case of spreads, the differential), seller's name. quantity. commodity, delivery month, buyer's 
name and whether the transaction was executed as a cross-trade, and, in the case of options. the strike 
price and out or call designation. 

NYMEX AND COM EX PRODUCTS 

Whenever a member makes a trade with another member and such trade constitutes a price infraction, 
he shall 1) immediately break the trade; or 2) satisfy all bids or offers which were adversely affected; or 
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3) adjust the price of the trade to the price which existed when the price infraction occurred, provided 
that both parties agree to adjust the price and the terms of any affected orders are satisfied. 

529. WITHHOLDING ORDERS PROHIBITED 

A Member (as defined in Rule 400), or any person entering orders on the Globex platform, shall not 
withhold or withdraw from the market any order, or any part of an order, for the benefit of any person 
other than the person placing the order. 

530. PRIORITY OF CUSTOMERS' ORDERS 

A member shall not buy (sell) a futures contract, buy (sell) a call option or sell (buy) a put option for his 
own account, an account in which he has a direct or indirect financial interest, or an account over which 
he has discretionary trading authority when he is in possession of an executable order for another 
person to buy (sell) a futures contract, buy (sell) a call option or sell (buy) a put option in the same 
product, regardless of the venue of execution. All contract months in a given futu-res product and all 
options on the futures product, in addition to any corresponding mini-sized futures or options contracts 
on a given product, shall be considered the same product for the purposes of this rule. 

The foregoing shall not apply to DRT orders provided that the customer has previously consented in 
writing and evidence of such general consent is indicated on the order with the "WP" (with permission) 
designation. In the case of a floor broker holding a discretionary order for an account described in Rule 
547, a "WP" designation on the order shall constitute sufficient evidence of prior consent. 

No person shall enter an order into the Globex platform for his own account, an account in which he has 
a direct or indirect financial interest or an account over which he has discretionary trading authority, 
including, without limitation, an order allowing discretion as to time and price, when such person is in 
possession of any order for another person that the Globex platform is capable of accepting. 

531. TRADING AGAINST CUSTOMERS' ORDERS PROHIBITED 

531.A. General Prohibition 

No person in possession of a customer order shall knowingly take, directly or indirectly, the opposite 
side of such order for his own account, an account in which he has a direct or indirect financial interest, 
or an account over which he has discretionary trading authority. 

531.8. Exceptions 

The foregoing restriction shall not apply to the following: 

1. Transactions executed in accordance with Rule 527 to resolve bona fide outtrades or errors; 

2. Transactions executed pursuant to Rule 538; 

3. Block trades executed pursuant to Rule 526; 

4. On the Globex platform, a person may knowingly trade against his customer order for his own 
account, an account in which he has a direct or indirect financial interest, an account over which he 
has discretionary trading authority, or a proprietary account of his employer, only if the customer 
order has been entered immediately upon receipt and has first been exposed on the Globex 
platform for a minimum of 5 seconds in the case of futures orders or for a minimum of 15 seconds 
in the case of options orders; and 

5. Transactions where the customer has consented in writing no more than 12 months prior to the 
transaction to waive the application of Rule 531.A. Such transactions shall further be subject to the 
following requirements: (i) if the transaction was pit traded, the member complies with the 
requirements set forth in Rule 533; (ii) the member clearly identifies, by appropriate descriptive 
words, all such transactions, and (iii) if the transaction was pit traded, the member completes a 
form which shows the date, product traded, floor broker, price, quantity, and time of execution. 
Such form shall be presented to an Exchange official and made a matter of permanent record by 
the Exchange. 

532. DISCLOSING ORDERS PROHIBITED 

No person shall disclose another person's order to buy or sell except to a designated Exchange official 
or the CFTC, and no person shall solicit or induce another person to disclose order information. An 
order for pit execution is not considered public until it has been bid or offered by open outcry. No 
person shall take action or direct another to take action based on non-public order information, however 
acquired. The mere statement of opinions or indications of the price at which a market may open or 
resume trading does not constitute a violation of this rule. 
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533. SIMULTANEOUS BUY AND SELL ORDERS FOR DIFFERENT BENEFICIAL OWNERS 

A member who is in possession of both buy and sell orders for different beneficial owners for the same 
product and expiration month, and, for a put or call option, the same strike price, may execute such 
orders for and directly between such beneficial owners provided that in pit trading, a member executing 
such orders shall first bid and offer by open outcry three times at the same price, stating the number of 
contracts, and, thereafter, if neither the bid nor the offer is accepted, the orders may be matched in the 
presence, and with the approval, of a designated Exchange official. 

The member making such transactions shall, by appropriate descriptive words or symbols, clearly 
identify all such transactions on his trading card or other similar record made at the time of the 
execution. The member executing such trade shall complete a form which shows the date, product 
traded, floor broker, price, quantity, and time of execution. Such form shall be presented to an 
Exchange official and made a matter of permanent record by the Exchange. Failure to accurately 
complete the required form shall constitute a violation of this rule. 

On the Globex platform, opposite orders for different beneficial owners that are simultaneously placed 
by a party with discretion over both accounts may be entered into the Globex platform provided that one 
order is exposed for a minimum of 5 seconds in the case of futures orders or a minimum of 15 seconds 
in the case of options orders. An order allowing for price and/or time discretion, if not entered 
immediately upon receipt, may be knowingly entered opposite another order entered by the same firm 
only if this other order has been entered immediately upon receipt and has been exposed on the Globex 
platform for a minimum of 5 seconds for futures orders or a minimum of 15 seconds for options orders. 

534. WASH SALES PROHIBITED 

No person shall place for the same beneficial owner buy and sell orders for the same product and 
expiration month, and, for a put or call option, the same strike price, at or about the same time with the 
intent to avoid a bona fide market position exposed to market risk (transactions commonly known or 
referred to as wash sales). Buy and sell orders placed for the same beneficial owner in the same 
product and expiration month, and, for a put or call option; the same strike price, must be entered in 
good faith for the purpose of executing bona fide transactions that result in a change of ownership. 
Additionally, no person shall accept, execute or accommodate the execution of orders which are 
prohibited by this rule with knowledge of their character. 

535. RESPONSIBILITY OF FLOOR TRADERS AND FLOOR BROKERS 

Every floor trader and floor broker shall assist his clearing member in the clearing of his trades. Every 
floor trader and floor broker must leave contact information with the clearing member through which or 
for which he has traded in order that he may be contacted during the balance of the day in the event 
there is a discrepancy in the clearing of his trades. 

Each floor trader and floor broker or his designated representative must be available on the trading floor 
to resolve outtrades in contracts in which he executed trades on the previous day no later than 30 
minutes prior to the opening of the relevant market (or at such other times as may be designated by 
Exchange officials). If the trader or broker or his designated representative is not present during such 
period, the clearing member through which or for which the trader or broker has traded shall be 
authorized to resolve any outtrade in the manner it deems appropriate, but such resolution shall not be 
determinative of the liability of any party to the outtrade. 

A floor trader or floor broker who fails to comply with this rule may be assessed a fine of $1,000 for the 
first violation, $2,000 for a second violation within 30 days of the first violation and $3,000 for a third and 
each subsequent violation within 30 days of the first violation. Fines imposed pursuant to this schedule 
are final and may not be appealed. 

536. RECORDKEEPING REQUIREMENTS FOR PIT, GLOBEX AND NEGOTIATED TRADES 

536.A. General Requirements for Open Outcry Pit Trades 

At the time of execution, it shall be the duty of every member to record each trade made for an account 
the member owns or controlson an approved electronic device or on pre-printed. sequentially pre
numbered trading cards in exact chronological order of execution. If recorded on trading cards. trades 
must be recorded on sequential lines of the card, and no lines may be skipped except that a member 
may use additional consecutive lines to record sufficient information concerning a particular trade type, 
including. but not limited to. spreads. exchange of futures or options for related positions and cabinet 
trades. Any lines that remain after the last execution recorded on the trading card must be marked 
through. No more than nine transactions may be recorded on each trading card. Everv member must 
recordshowing the date, price, quantity, product, expiration month, opposite trader. time of execution to 
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the nearest minutebracket symboL opposite traaer, opposite clearing membor and, for options, put or 
call and strike price on the trading card or into the approved electronic device. Floor brolmrs executing 
an oraor shall rocorEI their trading symbol. price, quantity, braeket, opposite traaer ana clearing member. 
Additionally, the trader must record a symbol which reflects whether the member was trading i) for his 
own account or an account controlled by such member. ii) for the proprietarv account of his clearing 
member. iii) for another member present on the trading floor or for an account controlled by such other 
member, or iv) for any other account. Trades or order executions must -either be recorded on an 
approved electronic device, or, if recorded on trading cardswritten recoras, in non-erasable ink. 
Members using trading cards must use a new card at the start of each half-hour interval and at the start 
of the post settlement session. 

Members must designate on the trading cardaocument used to recore a trade whether such trade is a 
spread trade and record ·o·· fer single line entry differontialspreaas and ·e" for all other spreads. 

A member may correct any errors on written trading records by crossing out erroneous trade 
information without obliterating or otherwise making illegible any of the originally recorded information. 

The seller or his designated representative (''the seller") must enter the trade into the clearing system 
within 30 minutes of execution. The seller must enter the material terms of the trade, including the 
information required in the first paragraph of this subsection. including the time of execution. Within 60 
minutes of execution. the buyer or his designated representative ("the buyer") must review the seller's 
entrv of the trade and affirmatively note any disagreement with any of the terms of the trade and enter a 
time of execution to the nearest minute except in a circumstance in which the buyer does not know the 
trade. The seller must allocate the trade to the correct clearing firm(s) within 30 minutes of the 
execution of the trade unless the trade will clear at the seller's qualifying clearing member firm. The 
buyer must allocate the trade to the correct clearing firm(s) within 60 minutes of the execution of the 
trade unless the trade will clear at the buyer's qualifying clearing member firm. however the buyer may 
not allocate a trade until the seller has entered the trade into the clearing system. 

Each member shall provide his clearing member with any traEling Elocuments which are relied upon for 
transactional information necessary for submission to the clearing system containing those traees that 
have boon executed thus far Eluring that Elay. Trading documents incluElo traEling cares of members' 
personal ami proprietary trades, trading cards of one member reflecting trades oxect~ted on behalf of 
another momtler and flear orElor tickets. at~sh The original copy of trading cardsdecuments must be 
submitted to the ExchangeanEI timestamped no later than 15 minutes after the end of each half-hour 
interval or the end of the closing range, whichever is. earlier.·· If a tlroker has only partially filleEI an order 
at tho end of a half hour period, he does not have to sutlmit the docblment t~sed to record tho e*ecution 
to tho appropriate clearing member until tho entire oFEler has been filled, the unexect~ted portien of tho 
order is cancolleEI, or the market has sleseEI for that contract, whichever occurs first. 

In addition, each member must maintain, and is accountable for, all other documents on which original 
trade information is recorded, 'A'hether or not Sblch information is subsequently endorsed on an oreer 
ticket or onteree into an approved electronic device. Trading cards used to record the oxecbltion of 
flashes or electronically transmitteEI oraers are net reqblireEI to have the momtlor's trading symtlol pre 
printed en them, but such cares mt~st be vist~ally distinct from tho pre printed trading cares used tly the 
memeer to record traEles for accot~nffi he owns or sontrels. 

The correct bracket symbol in accordance with the list tlelew mblst bo recorEleEI for each pit trade. 

Time Intervals Bracl~ot Code 

Unknovm to data entry 
operator 

Opening range for eash 
BOfltra6.t 

Closing range for each 
BOfltra6.t 

Pest Close Session 

7:00:00 a.m. 7:14:59 
af'fh-

7:Hi:OO a.m. 7:29:59 
af'fh-

7:~0:00 a.m. 7:44:59 
&.fFh 

# 

A 
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Time Intervals 

7:49:GG a.m. 
3-,ffi., 

!l:GG:GG a.m. 
&.fl+. 

!l:1a:GG a.m. 
&.fl+. 

!l:dG:GQ a.m. 
a-m, 

!l:49:GG a.m. 
&.fl+. 

9:GQ:QG a.m. 
&.fl+. 

9:1a:GG a.m. 
a-m, 

9:dG:GQ a.m. 
3-,ffi., 

9:4a:GG a.m. 
&.fl+. 

1G:GG:QQ a.m. 
&.fl+. 

~G:~a:GQ a.m. 
a-m, 

1G:dG:QQ a.m. 
&.fl+. 

W:4a:GG a.m. 
a-m, 

~HlG:QQ a.m. 
a-m, 

~1:1a:GG a.A~. 
3-,ffi., 

11:dG:QQ a.m. 
&.fl+. 

11:49:GG a.m. 
3-,ffi., 

1~:GG:GQ ra.m. 
~ 

12:1a:GO p.m. 
~ 

1~:3Q:GO p.m. 

~ 

1~:413:00 p.m. 
~ 

1:GQ:QG p.m. 
~ 

1:1 a:OG p.m. 
~ 

~:d0:00 p.m. 
~ 

1 :49:0G p.m. 
~ 

2:GO:OO p.m. 
~ 

7:99:99 

!l:~ 4:99 

!l:~9:§9 

8:44:§9 

8:§9:99 

9:~4:§9 

9:~9:§9 

9:44:99 

9:99:99 

HU4:99 

1Q:~9:§9 

W:44:99 

~G:99:a9 

~U4:a9 

1 ~ :~9:99 

1 ~ :44:99 

n:99:a9 

12:14:99 

1~:29:99 

12:44:§9 

12:99:59 

1:14:99 

1:29:59 

1:44:59 

~:59:59 

~:14:§9 

Bracket Code 

.Q 

€ 

~ 

G 

g 

J. 

K 

b 

M 

N 

G 

j2 

Q 

g 

g 

+ 

v. 

w 

X 

¥ 

;f; 

2 

~ 

4 

a 
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Time lnterials Brackm Code 

:2:~ a:GG f'l.m. :2:29:§9 B 
~ 

2:dQ:QQ t=J.m. 2:44:§9 + 
~ 

;;!:4a:GG f').m. 2:§9:§9 & 
~ 

~:GG:QQ f'l.m. d:~a:GG 9 
~ 

Trades that are not recorded contemporaneously due to an error or an outtrade shall be recorded on 
the next available line of a member's fle*t..pre-printed, sequentially numbered trading card or on a new 
trading card. and such trades must be denoted as being out of sequence. If the trade is not recorded in 
sequence, the member must cross out the we printed sequence number and write "9999" on the card. 
In any situation whero someone other than the member is resol>1ing a member's outtrades, the euttrade 
clerl< or broker's clerk may use a blank sard and write "9999" on tho card te denote that it is aut of 
sequence. The person resolving tho euttrade fer a member must initial the card. 

Fir:ms must enter an "E" into the order ty13o field to identify any errors placed into a firm error aeceunt. 

1. Customer Orders 

At the time of execution, every order received from a customer must be in the form of a written or 
electronic record and include an electronic timestamp reflecting the date and time such order was 
received on the floor of the Exchange and, except as provided in Section C, must identify the specific 
account(s) for which the order was placed. Such record shall also include an electronic timestamp 
reflecting the date and time such order was modified, returned, confirmed or cancelled. 

Upon request, a clearing firm m·ust previde its brolwr, in an ext=~editious and reasonable manner, with a 
copy of o•1ef)' floor order such broker is asked to oxesuto. 

2. Individual Member Orders 

a. A member on the trading floor who enters an order with another member shall record the order 
instructions and the time of placement to the nearest minute in sequence with the other trades 
recorded on his pre-sequenced trading cards, unless such order is immediately entered into an 
approved electronic device or recorded pursuant to Section 2.b. below. Orders that involve 
options-futures combinations and other spread trades where the initiating member personally 
executes at least one leg of the spread shall not be subject to this requirement. 

Tho member executing the order must record the time of oxocutien to tho nearest minute fer 
each execution made fer tho ardor on tho trading card or other document used to record the 
trade(s) and must roturn this carder document to the initiating member. 

Tho trading card used to record the 13lacemont of the flashed or verbal order and any trading 
card or decumont used to record the oxoeution of tho order mYst be submitted together to tho 
clearing member by tho member placing tho oraor or his roprosontativo. 

b. Every written order that is initiated by a member for his own account while on the trading floor 
must include an electronic timestamp reflecting the date and time such order was transmitted 
for execution and when such order was modified, returned, confirmed or cancelled. 

c. A member or his employee standing in a trading pit recei•1ing an ardor directly over a headset 
fer pit executien kom an off floor member for his account must simultaneeusly mai(e a written 
record of the order on a trading card or other document including the iaentifieatien of tho 
member calling in the ardor unless such ardor is immediately entered into an apwoved 
electronic device. The member executing the order must rocerd tho time of execution to tho 
nearest minute fer each execution made for !he ardor on any trading card or other document 
usee to record tho trado(s) and must return this card or Elocumont to tho initiating member's 
clearing member. 

3. Proprietary Orders of Clearing Members and Certain Member Entities 

Upon receipt on the floor of the Exchange, an order placed for the proprietary account of a member firm 
must be in the form of a written or electronic record that includes an electronic timestamp reflecting the 
date and time such order was received on the floor and must identify the specific account(s) for which 
the order was placed. Such record shall also include an electronic timestamp reflecting the date and 
time such order was modified, returned, confirmed or cancelled. 
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Orders placed by an employee of a member firm for its proprietary account that are entered directly to 
tho pit via headset with another employee of tho member firm do not require a writton and timestamped 
order tickot provided that tho ardor is executed by a member omfJioyoe of the member firm and such 
member records the time of execution to tAo nearest minute for each execution made for tAe or.dor on 
the tradin§ card or other document used to record the trade(s). 

4. Trades Made by Members far ,A,cceunts Owned or Controlled by Such Member 

Each member oxocutin§ transactions on tAe tFadin§ floor for such member's personal accmmt or an 
account controlled by sucA member WAO uses trading cards as the original record of sucA transactions 
must use pre f)rinted sequentially pre numbered tFading cards. A new trading card must be used at the 
beginnin§ of eacA time bracket. 

EacA member Vo'ho uses such trading cards must record tAo transactions in non erasable ink in exact 
chronological order of execution on sequential lines of tAe trading card, and no lines may be skiflpod. 
l\ny lines that remain after the last mmcution rocoreed on a trading eard must be marked tArough. .'\1\ 
transactions 'l.'Aich are recorded on a single tradin§ card m~o~st lao recorded on tAo same side of such 
trading card. No more than six transactions may be recorded on each trading card. Trading card 
sequence numbers must be uniqblo during a one '<'>'Del< period. 

The trading oards must contain pre fJrintod member identification which will inclbleo, !aut will not ae 
limited to. tho trading acronym and tAo full name of the member. The tradin§ cards mYst also contain 
preprinted bracket desi§nations. 

Members who use an approved electronic device to record tAeir trades, wl:letAor as an original record. 
or Sblssoqyont to recording their trades on trading cards. m~o~st record their trades on tAe device in tho 
exact seqblonce in 'A'Aich they 'Nero executed and mblst ensure that tho correct time sracket is entered 
for each transaction. 

Members trading for an accoblnt tAey own or control shall eo accoblntable for their pro printed 
sequentially numbered trading cards. including tl:lose cards 'Nhicl:l are unused or voided. 

536.8. Globex Order Entry 

1. General Requirement 
Each Globex terminal operator entering orders into Globex shall input for each order: a) the user ID 
assigned him by the Exchange, a clearing member or other authorized entity and b) the price, quantity, 
product, expiration month, CTI code and account number (except as provided in Section C.), and, for 
options, put or call and strike price. The Globex terminal operator's user ID must be present on each 
order entered. For a Globex terminal operator with access pursuant to Rule 574, clearing members 
authorizing such access will be responsible for the Globex terminal operator's compliance with this rule. 
With respect to orders received by a Globex terminal operator which are capable of being immediately 
entered into Globex, no record other than that set forth above need be made. However, if a Globex 
terminal operator receives an order which cannot be immediately entered into Globex, the Globex 
terminal operator must prepare a written order and include the account designation, date, time of receipt 
and other information required pursuant to section A.1. above. The order must be entered into Globex 
when it becomes executable. 
2. Electronic Audit Trail Requirements for Electronic Order Routing/Front-End Systems 
Clearing members guaranteeing a connection to Globex are responsible for maintaining or causing to 
be maintained the order routing/front-end audit trail for all electronic orders, including order entry, 
modification, cancellation and responses to such messa~es (referred to as the "electronic audit trail"), 
entered into the Globex platform through the CME ilink gateway. This electronic audit trail must be 
maintained for a minimum of 5 years, and clearing members must have the ability to produce this data 
in a standard format upon request of Market Regulation. 
This electronic audit trail must contain all order receipt, order entry, order modification, and response 
receipt times to the highest level of precision achievable by the operating system, but at least to the 
hundredth of a second. The times captured must not be able to be modified by the person entering the 
order. The data must also contain all Fix Tag information and fields which should include, but is not 
limited to the following: 
A record of all fields relating to order entry, including transaction date, product, Exchange code, 
expiration month, quantity, order type, order qualifier, price, buy/sell indicator, stop/trigger price, order 
number, unique transaction number, account number, session ID, Tag 50 ID, host order number, trader 
order number, clearing member, type of action, action status code, customer type indicator, origin, and 
timestamps. For executed orders the audit trail must record the execution time of the trade along with 
all fill information. 
In the case where the Guaranteeing Clearing Firm has a direct connect client that is another Clearing 
Firm or a Corporate Equity Member, the Clearing Firm may notify the client Clearing Firm or Corporate 
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Equity Member that it is their obligation to maintain the electronic audit trail. Upon execution of this 
written notice, it shall be the duty of the client Clearing Firm or Corporate Equity Member to maintain an 
electronic audit trail pursuant to this rule. 

536.C. Bunched Orders and Orders Eligible for Post Execution Allocation 

Bunched orders must be allocated and recorded in accordance with CFTC Regulation 1.35(a-1 )(5) and 
· the NFA's Interpretative Notice related to Compliance Rule 2-10. 

A bunched order for pit execution does not require the specific account number to be recorded at the 
time of order placement or upon the report of execution provided that 1) the order is being placed by an 
account manager for multiple accounts eligible for post execution allocation or 2) a written, pre
determined allocation scheme has been provided to the futures commission merchant accepting or 
clearing the order prior to the time the order has been placed. Additionally, at the time of receipt on the 
trading floor, bunched orders that do not contain specific account numbers must contain a series, group, 
or suspense account indicator which relates directly to the group of accounts for which the order has 
been placed. A bunched order may be initially cleared into a suspense account provided that the final 
account-specific allocations are submitted to the clearing system no later than the end of each trading 
day. 

With respect to bunched Globex orders, such orders may be entered using a series designation or 
suspense account number provided that 1) the order is being placed by an account manager for 
multiple accounts eligible for post execution allocation or 2) a written, pre-determined allocation scheme 
that defines the series has been provided to the futures commission merchant accepting or clearing the 
order prior to the time that such order is entered. In the latter case, if such information has not been 
provided to the futures commission merchant prior to the time of order entry, each specific account 
number must be entered into Globex. Additionally, for all such bunched orders executed on Globex, the 
final account specific allocations must be submitted to the clearing system no later than the end of each 
trading day. · 

Bunched orders for non-discretionary accounts may be entered either for pit execution or through 
Globex; however, only the following order types may be bunched: Market on Open, Market on Close, 
same priced Limit Orders and same priced Stop Orders. Such non-discretionary orders may only be 
bunched in the following instances: 

a. Each order underlying the bunched order must be reduced to writing and include the information 
required pursuant to Section A.1. above; 

b. Allocation of the executions for the bunched orders must be fair and equitable in accordance with 
the NFA's Interpretative Notice related to Compliance Rule 2-10; and 

c. In circumstances where the order is bunched in a member firm's sales office, the party accepting 
the order must, contemporaneously with the order placement, transmit the individual account 
numbers and quantities associated with the bunched order to the clearing member firm. Such 
transmission shall be maintained by the clearing member firm along with the bunched order. 

536.0. Customer Type Indicator (CTI) Codes 

Each clearing member must identify each transaction executed on the trading floor or on the Globex 
platform on the record of transactions submitted to the Exchange with the correct customer type 
indicator (CTI) code. The CTI codes are as follows: 

CTI 1: Electronic Trading and Open Outcry - Applies to transactions initiated and executed by 
an individual member for his own account, for an account he controls, or for an account in 
which he has an ownership or financial interest. However, transactions initiated and executed 
by a member for the proprietary account of a member firm must be designated as CTI 2 
transactions. 

CTI 2: Electronic Trading and Open Outcry - Applies to orders entered or trades executed for 
the proprietary accounts of a member firm, including Rule 106.H .. 1., N .. R. and S. firms. 

CTI 3: Electronic Trading - Applies to orders entered by a member or a nonmember terminal 
operator for the account of another individual member or an account controlled by such other 
individual member. 

CTI 3: Open Outcry- Applies to orders that a member executes on behalf of another individual 
member, or for an account such other member controls or in which such other member .has an 
ownership or financial interest. 

CTI 4: Electronic Trading and Open Outcry - Applies to all orders and transactions not 
included in CTI categories 1, 2 or 3. These typically are orders entered by or on behalf of 
nonmember entities. 
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536.E. Negotiated Trades 

All orders executed in accordance with Rules 526.,--aJ-7 and 538, unless otherwise exempted by rule, are 
subject to the recordation requirements pursuant to Section A.1. 

536.F. ViolationsCTR Enforcement Program and Sanstion Sshedule 

1. Audit Trail ViolationsCTR Monthly Enforcement Prowam 
Members failing to comply with any provision of this rule may result in the imposition of summarv 
penalties by the Market Regulation Department.Tho CTR threshold levels for members v,cith 100 or 
'more transactions 13er month are as follows: 

Exception Ty13e 

Bracket Exceptions 

Time of EJwcution for 
Verbal Orders 

aOEflolence Errors 

Threshold Level 

S% and above 

S% and above 

S% and above 

A letter of warning maysJ:l.all. be issued for a first infractionocc~o~rrence of exceeding any threshold. 8 
secondaubSOEfUOnt infractionoccurronces within 12 months of exceeding a threshold shallmay result in 
.§!]_automatic liQQ_fines starting at $2a0, and then increasing to $a00, $1,000, $2,a00, and $a,OOO for 
each subSOEfuent occurrence. A third infraction within 18 months may result in a $500 fine. Fines 
issued pursuant to this section are final and may not be appealed. Fourth and subseguent violations 
within 24 months may result in referral to the Probable Cause Committee for the issuance of charges. 
A member will have 15 days after recei13t of a Iotter of warning or a fine to present evidence to the 
Mafket Regulation Department in support of having tho Iotter of warning or fino dismissed showing that 
administrative, clerical, or other orroFS by tho clearing firm caused the member to exceed the threshold 
level. If tho member does not suemit such evidence, or if tho Market Regulation Department determines 
that the evidence submitted is insufficient to reduce the percentage below the threshold le>;ol. the letter 
of warning or fino shall be final and may not be appealed. 
The monthly CTR enforcement of timestamp exceptions for firms with 1,000 or more transactions per 
month is S% and abo•,<e. i\ letter of v,carning shall be iss1:1ed for a first occurrence of exceeding the 
threshold. SubsoEfuont occ1:1rrences within 12 months of exceeding tho threshold shall res1:1lt in 
a1:1tomatic fines starting at $1,500 for the second oCCblrronce, then increasing to $a,OOO and $10,000 for 
each Sl:lbseEfuont occurrence. 
A firm will have 1 a days after receipt of a Iotter of warning or a fino to present oYidenco to the Marlwt 
Regulation Department in s1:1pport of having tho Iotter of warning or fino dismissed. If tho firm does not 
submit such evidence, or if tho Market Reg1:1lation Department determines that the evidence s1:1bmittod 
is insufficient to rod1:1co tho percentage below tho threshold level. tho letter of warning or fino shall ee 
final and may not be appealed. 

CTR Clearing Member Qack Office A1:1dit Enforcement Program 
The Market Regulation Department will cond1:1ct a1:1dits of clearing momboFS to verify that reEfl:lirod a1:1dit 
trail information has been accurately recorded and submitted. Tho CTR audit threshold level for firms 
failing to pick up and timestamp SOEfUOncod cards, verbal order cards and floor orders is 20%. Tho 
threshold for all other firm audit trail or recordkoojaing deficiencies is 10%. 
Percentage calc1:1lations will be made based on an examination of a comeination of SOEfuoncod cards. 
\'erbal ordoFS and floor orders totaling 1 aO doc1:1ments. The n1:1mbor of documents containing a 
doficiency(ios) will be divided ey the total number of doc1:1monts examined in determining tho deficiency 
percentage. 
Violations of each threshold within 24 months shall eo subject to automatic fines starting at $2,500 for a 
first occmrence. then increasing to $5,000 and $10,000 for each subseEfl:lent occurrence. 

i\ firm will have 1 a days after receipt of a fino to present evidence to tho Market Regulation De13artment 
~f.-having tho fino dismissed. If tho firm does not submit s1:1ch e>;idonco, or if the Market 
Regulation Department determines that the e>,•idenco submitted is ins1:1fficient to red1:1ce the 13ercontage 
below the tllroshold leveL the fine shall be final and may not be appealed. 

2. Floor Order Ticket Reviews 

The Market Regulation Department will conduct reviews of clearing firms. member firms and floor 
brokerage operations to verify that order tickets are being prepared in compliance with the requirements 
of this rule. Compliance rates of 89% or lower may result in the following sanctions: 

Initial Review: 
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89-80% $100 

79-70% $250 

69-60% $500 

59% and Below $1.000 

Second Review: 

89-80% $100 +amount of fine from first offense 

79-70% $250 + amount of fine from first offense 

69-60% $500 + amount of fine from first offense 

59% and Below $1.000 +amount of fine from first offense 

Third and Subsequent Reviews: 

89-80% $100 +amount of fine from second offense 

79-70% $250 + amount of fine from second offense 

69-60% $500 + amount of fine from second offense 

59% and Below $1.000 + amount of fine from second offense 

Fines issued pursuant to this section are final and may not be appealed. Fourth and subsequent 
violations within 24 months may result in referral to the Probable Cause Committee for the issuance of 
charges. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of this Section, the Market Regulation Department may, at any time, 
refer matters that it deems egregious to the Probable Cause Committee. 

536.G. Telephone Recordings 

Members and member firms !Ratmust enter into a trading floor telephone subscriber agreement with the 
Exchange under which the subscriber agrees to pay the Exchange to record and archive all 
conversations conducted on their Exchange Floor telephone lines must maintain the resultant 
recordingswhich will be maintained for a minimum period of 10 business days following the day when 
such recordings are made. 

Unless specifically oxemf)ted by tho Market Regulation Def)artment or designated Exchange staff, all 
heaelsot communications must eo voice recorded by the member or memeer firm authorized to use the 
headset and all such recordings must be maintained fur a Fninimum of 1Q lausiness days fullov.'ing the 
day on which the recording is made. 

Members and momeer firms are permitted to utilize their own recording devices. f)roYided that the 
devices meet reasonable standards •;lith resf)ect to quality and re!iabilit;'. Alternatively. members and 
member firms may utilize an Exchange administered voice recording system tor a fee. 

536.H. Retention of Records 

Each member and member firm and employees of the foregoing must keep full, complete and 
systematic records, including records created or transmitted electronically, together with all pertinent 
data and memoranda, of all transactions relating it its business of dealing in commodity futures, options 
and cash transaction in accordance with CFTC Regulation 1.35. Such records must be retained for a 
minimum of five years in permanent form, and shall at all times be open to inspection by Exchange staff 
or any representative of the CFTC or the United States Department of Justice. 

537. [RESERVEDJSUBSTITUTION OF FUTURES FOR FORIJIJARDS (SUB) 

l\ Substitution of futures contracts fur over the counter (OTC) for.vard instruments shall be permitted by 
arrangement bet\•:een eligible contract particif)ants and comprised of two discrete transactions, whore. 
tho buyer and seller of the futures contract must eo, respectively, tho buyer and sellar of tho furward 
instrument. The fur.vard instrument comf)onont shall involve tho commodity underlying tho futures 
contract (or a derivative, by product or related product of such commodity). The quantity covered by the 
forward instrument must be apwoximately equi'Jalont to the quantity covered ey the futures contract. 
Tho parties to tho transaction shall maintain a record of the transaction together with all f)ertinont 
memoranda. Tho forward instrument component of a £ub transaotion must comf)ly with af)plicable 
CFTC forward regulator/ requirements. if any. The Exchange shall determine eligible futures contracts 
and over tho cotmter instruments. 

538. EXCHANGE FOR RELATED POSITIONS 
The following transactions shall be permitted by arrangement between parties in accordance with the 
requirements of this rule: 
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Exchange for Physical ("EFP") - A privately negotiated and simultaneous exchange of an Exchange 
futures position for a corresponding cash position. 

Exchange for Risk ("EFR") -A privately negotiated and simultaneous exchange of an Exchange futures 
position for a corresponding OTC swap or other OTC instrument. 

Exchange of Options for Options ("EOO") - A privately negotiated and simultaneous exchange of an 
Exchange option position for a corresponding OTC option position or other OTC instrument with similar 
characteristics. 

For purposes of this rule, an EFP, EFR or EOO shall be referred to as an Exchange for Related Position 
("EFRP"). 

538.A. Nature of an EFRP 

An EFRP consists of two discrete but related simultaneous transactions. One party to the EFRP must 
be the buyer of (or the holder of the long market exposure associated with) the related position and the 
seller of the corresponding Exchange contract. The other party to the EFRP must be the seller of (or 
the holder of the short market exposure associated with) the related position and the buyer of the 
corresponding Exchange contract. 

However, a member firm may facilitate, as principal, the related position on behalf of a customer, 
provided that the member firm can demonstrate that the related position was passed through to the 
customer who received the Exchange contract position as part ofthe EFRP. 

538.8. Related Positions 

The related position (cash, OTC swap, OTC option, or other OTC derivative) must involve the 
commodity underlying the Exchange contract, or must be a derivative, by-product, or related product of 
such commodity that has a reasonable degree of price correlation to the commodity underlying the 
Exchange contract. 

538.C. Quantity 

The quantity covered by the related position must be approximately equivalent to the quantity covered 
by the Exchange contracts. 

538.D. Prices and Price Increments 

An EFRP transaction may be entered into in accordance with the applicable price increments or option 
premium increments set forth in the rules governing the pertinent Exchange contracts, at such prices as 
are mutually agreed upon by the two parties to the transaction. 

538.E. Date and Time of Transaction 

The date and the time of execution of all EFP transactions must be denoted on the record of the 
transaction required to be created pursuant to Rule 536.E. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, 
EFRP transactions entered into CME ClearPort do not need a separate record of the transaction or time 
of execution provided that such transactions are entered immediately after the relevant terms have 
been determined, but in no event later than the earlier of the next business day or the end of the 
following permissible posting period for EFRP transactions following the expiration of the underlying 
futures contract. 

538.F. Termination of Trading in Exchange Contracts 

EFRP transactions may be permitted after termination of trading in expiring Exchange contracts, as 
prescribed in the applicable rules governing such Exchange contracts. Such transactions shall not 
establish new positions. 

538.G. Identification and Submission to the Clearing House 

Each EFRP transaction shall be designated as such and shall be cleared through the Clearing House. 
Each such transaction shall be submitted to the Clearing House within the time period and in the 
manner specified by the Exchange, Clearing member firms are responsible for exercising due diligence 
as to the bona fide nature of EFRP transactions submitted on behalf of customers. 

538.H. Documentation 

Parties to any EFRP transaction must maintain all documents relevant to the Exchange contract and the 
cash, OTC swap, OTC option, or other OTC derivatives, including all documents customarily generated 
in accordance with relevant market practices and any documents reflecting payment and transfer of 
title. Any such documents must be provided to the Exchange upon request, and it shall be the 
responsibility of the carrying clearing member firm to provide such requested documentation on a timely 
basis. 

538.1. Account Requirements 
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The accounts involved in the execution of an EFRP transaction must be (a) independently controlled 
accounts with different beneficial ownership; or (b) independently controlled accounts of separate legal 
entities with the same beneficial ownership, provided that the account controllers operate in separate 
business units; or (c) independently controlled accounts within the same legal entity, provided that the 
account controllers operate in separate business units; or (d) commonly controlled accounts of separate 
legal entities, provided that the separate legal entities have different beneficial ownership. 

However, on or after the first day on which delivery notices can be tendered in a physically delivered 
Exchange futures contract, an EFRP transaction may not be executed for the purpose of offsetting 
concurrent long and short positions in the expiring Exchange futures contract when the accounts 
involved in such transaction are owned by the same legal entity and when the date of the Exchange 
futures position being offset is not the same as the date of the offsetting transaction. 

538.J. Large Trader Requirements for EFRP Transactions 

Each clearing member, omnibus account and foreign broker submitting large trader positions in 
accordance with Rule 561 must submit for each reportable account the EFRP volume bought and sold 
in the reportable instrument, by contract month, and additionally for EOOs, by put and call strike. The 
information must be included in the daily Large Trader report to the Exchange. 

539. PREARRANGED, PRE-NEGOTIATED AND NONCOMPETITIVE TRADES PROHIBITED 

539.A. General Prohibition 

No person shall prearrange or pre-negotiate any purchase or sale or noncompetitively execute any 
transaction, except in accordance with Sections B. and C. below. 

539.8. Exceptions 

The foregoing restriction shall not apply to block trades pursuant to Rule 526 or Exchange for Related 
Positions transactions pursuant to Rule 538. 

539.C. Pre-Execution Communications Regarding Globex Trades 

Parties may engage in pre-execution communications with regard to transactions executed on the 
Globex platform where one party (the first party) wishes to be assured that a contra party (the second 
party) will take the opposite side of the order under the following circumstances: 

1. A party may not engage in pre-execution communications with other market participants on behalf 
of another party unless the party for whose benefit the trade is being made has previously 
consented to permit such communications. 

2. Parties to pre-execution communications shall not (i) disclose to a non-party the details of such 
communications or (ii) enter an order to take advantage of information conveyed during such 
communications except in accordance with this rule. 

3. In the case of futures orders, the first party's order must be entered into the Globex platform first 
and the second party's order may not be entered into the Globex platform until a period of 5 
seconds has elapsed from the time of entry of the first order. 

4. In the case of options orders, a pre-execution communication must be preceded by the submission 
of a Request for Quote ("RFQ"). 

Subsequent to such RFQ, a trade intended for execution for which there has been a pre-execution 
communication requires the entry of an additional RFQ; thereafter, a Request for Cross ("RFC") 
order which contains both the buy and the sell orders must be entered no less than fifteen (15) 
seconds and no more than thirty (30) seconds after the entry of the additional RFQ in order to 
proceed with the trade, except in equity options where the RFC must be entered no less than five 
(5) seconds and no more than thirty (30) seconds after the entry of the additional RFQ. , The RFQs 
and the RFC order must be entered within the same trading session. Failure to enter the RFC 
order within 30 seconds after the entry of the additional RFQ will require a new RFQ to be entered 
prior to the entry of the RFC order, which must be entered in accordance with the time parameters 
described above in order to proceed with the trade. 

540. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CUSTOMER ORDERS 

540.A. Standard of Responsibility 

A Member (as defined in Rule 400) shall exercise due diligence in the handling and execution of 
customer orders. Failure to act with due diligence shall constitute negligence. In the case of a dispute 
as to whether a Member has exercised due diligence, the appropriate arbitration or disciplinary 
committee is authorized to determine whether the Member was negligent and, if so, whether an 
adjustment is due to the customer. The <;ommittee may take into consideration the nature of the order 
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and existing market conditions, including the existence of a "fast market" (a designation invoked to 
reflect rapid price changes and volatile market conditions in the pit), at the time the Member acted or 
failed to act. However, no market condition nullifies a Member's responsibility to exercise due diligence. 

A Member is prohibited from directly or indirectly guaranteeing the execution of an order or any of its 
terms such as the quantity or price. A Member may only report an execution that has occurred as a 
result of open outcry, has been effected through the Globex platform, or has been executed as a 
permissible privately negotiated transaction. This rule shall not be construed to prevent a Member from 
assuming or sharing in the losses resulting from an error or the mishandling of an order. 

540.8. Liability for Negligence 

A Member may not adjust the price at which an order was executed or be held responsible for executing 
or failing to execute an order unless such Member was negligent or is settling a bona-fide dispute 
regarding negligence. 

A member firm may not compel an adjustment from a Member in the absence of a bona-fide dispute 
regarding negligence. 

Clearing members shall document all adjustments. Clearing members shall make and retain a record 
which contains the date the adjustment was received, the name of the Member making the adjustment, 
the account to which the adjustment was credited, the amount of the adjustment, the order number and 
the reason for the adjustment. Such records must be provided to the Market Regulation Department 
upon request. 

541. [RESERVEDJTOP STEP TRADING RESTRICTIONS IN S&P 500 STOCK PRICE INDEX"' 
FUTURES 

A FROFRber A'lblst be re§istered 'Nith the Exehange in order to stand on the lof'l steFJ or tOFJ stoFJ area of 
tho S&P 500 fbltUFOS FJil. VVhile on the tOFJ steFJ. Sbleh FReFRbors FRust have a tOFJ steFJ badge visibly 
disf'llayod on their trading jaeket. Once registered, a FROFRbor shall not trade or f'Jiaee orders in S&P 500 
fYtYres dYring RegYiar Trading Hoblrs ("RTH") for his awn aceoblnt, an accoynt in which he has a direct 
or indiroet finaneial interest, or an aeeoynt whish he controls, ex:eept that a FReFRber FRay trade er place 
an orEier to liEJUidate a position that resulteEI froFR an error in the eKeeutien of an order. 

~lol'.vithstanding the above, a tOFJ stoFJ re§istered FRoFRber FRay, during an RTH session, deregister with 
the Exehango and thereafter traEie or f'llace orders for his ovm aceount, an aeeoynt in which he has a 
direst or indirect financial inteFOst, or an acommt which he controls provided that the member neither 
traEios nor fills orders in S&P 500 futyros from tho time of dorogistration throYgh and inclblding a full 
13rackot FJOriod after tho 13raeket period in which doro§istration oceblrrod. Par the f3Urf3oses ef this rbllo, 
the last two regular brael~ets. the closin§ range sraeket and the post eloso session sraskot shall be 
eonsidoFOEI a single bracket. 

542. SIMULTANEOUS SPREAD AND COMBINATIONTRANSACTIONS 

A. All spread or combination transactions in which all sides are acquired simultaneously must be for 
the same account or accounts with the same ownership, except as provided by Rule 527. Each of 
the respective legs of the spread or combination transaction must be priced within the daily price 
limits for those contracts that have limits. 

Spread or combination transactions shall not set off conditional orders in any contract except for an 
identical spread or combination conditional order. All simultaneous spread or combination 
transactions must be reported to a designated Exchange official who shall record and publish the 
differentials or combination prices in addition to the quantities of such trades. The brokers 
executing any spread or combination transaction must maintain a record of the transaction in 
accordance with Rule 536. 

Per tho FJUrFJOSos ef this mle, a whole integer wico is an aptian FJrice that is divisible by eno tick 
without reFRaindor (e.g .. one tick, t\•,ro ticks, three ticks. etc.). POF tho purposes of this r~oJie, a non 
integer tick price is an optien price that is not divisible by one tick '.vithoblt reFRainder (i.e., one half 
tick or cabinet, one anG---one half ticks, and two and one half ticks). In additien. the rule in an 
OFJtion's contract specifications defining that given option sentrast's FRiniFRum fiblslblatiens alse 
defines that option contract's whole integer and nan integer tiel{ prices for the purf3oses of this rule. 

af'lread or combination transactions involving optiens en interest rate futures contracts trading at 
non integer tick prices other than those transactions explicitly defined in this Fblle are not allowed. 

B. Any spread or combination transaction involving cabinet options may trade, provided that the 
traded price of the combination is zer(};_Q[ cabinet, or 1 tick, as defined by that f'lroduct's FRiniFRioiFR 
fluctuations. · 
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For the purposes of this rule, a cabinet option is an option trading at a price of one half tick (except 
for options on Three Month Euroyen f~ttures), and a one tick option is an option trading at a price 
of ono tick. In addition, tho rYie in an option's contract specifications Elofinin§ that given option 
contract's miRimum fluctuations also defines that option contract's ORO tiel\ price and ORO half tick 
price for the purposes of this rule. Also, the rule in an option's contract specifications dofinin§ that 
given option contract's unaorlying futures contract also 8ofines that underlying futblros contract for 
the purposes of this rule. 

Spread or combination transactions involving cabinet options other than those transactions 
explicitly defined in this rule are not allowed. 

C.: Trading is allowoEI in simultaneous spread or combination transactions invelviRg options en interest 
rate futures contracts subject to tho conditions applying te ether spread or cembinatieR transactions 
and also subject to the following additional conditions: 

1. l\11 recognized non generic option spread and combinatien transactions can trade in half ticks wAen 
at least one component option is priced below § ticks. 

2. All recognized non generic option versus futures spread and combination transactions can trade in 
half ticks WAOA the underlying fut~tres contract is half tiel\ eligible and tAo cemponent options are 
assigned eligible prices. 

Recognized non generic spread and combination transactions involving options whoso minimum 
increments are loss than one full tick are not subject to !AD above conditions. 

D. Trading is allowed in sim~:~lffineous spread or combination transactions in'Jolving options on 
currency futures contracts trading at whole integer and non integer tick prices, susject to tAo 
conditions applying to other spread or combination transactions and also subject to tho following 
respective aEiditional conditions: 

1. Spread and combination transactions involving tho simultaneo1:1s purchase and sale of options in 
'.Yhich one or more of the options is trading at a non integer tiel< price are allowed provided that the 
total number of options in tho combination is four or loss and that tAo net absolute price differential 
is five ticks or loss. 

2. Spread and combination transactions involving tho purchase of every log or tho sale of every leg of 
a two legged or three legged combination in which one or more of tAo options is trading at a non 
integer tiel\ price are allo•;.<ed provided that oacA component option is assigned a price of live ticks 
or less and that the aggregate combination price is ton ticks or less. 

3. Conversion and ro~·ersal transactions involving tho purchase and sale of options and futures are 
also allowed to trade at one half tick provides that each component futures is assigned an integer 
~ 

E. [Reserved] 

F. On Globex, spread or combination transactions shall be made by inputting the spread differential or 
combination price into the Globex system. 

For combinations traded on Globex in price terms, the Exchange will allocate the combination trade 
price among the individual options in the combination for clearing purposes. 

543. [RESERVED] 

544. CLOSING DAY ORDERS 

During the last day of trading in an expiring futures contract, all allowable types of orders that reach the 
trading floor less than 15 minutes prior to the close of trading, except for market, closing, spread, limit 
and stop orders, will be accepted solely at the risk of the customer on a not-held basis. A broker shall 
not be responsible for cancellations unless the cancellation reaches the broker at least 15 minutes prior 
to the close on the last day of trading in an expiring futures contract. 

545. [RESERVED] 

546. OPENING AND CLOSING RANGES DURING REGULAR TRADING HOURS 

Opening and closing ranges shall be established by Exchange staff in consultation with the Pit 
Committee. 

In the event of a disputed opening or closing range or a trade during the opening or closing range that is 
conspicuously out of line with the market, the final determination of the opening or closing range shall 
be made by Exchange staff in consultation with the Pit Committee. A change in the opening range will 
be allowed only if the request for a change is made within 15 minutes of the posting of the range. A 
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change in the closing range will be allowed only if the request for a change is made within 10 minutes of 
the posting of the range. 

547. DISCRETIONARY ORDERS 

Other than DRT orders, no Member (as defined in Rule 400) shall accept an order that gives more 
latitude than price and time in execution of the order, except in accordance with the provisions of Rule 
956. 
The above restriction shall not apply to those orders: 

1. placed by another member for an account owned by such member; 

2. placed by the member's immediate family which includes a spouse, parent, child, grandparent, 
grandchild, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, nephew, niece or in-law; and 

3. placed for proprietary accounts of member firms. 

548. PRIORITY OF EXECUTION 

In pit trading, non-discretionary customer orders shall be executed in accordance with their price and 
time priority. A member shall not execute a discretionary order, including, without limitation, an order 
allowing the member discretion as to time and price, while in possession of an executable customer 
order. No person shall allocate executions in any manner other than an equitable manner. 

Non-discretionary customer orders received by a Globex terminal operator shall be entered into Globex 
in the sequence received. Non-discretionary orders that cannot be immediately entered into Globex 
must be entered when the orders become executable in the sequence in which the orders were 
received. 

549. [RESERVED] 

550. POST CLOSE SESSION 

As soon as practicable, but in no event more than 15 minutes after the close of Regular Trading Hours 
for pit traded futures and designated options contracts, trading may resume for a period of three 
minutes. The post close session for related products shall commence simultaneously. 

During the post close session, members are obligated to bid or offer any orders that were received prior 
to or after the close which are executable in the post close session. 

Outright futures and options trades during the post close session may occur at any price, provided such 
price is within the daily limits for contracts with daily price limits. 

A simultaneous spread or combination transaction executed pursuant to Rule 542 may be transacted 
during the post close session provided that the spread has previously traded during the Regular Trading 
Hours session or the legs comprising the spread have previously opened during the Regular Trading 
Hours session. Spreads or combination transactions during the post close session may occur at any 
price, provided that both legs are priced within the daily price limits for contracts with price limits. 

The prices at which trades occur during the post close session will notmay establish a new high or low 
in the outright contract month or spread or combination. [NOTE: Upon migration to the CME/CBOT 
Price Reporting System, "will not" in the preceding sentence will be replaced by "may".] 

Except as otherwise specifically set forth in this rule, the rules applicable to trading during Regular 
Trading Hours shall be applicable to trading during the post close session. 

551. [RESERVED] 

552. [RESERVEDJDUAb TRADING RESTRICTIONS 

552 . .'\. Definitiens 

1. Dt~al Trading: The term "dual trading" shall mean trading er 13lacing an erder for one's own 
accow1t, an account in which one has a direct or indirect financial interest or an account which one 
controls, in any contract month in which such person previot~sly exect~ted, received or processed a 
customer order on the Exchange floor durin§ the same Regular Traein§ f-oloms session. 

2. Customer: The term "customer" means tho t~ltimate (one) customer or originator of tho order, not 
the clearing member. 

J. Maturo liquid Contract: The term "mature liquid contract" means a contract month ey f)Osition in 
relation to the front month contract at any given point in time that has had during the prior six 
calendar months an average eaily pit tradoe volblmo of 10,000 or more contracts; provided, 
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however, that the Board of Directors may OJ(,empt from or include in this dt;~flnition specific contracts 
and hours of trading during which such contracts 'Nil! be deemed not to be mature liquid contracts, 
taking into account any market conditions which, in the Board's opinion, 'Noule justify st~ch action. 

§52.8. Prohibition 

Dual trading shall be prohibited in any contract month which is deemed a mature liquid contract by 
management subject to the exceptions in Section C. boiEn>'. 

§52.C. Exceptions 

1. Cl:lstomer Permission. 1\ member may engage in dual trading in any contract month if eash 
customer for whom sush member executes or processes orders in that sontract month grants prior 
written permission to such rnomber. 

2. Member Cl:lstomers. 1\ mernber rnay engage in dual trading in any contract month if the customer 
for whom such momber executes or processes orders in that contract rnonth is a mernber of the 
EJffihange. 

3. Errors. 

a. A member taking a position into his error account as a result of tho erroneous execution of an 
order shall not be considered to be dual trading pro:vided that such member creates an 
accyrato record evidencing that tho position •.vas the result of an error. 

b. /\ member may engage in dual trading to offset a position resLJiting from the erroneous 
execution of a cLJstorner order provided that such member (1) creates an accurate, 
contemporaneous resord evidencing that tho transastions for s~o~ch member's asco~o~nt wore the 
result of the correction of the error and (2) resords the time of eash trade to the nearest minute 
on his trading card. 

c. A member may enga§e in dual trading to spread a position resulting from an order execution 
error against a sontract in 'Nhich the member is dual trading restricted. The member mYst 
create an accurate contemporaneous record evidencing that the original position was the 
result of an error and create a resord to c{oarly identify any trades made for the purpose of
spreading against the original position. VVhon spreading an.orrer position, any trading in a dual 
trading restricted componont of the spread may only be for offset purposes. The member rnay 
not add to the position or reestablish a position in a dl:lal trading restricted component once the 
position has been offset. The member must create an assurato, sontemporaneous roeord 
identifying the offsetting transastion and must record tho time of exesution to the nearest 
minute for each Sl:lch transaction. 

4. Spread Brokers. A mernbor whose primary business is tho oxosution of spread orders may 
engage in dual trading. Members executing optionsf.futures spread or combination orders (in 
'Nhish the futures side is a dual trading restricted contrast) at a differential or comllination 
value. while in the options pit, will not be considered in violation of tho dyal trading restristions 
if such memllors subsequent!~· trade for their personal ascounts in that dual trading rostristod 
fytur:es sontract. This exemption only applies to members exesuting the aforementioned 
options/futures spreads or combinations. Members are still prehibited from trading for their 
personal acco~o~nts in dual tmding r:estricted futures contrasts after executing outright sustorner 
orders in such eontrasts. 

5§2.D. Side by Side TradiAg in Eurodollar FYtures ContraGts 

During Regular Trading Hours, the dual trading rostristions applisable to open outs!)' trading of 
Euradollar futures contracts apply to the on floor trading of tho same contrast months on Glollex 
pursuant to the following provisions: 

1. On floor Globox brokers and torrninal Oj3erators who handle, wocess, or fill a sustomor order ifl-.a 
restricted Eurodollar f~c~turos sontract month (either on Globex or in tho pit) may not trade or place 
an order for their O'Nn ascount, an assount in 'Nhich they have a direst or indirect financial interest, 
or an account they control fer the remainder of that session in that contrast month either on Globex 
or in tho pit. 

2. Pit brokers wt:lo handle, process, or fill a customer order in a restricted Eurodollar futwos contract 
month (either in the 13it or on Globex) may not trade or 13laeo an order for their own acsount. an 
account in 1Nhich they have a direst or indirect flnansial interest, or an aceount they sontrol for the 
remainder of that session in that sontrast month either in the 13it or on Globex. 

553. AVERAGE PRICE SYSTEM 

[NOTE: The changes set forth below will be eliminated upon the completion of the migration to 
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Front End Clearing. While the Exchange's APS will be available for COM EX products on August 
17, it will not be available for NYMEX products until September 14. Given the short period of 
time between the migrations, the language will be inaccurate with respect to COMEX for 
approximately one month.] 

553.A. Application of Average Prices 

Tho Exchange's /\ver:age Price System ("APS"), or aA proprietary Average Price System CAPS] 
developed by a clearing member, allows a clearing member to confirm to customers an average price 
when multiple execution prices are received on an order or series of orders for futures, options or 
combination transactions. An order or series of orders executed during the same trading day at more 
than one price may be averaged pursuant to APS only if each order is for the same account or group of 
accounts and for the same product and expiration month for futures, or for the same product, expiration 
month, put/call and strike price for options. 

553.8. Requirements for APS Trades 

A clearing member may have the EJ«Jhange calculate average prices or a clearing member may 
calculate average prices internally for contr:acts executed on the Exchange. The requirements 
enumerated below must be met for APS transactions. 

1. The customer must have requested average price reporting. 

2. Each individual trade must be submitted and cleared by the Exchange at the executed price. 

3. .J.f...a8 clearing member computes and confirms the average price to its customers, it must compute 
the weighted mathematical average price, as set forth in Section C. 

4. 1+-aA clearing member calculates the avor:age price, it must possess the records to support the 
calculations and allocations to customer accounts and must maintain these records pursuant to 
CFTC regulations. 

5. A clearing member must ensure that its proprietary trades are not averaged with customer APS 
trades. 

553.C. Computation of Average Price 

Upon receipt of an execution or match at multiple prices for an APS order, the weighted mathematical 
average must be computed by: (a) multiplying the number of contracts purchased or sold at each 
execution price by that price, (b) adding the results together and (c) dividing by the total number of . 
contracts. An average price for a series of orders will be computed based on the average prices of 
each order in that series. The actual average price or the average price rounded to the next price 
increment may be confirmed to customers. If a clearing member confirms the rounded average price, 
the clearing member must round the average price up to the next price increment for a buy order or 
down to the next price increment for a sell order. The residual created by the rounding process must be 
paid to the customer. APS may produce prices that do not conform to whole cent increments. In such 
cases, any amounts less than one cent may be retained by the clearing member. 

553.0. Disclosure 

Each clearing member that confirms an average price to a customer must indicate on the confirmation 
and monthly statement that the price represents an average price. 

554. [ReSeRVeD] 

555. TOP STeP TRADING ReSTRICTIONS 

555.A. [)efinitions 

1. Restricted Contract Month: The term "restricted contract month" means a mature liquid contract 
month subject to the dual trading provisions of Rule 552. 

2. Contract Month Position: Tho term "contract month position" means the area of tho 13it designated 
by the Pit Commit:teo for trading a SJ3ecitic contract month or months. 

3. Personal Account: The term "personal account" means a member's own account, an account in 
which the member has a direct or indirect financial interest. or an account which the member 
controls. 

555.B. Top Step RestfiGtiOR-s 

Tho 13rovisions of this Section 13. are not applicable to those woducts and contract months subject to tho
restrictions in Rule 541. 

While standing on tho top step, a member shall not execute a trade or place an order for his personal 
aGGOunt in any restricted contract months which are traded in the contract month position where such 
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member stands. 

After a member has conducted business on the top step. including, executing, receiving or processing 
an order. noither the member nor anyono else shall thoreafter during the same RTH session oxecute a 
trade or place an order for such member's personal account in any restricted contract month eligible for 
trading in the contract month position where such member conducted business. However, a member 
may trade or place orders in such restriotod contract months prior to his standing on the top step. and 
such orders may be executed by another individ~owl e\'en after tho member placing the orders has 
conducted business on the top step. provided the exemttion of such orders on behalf of such member is 
not otherwise prohibited by Rule 5§2. 

/\ restrioted contract month shall be deemed to bo restricted, for tho purposes of this rule only, through 
tho last day of trading of such restricted contract month. 

555.C. Exoseptiofls 

1. Errors: Tal~ing a position resulting from tho orronoous execution of a customer order and 
liquidating such position will not be a violation of tho top step restrictions provided the member 
creates an accurate record evidencing that such transactions were the result of an error or tho 
correotion of an error. 

2. lntermarket Spreaders: /\ member may trade from the top step provided such transactions are 
made mwlusi•1oly to facilitate intermarket spreads or combinations. 

3. Trading with Discretion for the Proprietary ,A,ccount of a Clearing Member: 1\ member 'Nho fills 
orders from tho top step for tho proprietary account of a clearing member, whore such trading 
requires sightlinos to the pit for arbitrage, may also trade with discretion for such account provided 
that all such trades constitute part of an arbitrage transaction to another mar~t and tho member 
has received authorization to do so by tho Market Regulation Department. 

4. Tho Board of Directors may exempt any contract or contract months from the provision of this rule 
taking into account any market conditions '>'lhich, in tho Board's opinion, would justify such action. 

5. The Floor Gonduot Committee shall have the authority to: 

a. Exempt specific tofl stop areas seemed uns~otitablo for order filling; and 

b. Grant. individual exceptions where tho application of the rule would work a hardship on the 
execution of customer orders, provided such oxceFJtions are. consistent with Rule 5§2. 

555.0. Violatiofls 

/\ single violation of this rule may be deemed a trading infraction under Rt.Jie €i14 .A.9. subject to tho 
jurisdiction and fining authority of tho Floor Conduct Committee. exi;ept for those violations involving 
Rt.Jle 5€i2. Mt.Jitiple or egregious violations of this rule may be referred to the Probable Gause 
Committee by the Market Regulation Department 

55~.- 558. [RESERVED] 

559. POSITION LIMITS AND EXEMPTIONS 
The position limit levels applicable to those contracts with position limits are set forth in the Position 
Limit, Position Accountability and Reportable Level Table ("Table") in the Interpretations Section at the 
end of Chapter 5. 

A person seeking an exemption from position limits must apply to the Market Regulation Department on 
forms provided by the Exchange. In order to obtain an exemption from position limits, a person must: 
1. Provide a description of the exemption sought, including whether the exemption is for bona fide 

hedging positions as defined in CFTC Regulation §1.3(z)(1), risk management positions or 
arbitrage/spread positions; 

2. Provide a complete and accurate explanation of the underlying exposure related to the exemption 
request; 

3. Agree to promptly provide, upon request by the Market Regulation Department, information or 
documentation regarding the person's financial condition; 

4. [Reserved] 

5. Agree to comply with all terms, conditions or limitations imposed by the Market Regulation 
Department with respect to the exemption; 

6. Agree that the Market Regulation Department may, for cause, modify or revoke the exemption at 
anytime; 

7. Agree to initiate and liquidate positions in an orderly manner; 
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8. Agree to comply with all Exchange rules; and 

9. Agree to promptly submit a supplemental statement to the Market Regulation Department 
whenever there is a material change to the information provided in the most recent application. 

A person intending to exceed position limits, including limits ·established pursuant to a previously 
approved exemption, must file the required application and receive approval from the Market Regulation 
Department prior to exceeding such limits. However, a person who establishes an exemption-eligible 
position in excess of position limits and files the required application with the Market Regulation 
Department shall not be in violation of this rule provided the filing occurs within one (1) business day 
after assuming the position except in circumstances where the Market Regulation Department has 
expressly approved a later filing which may not exceed five (5) business days. In the event the 
positions in excess of the limits are not deemed to be exemption-eligible, the applicant and clearing firm 
will be in. violation of speculative limits for the period of time in which the excess positions remained 
open. 

The Market Regulation Department shall, on the basis of the application and any requested 
supplemental information, determine whether an exemption from position limits shall be granted. The 
Market Regulation Department may approve, deny, condition or limit any exemption request based on 
factors deemed by the Department to be relevant, including, but not limited to, the applicant's business 
needs and financial status, as well as whether the positions can be established and liquidated in an 
orderly manner given characteristics of the market for which the exemption is sought. 

Nothing in this rule shall in any way limit (i) the authority of the Exchange to take emergency action; or 
(ii) the authority of the Market Regulation Department to review at any time the positions owned or 
controlled by any person and to direct that such position be reduced to the position limit provided for in 
the Table. 

A person who has received written authorization from the Market Regulation Department to exceed 
position limits must annually file an updated application not later than one year following the approval 
date of the most recent application. Failure to file an updated application will result in expiration of the 
exemption. · 

559.A. Bona Fide Hedging Positions 

The Market Regulation Department may grant exemptions from position limits for bona fide hedge 
positions as defined by CFTC Regulation §1.3(z)(1 ). 

Approved bona fide hedgers may be exempted from emergency orders that reduce position limits or 
restrict trading. 

559,8. Risk Management Positions 

The Market Regulation Department may grant exemptions from the position limits for risk management 
positions. For the purposes of this rule, risk management positions are defined as futures and options 
positions which are held by or on behalf of an entity or an affiliate of an entity which typically buys, sells 
or holds positions in the underlying cash market, a related cash market, or a related over-the-counter 
market and for which the underlying market has a high degree of demonstrated liquidity relative to the 
size of the positions and where there exist opportunities for arbitrage which provide a close linkage 
between the futures or options market and the underlying market in question. Exemptions related to 
indexed positions in the over-the-counter market may include corresponding commodity index-based 
futures and options and/or individual commodity futures and options used as components in replicating 
an index. 

559.C. Arbitrage and Spread Positions 

The Market Regulation Department may grant exemptions from the position limits for arbitrage, 
intracommodity spread, intercorrimodity spread, and eligible option/option or option/futures spread 
positions. 

559.0. Aggregation of Positions 

1. Positions to be Aggregated -The position limits in the Table shall apply to all positions in accounts 
for which a person by power of attorney or otherwise directly or indirectly owns the positions or 
controls the trading of the positions. The position limits in the Table shall also apply to positions 
held by two or more persons acting pursuant to an expressed or implied agreement or 
understanding, the same as if the positions were held by, or the trading of the positions was done 
by, a single person. 

2. Ownership of Accounts - Except as set forth in Section E. below, any person holding positions in 
more than one account, or holding accounts or positions in which the person by power of attorney 
or otherwise directly or indirectly has a 10% or greater ownership or equity interest, must aggregate 
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all such accounts or positions unless such person is a limited partner, shareholder, member of a 
limited liability company, beneficiary of a trust or similar type of pool participant in a commodity 
pool. The foregoing exception for pool participants shall not apply if the person is a commodity 
pool operator, controls the commodity pool's trading decisions, or has an ownership or equity 
interest of 25% or more in a commodity pool whose operator is exempt from registration with the 
CFTC. 

559.E. Limited Exceptions to Aggregation for Independently Controlled Positions 

Positions carried for an eligible entity as defined in CFTC Regulation §150.1(d) in the separate account 
or accounts of independent account controllers as defined in CFTC Regulation § 150.1 (e) shall not be 
aggregated for position limit purposes provides that tho positions are not heiEl in the spot month Eluring 
such tirno that a spot rnonth position lirnit is applicable. If an independent account controller is affiliated 
with the eligible entity or another independent account controller, each of the affiliated entities must 
comply with the requirements set forth in CFTC Regulation §150.3(4)(i)(A-D). 

Treasury futures positions carried in independently controlled accounts owned by different legal entities, 
irrespective of whether the entities qualify as eligible entities, shall not be aggregated for position limit 
purposes provided that affiliated legal entities must comply with the requirements set forth in CFTC 
Regulation §150.3(4)(i)(A-D). 

Positions held by futures commission merchants or their separately organized affiliates in customer in 
discretionary accounts or in guided account programs shall not be aggregated for position limit 
purposes provided that the accounts are controlled by independent traders and meet the standards set 
forth in CFTC Regulation §150.4(d). 

Any person claiming an exemption from position limits under this Section must, upon request by the 
Market Regulation Department, provide any information deemed necessary to support the exemption. 

559.F. Violations 

Violations of position limits and approved exemption limits are subject to the provisions of Rule 443. 

560. POSITION ACCOUNTABILITY 

The Market Regulation Department may, at any time, require a person who owns or controls positions 
in contracts traded on or cleared by the Exchange and which are subject to position limit or position 
accountability rules to provide information relating to such person's position. For purposes of this rule, 
all positions in accounts for which a person, by power of attorney or otherwise, directly or indirectly 
holds positions or controls trading shall be included with the positions held by such person. 
Additionally, positions held by two or more persons acting pursuant to an expressed or implied 
agreement or understanding shall be treated the same as if the positions were held by a single person. 

Upon request by the Market Regulation Department, such person shall provide information relating to 
the positions owned or controlled by that person including, but not limited to, the nature and size of the 
position, the trading strategy employed with respect to the position, and hedging information, if 
applicable. If the person from whom such information is requested fails to provide the information as 
directed, the Market Regulation Department may order the reduction of such position. 

A person who exceeds position accountability or position limit levels as a result of maintaining positions 
at more than one clearing firm shall be deemed to have waived confidentiality regarding his position and 
the identity of the clearing members at which the positions are maintained. 

A person who holds or controls aggregate positions in excess of specified position accountability levels 
or in excess of position limits pursuant to an approved exemption shall be deemed to have consented, 
when so ordered by the Market Regulation Department, not to further increase the positions, to comply 
with any prospective limit which exceeds the size of the position owned or controlled, or to reduce any 
open position which exceeds position accountability or position limit levels. Any order to reduce an 
open position shall be issued by the Chief Regulatory Officer or his designee, if he determines in his 
sole discretion, that such action is necessary to maintain an orderly market. 

A clearing member that carries positions for another person shall be responsible for taking reasonable 
and diligent actions to effect the timely compliance with any order issued pursuant to this rule upon 
notification of such order by the Market Regulation Department. 

All positions must be initiated and liquidated in an orderly manner. 

561. REPORTS OF LARGE POSITIONS 
561.A. General Provisions 

Clearing members, omnibus accounts and foreign brokers shall submit to the Exchange a daily report of 
all positions required to be reported as set forth in the Position Limit, Position Accountability and 
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Reportable Level Table in the Interpretations Section at the end of Chapter 5. Positions at or above the 
reportable level in a particular expiration month of a futures contract or in all puts or in all calls of a 
particular option contract expiration month trigger reportable status. For a person in reportable status in 
a particular contract, all positions, regardless of size, in any futures contract month and in any put or call 
on that futures contract must be reported. 

Additionally, the daily Large Trader submission to the Exchange must include for each reportable 
account 1) the EFRP volume bought and sold in the reportable instrument, by contract month, and for 
EOOs by put and call strike and 2) the number of delivery notices issued and the number of deliveries 
stopped in the reportable instrument. 

Failure by an omnibus account or foreign broker to submit required information may result in a hearing 
by the Business Conduct Committee and result in limitations, conditions or denial of access of such 
omnibus account or foreign broker to any Exchange market. Notwithstanding the above, clearing 
members carrying such accounts remain responsible for obtaining and providing to the Exchange 
information regarding the ownership and control of positions in circumstances where an omnibus 
account or foreign broker has failed to provide the information to the Exchange. 

All large trader reports shall be submitted in a form acceptable to the Market Regulation Department. 
The Exchange may require that more than one large trader report be submitted daily. The Business 
Conduct Committee or the Market Regulation Department may require reports from any clearing 
member, omnibus account or foreign broker on a lesser number of positions than reflected in the 
Position Limit, Position Accountability and Reportable Level Table. · 

Clearing members, omnibus accounts and foreign brokers must provide the Market Regulation 
Department with the required CFTC Form 102 ("Identification of Special Accounts") identifying the 
owner, any controlling parties and any additional required information for each reportable account. The 
form must be submitted to the Market Regulation Department no later than the business day following 
the date on which the account becomes reportable. Additionally, any material changes to the 
information previously provided to the Market Regulation Department will require the submission of a 
revised form within three business days of such changes becoming effective. 

561.8. Reportable Levels 

The reportable levels for all contracts are set forth in the Position Limit, Position Accountability and 
Reportable Level Table in the Interpretations Section at the end of Chapter 5. 

562.- 572. [RESERVED] 

GLOBEX ELECTRONIC TRADING SYSTEM RULES 

573. GLOBEX OPENING 

Each business day, Globex will open with a single price for each instrument unless otherwise 
designated by the Exchange. 

Prior to the opening of each Globex Session, Globex will provide an indicative opening price or prices, 
based on the Globex equilibrium price algorithm described below, and on all pending orders that may 
be executed on the opening. During the 30-second period prior to the opening, no previously entered 
orders may be modified or cancelled, although new orders may be entered. 

Globex will establish an equilibrium price that will be the opening price. The equilibrium price is the 
calculated price between sell pressure and buy pressure where the largest volume of trading can occur. 
The price will be determined in accordance with the following methodology: 

1. Any bid at a given price may also be executed at a lower price. 

2. Any offer at a given price may also be executed at a higher price. 

3. The bid volume at any price is the quantity bid at that price plus the sum of the quantities bid at all 
higher prices. 

4. The offer volume at any price is the quantity offered at that price plus the sum of the quantities 
offered at all lower prices. 

5. Sell pressure occurs when the offer volume exceeds the bid volume at a particular price. 

6. Buy pressure occurs when the bid volume exceeds the offer volume at a particular price. 

7. The trade volume at any price is the smaller of the bid volume or the offer volume. 

8. The price overlap is the range of prices where trades are possible. 

9. The equilibrium is the price range within the price overlap where buy pressure changes to sell 
pressure. 
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10. The equilibrium price is one of the following: 

(a) The price within the equilibrium that has the largest trade volume and the lowest unmatched 
volume at that price remaining after the opening. 

or 

(b) If more than one price has the same trade volume and the same unmatched volume at that 
price, the equilibrium price is the one nearest the previous day's settlement price. 

11. If there is no equilibrium {there is only buy pressure or sell pressure), there will be no opening price 
until a trade occurs unless there is a bid higher than, or an offer lower than, the previous day's 
settlement price. 

12. After the provisional opening price is determined as set forth above for all orders excluding stop 
and stop limit orders, the calculations are repeated with any such orders that would be triggered at 
such price included until a new provisional opening price is determined. If such new price would 
trigger additional stop or stop limit orders, the process is repeated until no more orders are 
triggered. 

13. Bids and offers will be selected for matching at the opening price based on price and time priority. 

574. GLOBEX ACCESS RESTRICTIONS 

All connections to the Globex system, including direct connections of non-clearing members or 
customers, must be guaranteed by a clearing member that assumes financial responsibility for all 
activity through the connection. With respect to transactions given up to other clearing members, such 
guarantee is effective only until such time that the other clearing member accepts the trade. 

All individuals entering non-member customer orders in other than a clerical capacity must have 
appropriate industry registration. Non-member customer orders may be entered only from designated 
areas on the floor of the Exchange or from the premises of an entity registered to conduct customer 
business. 

Clearing members shall assist the Exchange in any investigation into potential violations of the rules or · 
the Act which occur through or with respect to a Globex connection guaranteed by the clearing member. 
Such assistance must be timely and may include, but not be limited to, requiring any non-member 
customer to produce documents, to answer questions from the Exchange, and/or to appear in 
connection with an investigation. 

Clearing members shall suspend or terminate a non-member customer's Globex access if the 
Exchange determines that the actions of the non-member customer threaten the integrity or liquidity of , 
any contract or violate any Exchange rule or the Act, or if the non-member customer fails to cooperate 
in an investigation. 

If a clearing member has actual or constructive notice of a violation of Exchange rules in connection 
with the use of Globex by a non-member for which it has authorized a direct connection and the clearing 
member fails to take appropriate action, the clearing member may be found to have committed an act 
detrimental to the interest or welfare of the Exchange. 

575. [RESERVED] 

576. IDENTIFICATION OF GLOBEX TERMINAL OPERATORS 

Each Globex terminal operator shall be identified to the Exchange, in the manner prescribed by the 
Exchange, and shall be subject to Exchange rules. If user IDs are required to be registered with the 
Exchange, it is the duty of the clearing member to ensure that registration is current and accurate at all 
times. Each individual must use a unique user ID to access Globex. In no event may a person enter an 
order or permit the entry of an order by an individual using a user ID other than the individual's own 
unique user I D. 

577. [RESERVED] 

578. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY, NO WARRANTIES 

A. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED BELOW, THE EXCHANGE AND CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE 
INC. (CME), THE BOARD OF TRADE OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO, INC. ("CBOT'), THE NEVV 
YORK MERC/'.!'ITibE EXCHANGE lfl.IC. ("NYMEX"), THE K/\NS/\8 CITY BOARD OF TRADE 
("KCBT'), THE MINNEAPOUS GRAI!'-1 EXCHAr>IGE ("MGEX") AND CME AbTERNli.TIVE 
MARKETPlACE INC., {INCLUDING EACH OF THEIR RESPECTIVE SUBSIDIARIES AND 
AFFILIATES), THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, 
CONSULTANTS, LICENSORS, MEMBERS, AND CLEARING MEMBERS, SHALL NOT BE 
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LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY LOSSES, DAMAGES, COSTS OR EXPENSES 
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF USE, AND DIRECT, 
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES), ARISING FROM: 

(i) ANY FAILURE, MALFUNCTION, FAULT IN DELIVERY, DELAY, OMISSION, SUSPENSION, 
INACCURACY, INTERRUPTION, TERMINATION, OR ANY OTHER CAUSE, IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 
USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE ALL OR ANY PART OF ANY OF THE SYSTEMS AND 
SERVICES OF THE EXCHANGE,.GBG+ OR CME ALTERNATIVE Mi\RKETPU\CE INC., OR 
SERVICES, EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES USED TO SUPPORT SUCH SYSTEMS AND 
SERVICES, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ELECTRONIC ORDER ENTRY/DELIVERY, 
TRADING THROUGH ANY ELECTRONIC MEANS, ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION OF 
MARKET DATA OR INFORMATION, WORKSTATIONS USED BY MEMBERS AND 
AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES OF MEMBERS, PRICE REPORTING SYSTEMS AND ANY AND 
ALL TERMINALS, COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS, CENTRAL COMPUTERS, 
SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, FIRMWARE AND PRINTERS RELATING THERETO; OR 

(ii) ANY FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, FAULT IN DELIVERY, DELAY, OMISSION, 
SUSPENSION, INACCURACY, INTERRUPTION OR TERMINATION, OR ANY OTHER 
CAUSE, OF ANY SYSTEM OR SERVICE OF THE EXCHANGE. CBOT OR CME 
/\LTERNI\TIVE MARKETPLACE INC., OR SERVICES, EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES USED 
TO SUPPORT SUCH SYSTEMS OR SERVICES, CAUSED BY ANY THIRD PARTIES 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE VENDORS AND 
NETWORK PROVIDERS; OR 

(iii) ANY ERRORS OR INACCURACIES IN INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE EXCHANGE, 
GaG+ OR CME ALTERNATIVE MARKETPLACE INC. OR ANY OF THE EXCHANGE'S, 
GaG+ OR CME'S ALTERNATIVE MARKETPLACE INC. SYSTEM§, SERVICE§ OR 
FACILITIES¥; EXCEPT FOR INCORRECT ORDER STATUSING INFORMATION AS 
PROVIDED IN RULE 579 (GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER AND ORDER aT/\TUSING); OR 

(iv) ANY UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS TO OR UNAUTHORIZED USE OF ANY OF THE 
EXCHANGE'S, CBOT OR CME'S 1\LTER~IATIVE MARKETPU\CE INC. SYSTEM§, 
SERVICE§ OR FACILIT¥1ES BY ANY PERSON. 

THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL APPLY WHETHER A CLAIM ARISES IN 
CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, STRICT LIABILITY, CONTRIBUTION OR OTHERWISE AND 
WHETHER THE CLAIM IS BROUGHT DIRECTLY OR AS A THIRD PARTY CLAIM. 

THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL BE SUBJECT TO THE COMMODITY 
EXCHANGE ACT AND REGULATIONS THEREUNDER. A PARTY WHO HAS BEEN FINALLY 
ADJUDICATED TO HAVE ENGAGED IN WILLFUL OR WANTON MISCONDUCT MAY NOT AVAIL 
ITSELF OF THE PROTECTIONS IN THIS RULE. 

B. THERE ARE NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS (INCLUDING 
BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE) PROVIDED BY THE EXCHANGE, THECBOT, IWMEX, 
KCBT, MGEX OR CME l\LTER~Il\TIVE MARKETPLACE INC. (INCLUDING THEIR RESPECTIVE 
SUBSIDIARIES AND AFFILIATES), THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, 
EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONSULTANTS, AND LICENSORS RELATING TO ANY SYSTEMS OR 
SERVICES OF THE EXCHANGE, CBOT OR CME l\LTERNi\TIVE MARKETPLACE I~IC. OR 
SERVICES, EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES USED TO SUPPORT SUCH SYSTEMS OR 
SERVICES, INCLUDING THE GLOBEX SYSTEM. 

C. ANY DISPUTE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF SYSTEMS OR SERVICES OF THE EXCHANGE 
OR CME ALTERNATIVE MARKETPLACE INC. OR SERVICES, EQUIPMENT, OR FACILITIES 
USED TO SUPPORT SUCH SYSTEMS OR SERVICES IN WHICH THE EXCHANGE, OR CME 
/\UCTION MARKETa (INCLUDING Em..JER OF" THEIR RESPECTIVE SUBSIDIARIES AND 
AFFILIATES), OR ANY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, 
AGENTS, CONSULTANTS OR LICENSORS IS A PARTY SHALL BE ARBITRATED PURSUANT 
TO RULE 621 ("'CERTAIN CLAIMS AGAINST THE EXCHANGE INVOLVING TRADING 
SYSTEMS OR SERVICES"). ANY ARBITRATION SHALL BE BROUGHT WITHIN THE PERIOD 
PRESCRIBED BY EXCHANGE RULES. ANY OTHER ACTIONS, SUITS OR PROCEEDINGS 
AGAINST ANY OF THE ABOVE MUST BE BROUGHT WITHIN TWO YEARS FROM THE TIME 
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THAT A CAUSE OF ACTION HAS ACCRUED. THIS PARAGRAPH C SHALL IN NO WAY BE 
CONSTRUED TO LIMIT A PARTY'S OBLIGATION TO ARBITRATE ITS CLAIM OR TO CREATE 
A CAUSE OF ACTION AND SHALL NOT AUTHORIZE AN ACTION THAT WOULD OTHERWISE 
BE PROHIBITED BY EXCHANGEGM€ RULES. IF FOR ANY REASON, A COURT OF 
COMPETENT JURISDICTION FINDS THAT SUCH DISPUTE IS NOT ARBITRABLE, SUCH 
DISPUTE MAY ONLY BE LITIGATED IN THE COUNTY OF COOK IN THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 
AND WILL BE GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS WITHOUT REGARD 
TO ANY PROVISIONS OF ILLINOIS LAW THAT WOULD APPLY THE SUBSTANTIVE LAW OF A 
DIFFERENT JURISDICTION. 

D. THE CME OR THE EXCHANGE, AND WITH RESPECT TO "AUCTIONS," CME ,1\LTERI'>IATIVE 
M/\RKETPU\CE INC., MAY, IN THEIR RESPECTIVE SOLE DISCRETION, ASSUME 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR DIRECT, OUT-OF-POCKET LOSSES DIRECTLY CAUSED BY THE 
NEGLIGENCE OF GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER OR OTHER EXCHANGE STAFF AND/OR 
ORDER STATUS ERRORS PROVIDED BY THE GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER OR AN 
EXCHANGE SYSTEM, SERVICE OR FACILITY. NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE, i) THE 
EXCHANGE'S AND CME'S; ii) · CBOT's (EXCEPT WITH RESPECT TO ANY PRODUCTS 
TR/\DED 01>1 e csot. VVHICH WERE GOVERI'>IED BY F'ORMER CBOT RULE §B.19); l\ND iii) 
WITH RESPECT TO 1\UCTIOI'>IS, CME 1\LTERI-'JATIVE M1\RKETPL.I\CE INC.'S TOTAL 
COMBINED AGGREGATE OBLIGATIONS SHALL NOT EXCEED $100,000 FOR ALL LOSSES 
FROM ALL CAUSES SUFFERED ON A SINGLE DAY; $200,000 FOR ALL LOSSES SUFFERED 
FROM ALL CAUSES IN A SINGLE CALENDAR MONTH; AND $2,400,000 FOR ALL LOSSES 
FROM ALL CAUSES SUFFERED IN A SINGLE CALENDAR YEAR. ANY DISPUTED CLAIM 
PURSUANT TO THIS PARAGRAPH D MUST BE ARBITRATED PURSUANT TO EXCHAt>IGE 
RULES 621 ("CERTAIN CLAIMS AGAINST THE EXCHANGE INVOLVING TRADING SYSTEMS 
OR SERVICES"). 

E. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE EXCHANGE'S, CBOT'S, AND WITH RESPECT TO AUCTIONS, 
CME'S ALTERNATIVE M!\RKETPU\CE II'>IC:S, TOTAL COMBINED AGGREGATE LIABILITY 
FOR ALL CLAIMS ARISING OUT OF ANY NEGLIGENCE, FAILURES, MALFUNCTIONS, 
FAULTS IN DELIVERY, DELAYS, OMISSIONS, SUSPENSIONS, INACCURACIES, 
INTERRUPTIONS, TERMINATIONS, ORDER STATUSING ERRORS OR ANY OTHER CAUSES, 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, 
USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE ALL OR ANY PART OF ANY OF THE EXCHANGE'S, CBOT'S, 
OR CME'S ALTERI'>IATIVE MARKETPLACE 11-'JC."S SYSTEMS OR SERVICES, OR SERVICES, 
EQUIPMENT OR FACILITIES USED TO SUPPORT SUCH SYSTEMS AND SERVICES, OR THE 
NEGLIGENCE OF EXCHANGE OR CMEGSOT STAFF, EXCEED $2,400,000 IN ANY GIVEN 
CALENDAR YEAR. 

IF THE NUMBER OF ALLOWED CLAIMS ARISING OUT OF ANY FAILURES OR MALFUNCTIONS 
ON A SINGLE DAY OR SINGLE MONTH CANNOT BE FULLY SATISFIED BECAUSE OF THE 
ABOVE DOLLAR LIMITATIONS, ALL SUCH CLAIMS SHALL BE LIMITED TO A PRO RATA SHARE 
OF THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT FOR THE RESPECTIVE PERIOD. 

A CLAIM AGAINST THE EXCHANGE, CBOT, OR lJiliTH RESPECT TO /\UCTIO!>JS, CME 
l\LTERI'>JATIVE MARKETPU\CE INC., ARISING OUT OF ANY FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION SHALL 
ONLY BE ALLOWED IF SUCH CLAIM IS BROUGHT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS RULE. 

579. GLOBEX CONTROL CENTER 

579.A. Customer Support 

The Globex Control Center ("GCC") provides Globex customer support and problem management only 
to members, clearing members and customers designated by clearing members. In addition, 
designated NYMEX, KCBT AND MGEX members and clearing members may also receive customer 
support and problem management from GCC with respect to contracts traded on Globex. In order to be 
eligible for GCC support, such persons must register with the GCC ("Registered Contacts"). The GCC 
provides customer support via a specified telephone number and during specified hours. GCC 
employees may not always be available to assist Registered Contacts. Persons other than Registered 
Contacts, including non-members with Globex access pursuant to Rule 574, must contact their clearing 
members to make support requests. 

579.8 GCC Communications 

As provided in Rule 578, the Exchange shall not be liable for any loss resulting from any inability to 
communicate with the GCC. The liability of the Exchange for the negligent acts of GCC staff shall be 
subject to the limitations and conditions of Rule 578. In no event, however, shall the Exchange be liable 
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for the negligence of the GCC if the person claiming to have suffered a loss could have secured the 
support it sought from GCC through its own administrative terminal, its clearing member's terminal or an 
Independent Software Vendor's ("ISV") terminal. For purposes of this rule, a person is deemed able to 
take action through its own administrative terminal, a clearing member's terminal or an ISV's terminal 
unless such terminal was inoperative or such terminal service was interrupted at the time the GCC took 
action. 

579.C Order Status 

A person who believes he has received an incorrect order status or does not receive an appropriate 
status shall immediately notify the GCC. Additionally, such person shall take any necessary and 
appropriate market action to mitigate any potential losses arising from the incorrect order status or lack 
of appropriate order status immediately after the person knew or should have known that the order 
status information was incorrect or should have been received. Any liability of the Exchange for 
incorrect order status shall be subject to the limitations and conditions of Rule 578. 

Notwithstanding the above, the Exchange shall not be liable for losses related to incorrect order status 
information if the Exchange provides prior notification that an Exchange system, service or facility may 
produce such incorrect information and also provides notification of a means to obtain correct order 
status information from such system, service or facility. In the event that the GCC and an Exchange 
system, service or facility provide conflicting information relating to an order status, a customer may 
only reasonably rely on the information received from the GCC. Any liability of the Exchange shall be 
subject to the liability caps and conditions of Rule 578. 

579.0. Cancellation of Orders at Prices Outside of the Applicable Globex Price Limits 

In certain circumstances, the price limits applicable to contracts traded. on Globex may vary depending 
on the time of day. In this situation, it is possible for an order to be entered into the Globex system 
during one time period at a price that is outside of the price limit that applies during a subsequent time 
period. If this order remains in the system at the beginning of the subsequent time period, the system 
will freeze in the event a market order on the opposite side of the market is entered and there are no 
other resting orders against which it can be matched rather than allow the match to occur at a price 
outside of the applicable price limit. Accordingly, whenever the GCC. becomes aware of a bid or offer in 
the Globex system for any contract that is outside of the applicable price limit, the GCC will cause such 
bid or offer to be cancelled and will promptly notify the affected Globex user of such cancellation. 

580.-586. Gl08EX TRADE AlGORITHMS[RESERVEDJ 

1 . Market orders that are entered into tho Glol:lex system shall be sonvertod into limit orders at a price 
at or al:love (in the case of a buy order) or at or below (in the case of a sell order) the last price 
shown on the Globa:x system. 1\ny part of such order that is not filled at the limit price or better 
shall remain as a resting order at such limit price until filled or cancelled. 

2. Stop limit orders are activatacl and plaeod into tho orcler l:lool< 'Nhen the orcler's specified stop price 
is trades, at which time tho order may eo OlWcutad at tho east availaelo price at or eotvioan tho 
spocifiecl limit price ans tho specif-ied stop price. Any part of sueh orser that is not filled shall 
remain as a resting order at sueh limit price until filled or cancelled. 

3. If tho execution of a stop order would result in an execution price that is aeove (eolow) tho last 
trades price plus (minus) X ticks, tho market shall eo places in a "reserves state." During tho 
roser.'ad state, orders may eo entered, modified or caneellod aut ardors may net eo oxacutoEl. The 
Gloeox system will sissominato an "Indicativa Opening Price" (lOP) suring tho reserves state 
representing .tho price at which tho market could trade if tl:lo resor.<od state wore to conclude 
immediately. If, at the eonelusion of the initial roser.<os state period, tl:lo lOP is within a range 
bounded by the last trased price plus or minus two times (2x) X ticks, then normal execution of 
traElas shall resume. If the lOP is outside such range, the marl<ot shall remain in a reserved state 
for a s~o~esoquent period. /\ series ef rosorvod state periods shall ensue until either (i) the lOP is 
within a range bounded by the last traded price plus (minus) the numeer of reserved state porieds, 
plus one. times X ticks at the cenelusion of such reserved state porioss, at 'Nhich point normal 
trading shall resume; or (ii) a total of t>.vol¥o (12) roser;es state periods are concluEied, after 'Nhieh 
normal trading shall ms~o~me regardless of the epening price. 

This process shall ee applies te such markets as determined by tho Exchange. Tho value X ans 
tho duration of a reserved state period shall be sotermined by tho E:xehange. 

4. Unless otherwise spoeifios ey tho Exchange, orElers entered inte tho Globex system 'Nill eo 
matches in accordance with an algorithm that gives first priority to orders at tho best price and that 
gives priority among orders entered at tho sarne price eased on their time of entry into tho system. 
with the first orser onteros reeeiving first prierity, the second order onteres receiving seeond 
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priority, ete. (First In, First Out or "FIFO" Alloeation Algorithm). The Exehange may use a different 
matehing algorithm for partieular eontraets 9y giving written notiee of sueh algorithm to members 
and firms using Globex at least ten days before !,!SO of sueh algorithm is implementoa. aoe 
lntorpFOtatien of Rule 5gQ GLO~EX TRADE ALGORITI=IMa at the end of Chapter 5. 

5. Request for quote ('RFQ') messages soliciting bids and/or offers for a eontraet or a eombination of 
eontraets traded pursuant to Rule 5gg may be ontoFOd into the Globox system. Upon reeoiving the 
RFQ, the Exshango shall immediately disseminate the message as part of its market data 
dissemination. The Globex trade matching proeess will continue independent of the RFQ 
messaging aeti•Jity. 

581. GbOBEX bEAD MARKET MAKER 

Tho Exchange shall estaelish a Gloeex Load Market Maker Program to remain in effect for a f)eriod 
determined ey Exchange staff. The Exchange shall establish the requiFOments and the number of 
partieipants eligible for tho boaa Marlmt Mai'<er Program. Any individual or entity that is eligible for 
Globex terminals, pursuant to Ex,change rules, is eligible to submit an apf)lication to Exehango staff to 
beeome a Glebex, Lead Market Maker. Exehange staff shall have tho discretion to appro·~o or aony an 
application eased on tho applicant's eusiness reputation, financial resources and trading activity in 
relevant futures, Of)tions or related cash mar:k:ets. Any inaividual or entity accef)ted into tho program 
must comply with tho conditions established ey Exchange staff. 

Tho Exchange may offer participants in the Lead Market Maker Program trading and finaneial 
incentives. Traaing incentives may include the deployment of the Lead Market Maker Matching 
i\lgorithm in either of its formats as aeseribed in Rule 5gg and Interpretations thereto. 

582. GbOBEX SWITCH TRADE MATCHING AlGORITHM 

The following awiteh trade matching algorithm shall be apf)lied to such markets as determines ey the 
Exchange. 

1. A a•.vitch market is defined as·a call market whore: 

a. 1\ series of expirations for a specific eontract, e.g. ThFOe Month Eurodollar futures. are 
availaelo for trading; · · 

b. For each session, all tho trades of tho same expiration shall be consummatea at the same 
price, at tho same time; 

c. The prices at v.•hich traaes are executed are derived from an algorithm or formula based upon 
pro>,•ailing prices in relato.d marlwts, e.g. interpolated yio.ld curve eased upon quarterly and 
serial Throe month Eurodollar Futures and other rolatoa marl<ets; 

d. For each session and for each account, oaeh eontract sought shall be accompanied by a sale 
of a contract with a different expiration availaele for trasing for the session, and each contract 
sold shall be accompanied by a purchase of a contract •Nith a different expiration. 

2. For tho purpose of Rule 582, tho Pricing i\lgorithm for a avlitch market is defined as tho algorithm 
or formula for determining the prices of eaeh eligible eontract for a gwitch market tmding session. 
Prior to operating a Switch market, tho Exchange shall disclose. tho Pricing Algorithm and tho 
method of determining the inputs to the Prieing l\lgorithm. 

3. Orders shall be goes only during the specific trading session for which they are entered. 
Unexecuted orders and any unfillos residuals of partially filled orders shall be caneelled following 
the conclusion of tho trade matching process. 

The Pricing Algorithm shall be used to identify a single contract price at 'A'hich all executed orders 
for a particular contract expiration shall be filled. Tho Exchange shall disseminate the prise of 
each contract expiration prior to tho trade matching process by an intor•al X. Upon aotormination 
of priees for all contract expirations. valid orders are deemed to have bid and offer prices identical 
to tho puelished prices as determined by.the Pricing J\lgorithm. Order entry, modifieation ana 
Gaf\Bellation shall eo allowed until the commencement of the trade matching process. 

The interval X and tho price determination algorithm for eaeh Switch market shall ee determined 
and published ey the Exchange. 

4-c-------+he trade matching proeess will. employ the following mathematical algorithm to mateh orders to 
buy and orders to sell. The---al§orithm maximizes, for the entire sot of oli§ible-oxpirations. the total 
number of contracts traded, subject to tho constraint that, for each aecount, the total numeor of 
contracts bought is equal to the total number of contra~OF0--3fo multiple possielo 
allocations of th~ long and short positions that maximize the total number of eontracts !rased, tho 
allocation 'Nith the broadest distribution aeross accounts shall be utilizes. aoo lnterf)rotation of 
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Rule 582 GLOB EX 8VVITCI=4 TP:V\DE M!\TCI=il~lG ALGORITI=4M at tho end of Chapter 5. 

583. DOMESTIC CROSS EXCHANGE TRADING 

583.JI.. Gress Exshange Trading by Members ef Other Cemestie Exshanges in Gentraets 
listed en Glebex 

lndi11idual members and olearing meml3ors of another domostio oxshango that is partioipating in oross 
m<Ghange trading through Glol3ex are eligible to obtain sross exohange assess, tor proprietary and 
sustomor trading activity, to the oontracts listed on Globex. The oontracts may be listed on Globox 
either 13y tho CME ("CME oontracts") or ey a domestic exchan§e other than CME ("Domestie Exchan§e 
eontracts"). Such members and clearing meml3ers must (1) be allthorized 13y CME to enter orders in 
CME contracts or Domestic Exchange contracts, as applicaele, through Glol3ex, (2) mal~o an 
arrangement with an appFOpriate slearing meml3or to clear any trades in CME sontFacts, (~) make an 
arrangement with a clearing member of the domestic exchange to clear any trades in such Domestis 
Exshan§o's contrasts, and (4) al3ide by the Globox trading rlllos, policies and prosedures of CME '<¥hen 
tFading CME contracts and Domestic Exchange contrasts through Globox. 

When an indi'.<idual moml3er or clearing memeor of a domestic exchange is fotomd to have 'Jiolatod 
CME's Glob ex trading rules, CME may deny or suspend the privilege of cross oxshan§e trading of such 
individual memeer or cloarin§ member. 

§83.8. Gress Exehange Trading by Members ef GME in Contrasts listed en Glebex er 
Other Elestrenis Trading Systems by Partisipating Cemestie Exehanges 

Individual members and eloaring memeers of CME may obtain cross exchange assess. for proprietary 
and customer trading aetivity, to Domostie Exchange contracts listed on Glol3ox or tho contracts of a 
domestic ex;chango listed on sush domestic exchange's electronic !Fading system. Such members and 
clearing momeers must (1) 9e authorized ey tho domestic ex;shango to enter orders in that exchange's 
sontracts either through Glol3ox or through sueh domestic exchange's olestronic trading system, (2) 
make an arrangement with a clearing momeor of such domestic o~mhango to clear any trades in 
Domestic Exchange contracts listed on Glo9ex or contracts listed ey that domestic exohango on its 
electronic trading system, and (3) abide ey the Globex tradin§ rules, policies and procedures when 
!Fading Domestic Exchan§o contracts listed lay that domestic oxshange on Globex or tho rules of tho 
domestic exchange when trading oontracts on such domestic exchange's elestronic trading system. 

584. CME GlOSEX OPTIONS VOlATiliTY QUOTE TRADING 

For contracts doomed oligil31o by tho exshango, CME Glol3ox provides for quoting and trading of 
outri§ht options and options stmtegies (e.g .. options combinations such as straddles, stran§los, 
verticals, and any other options strategies doomed appFO\'Od by tho exchange) in terms of 'IOiatility 
quotes in addition to premium quotes. ,o;ny outright option or option strategy so traded will be 
designated as a single instrument on tho CME Globox system. 1\ny outright option or options strate§y 
may trade simultaneously as separate instruments on CME Globox using 'lolatility quotes and premium 
qooto&, 

Tho options volatility quoting convention allows tor 13ids and offers in terms of annualized implied 
volatility (e.g .. 12.450% 13id at 12.550% offer). 

Volatility quoted option trades shall 13o matehod at tho option instrument level according to tho first 
priority tor east price and FIFO matching algorithm doscril3od in Rule 580 GLOBEX TRACE 
AlGORITHMS and its Interpretation, except for trades involving pro execution communications 'Nhish 
must comply with the requirements of Rule 539.C.4. and which shall eo matched pursuant to Rule 585 
and its Interpretation. Further. volatility quoted option 9ids shall eo matshed only with volatility quoted 
option offers (premium quoted options will not 13o matched with volatility quoted options). /\t tho time of 
an options volatility match, CME Globex will utilize standard options prising models to convert tho 
options volatility trade into a premium quoted option tor sloaring, and where applicaele, create 
accompanying risk reducing Muros contrasts as a delta noutml hodge for tho matched position. 

Fer more details consorning volatility options quotes and trading, see tho individual options contrast 
Prise Increments rules in applica91e product chapters and the "Interpretations & Spesial Notices 
Relating to Chapter 5" at tho end of Chapter 5. 

585. GlOBEX CAll MARKET TRADING AlGORITHM 

Tho follo'Ning Glol3ox Call Market Trading Algorithm shall 13e applied to such contract markets as 
determined ey the Exchange, iAcluding. 13ut not limited to, all options on futures. This rule supersedes, 
if applicable, other Exohange rllles go>,<orning trading on Gloeex, including, but not limited to, Rule 5gg 
and its interpretations. 
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1. F"or the purpose of Rule 585: 

a. an eligible contract means a contract deemed eligible to trade pursuant to the algorithm 
stipulated hereunder; an eligible combination of contracts means a combination of eligible 
contFacts deemed eligible to trade p~o~rsuant to the algorithm stipulates hereunEier; 

b. an eligible combination of ~utures and options contracts shall be ElefinoEI by the quantity per 
combination of each option bought or sold by tho combination buyer, and tho not long or short 
futures positions par combination par contract month to be ass~:~med by the combination b~oJyor, 
with the fl:ltlolres prices fur each month defineEI within tho combination. Tho combination shall 
be quoteEI in terms of net options premium, with tho futures tradeEI at tho defined price. except 
for volatility q~:~otod options in which case tho combination shall be quoted in volatility terms, 
which implies the appropriate combination of options premium and futures prices as defined in 
R1:1le 584; 

c. an eligible terminal moans a device capable of transmitting to and recei¥ing from Globex 
Requests F"or Quotes ("RF"Q"), and sending order instructions iA respoAso to RFQs to Glebex; 

d. an RFQ means an electronic message soliciting bids and offfirs for a contract or a combination 
of contracts; 

e. a trading session means a trading session in which Rule 585 applies. Tho hours of the trading 
session may be determines by the Exchange independent of the trading hours of the iEientical 
contracts not traded p1:1rsuant to this rule; 

2. An Rfc=Q for an indi¥idual eligible contract or an eligible combination of contracts may be entered 
into Globex thro~:~gh an eligible terminal. The RFQ shall be disseminated by Globex to all eligible 
terminals for tho purpose of quote solicitation. 

::3. f=ollowing the dissemination of an RFQ, limit bids and limit offers for the specifies contract or 
combination of contracts may be entered into Globex through an eligible terminal. In particular, the 
party initiating the RFQ may also enter orEiers. Globex shall not recognize any orEier other than 
limit orEiers. 

4. Solicitation of biEI(s) and/or offer(s) throlol§h private discussion for an eligible contract or an eli§ible 
combination of contracts must comply with tho provisions of Rule 5a9.C.4. 

5. Trade matching occurs whenever tradable pair(s) of bid and offer can be identified in the order 
book. Trade matching shall be executed in accordance with an algorithm that gives first priority to 
orders at the best pr:ice. In the event that m'dltiple orders with the same price are eli§ible to execute 
a§ainst an opposing order. an allocation algorithm shall be employed to match the trade. See 
Interpretation of Rule 585 Globex Call Market Trading l\lgor:ithm at the end of Chapter 5. 
Unexecuted and partially executoEI orEiers shaH remaiA in the orEier eook until the conclusion of the 
traEiin§ session unless instmctions to cancel the orEiors have boon received. 

6. Trades of eli§ible combinations of contracts consummated pursuant to Rule 585 shall net trigger 
aAy conEiitienal orders, e.§. stop orders, stop limit orders, MIT orders, etc., in the contract markets 
not traEiing pursuant to Rule 585. 

7. The Exchange ma)' establish Market Mal~er Pro§rams specific to Globox Call Markets fer specific 
sots of contracts. These programs may be deployed in conjunction with or independent of similar 
programs for identical contracts not traded pursuant to Rule 535 established p1:1rsuant to Rule 581. 

8. In accordance with a Market Maker Program, designated Lead Marl~et Mal(ors may be required to 
regularly provide price indications for some contracts or combinations of contracts eligible for 
trading pursuant to Rule 585. These price inEiications are provided for informational purposes only 
and shall not be construed as actual bids or offfirs ror the contracts. In response to any RfQs, 
Market Makers may enter bids or offfirs at any price. irrespocti\le of what price indication the Market 
Maker may have provides prior to the RFQ. 

586. GL08EX FOREIGN EXCHANGE FACILITY 

The Exchange may establish a Globex Foreign Exchange Facility ("GFX") to make markets in currency 
futures contracts listed on the Exchange and to enga§e in hedging transactions in the interbank spot 
and forward foreign exchange markets. EAlpleyoes of tho GFX n1ay 1:1se Globex terminals to enter 
orders in Exchange currency fl:ltures. Such employees must be identified to the Exchange as Globex 
terminal operators in accordance with RYie 576 and shall be subject to the rules of the Exchange that 
relate to Globex trading. /\II transactions in E><chango currency futures effected by the GFX shall be 
cleared throllgh a clearing member, and the GFX shall be a customer of such clearing member. 
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587. PHANTOM ORDERS 

587.A. Definition 

A phantom order is an order: 1) that was not authorized by any person but was caused by a failure, 
malfunction or negligent operation of Globex or any other Exchange system, service or facility, or 2) 
whose terms (e.g., contract, contract month, quantity, price or direction) were changed without 
authorization of the person placing the order solely as a result of a failure, malfunction, or negligent 
operation of Globex or any other Exchange system, service or facility. 

587.8. Permissible Responses 

If the Exchange has reason to believe that phantom orders have been or are being entered into and/or 
executed on any Exchange system, service or facility, the Exchange shall be empowered to take 
appropriate action with respect to any affected market, including without limitation, closing the market, 
deleting bids and offers, and/or suspending new bids and offers. 

The Exchange shall promptly give notice that all Globex transactions that were directly or indirectly 
caused by the execution of phantom orders and were executed at prices outside of the no-bust range, 
as determined in accordance with Rule 588, shall be voided. The Exchange shall have no liability or 
responsibility to the parties to any transactions that are voided pursuant to this paragraph. 

The Exchange shall also be empowered to void Globex transactions that were directly or indirectly 
caused by the execution of phantom orders and were executed at prices within the no-bust range or 
phantom orders that were executed in the pit if the Exchange concludes that such transactions impair 
the integrity of the market. The Exchange's liability for voiding transactions within the no-bust range or 
voiding transactions executed in the pit is limited as provided in paragraph C. 

587.C. Limitation of Liability 

Any liability of the Exchange for transactions voided by the Exchange that are within the no-bust range 
shall be subject to the limitations and conditions of Rule 578. 

If phantom order transactions executed on the Globex system, by open outcry in the pit, or by means of 
any other Exchange system, service or facility, are not voided, the person who traded opposite a 
phantom order shall have no recourse against the Exchange. The gain or loss on the liquidation of 
positions resulting from execution of such phantom orders shall be the Exchange's responsibility. The 
Exchange shall promptly direct the member or clearing member carrying such positions to liquidate 
them in a commercially reasonable manner. Such member or firm shall liquidate within 30 minutes of 
such notification or within 30 minutes of· the time it knew or should have known that it had been 
assigned transactions resulting from phantom orders, whichever is sooner. The Exchange's liability to 
such person shall be limited to the prices at which the positions could have been liquidated during the 
relevant time period. 

588. TRADE CANCELLATIONS AND PRICE ADJUSTMENTS 

588.A. Globex Control Center Trade Cancellation Authority 

The following policy shall be applied to balance the adverse effects on market integrity of executing 
trades and publishing trade information inconsistent with prevailing market conditions while preserving 
legitimate expectations that executed transactions will not be cancelled. The Exchange's trade 
cancellation policy authorizes the Globex Control Center ("GCC") to adjust trade prices or cancel {bust) 
trades when such action is necessary to mitigate market disrupting events caused by the improper or 
erroneous use of the electronic trading system or by system defects. Notwithstanding any other 
provisions of this rule, the GCC may adjust trade prices or cancel any trade if the GCC determines that 
allowing the trade to stand as executed may have a material, adverse effect on the integrity of the 
market. The decision of the GCC shall be final. 

588.8. Review of Trades 

The GCC may review a trade based on its analysis of market conditions or a request for review by a 
user of the electronic trading system. A request for review must be made within eight minutes of the 
execution of the trade. The GCC shall promptly determine whether the trade will be subject to review, 
and upon deciding to review a trade, the GCC will promptly issue an alert indicating that the trade is 
under review. 

In the case of illiquid contracts, the GCC may initiate a review up to one hour after the execution of the 
trade, and has the authority, but not the obligation, to review trades reported more than one hour 
following execution if it determines that the trade price was egregiously out of line with fair value. 

588.C. Trade Price Adjustment and Cancellation Process 

The GCC will first determine whether the trade price is within the No Bust Range for futures or within 
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the Bid/Ask Reasonability Allowance for options, as described in Section K. The Bid/Ask Reasonability 
Allowance for an option is the maximum width of the bid/ask range which will be considered reasonable 
for use in applying the parameters necessary to establish the no bust range for the option. During fast 
market conditions, upon the release of significant news, or in other circumstances in which the GCC 
determines it is appropriate, the GCC may, without prior notice, temporarily double the published No 
Bust Range or Bid/Ask Reasonability Allowance. 

In applying the No Bust Range, the GCC shall determine the actual or implied market price for that 
contract immediately before the trade under review. The GCC may consider any relevant information, 
including, but not limited to, the existing market conditions, the volatility of the market, the prices of 
related instruments in other markets, the last trade price on the electronic trading system, a better bid or 
offer price, a more recent price in a different contract month, the price of the same or related contract 
established in open outcry trading, theoretical value of an option based on the most recent implied 
volatility, responses to RFQs, and any other factors that the GCC deems relevant. 

1. Trade Price Inside the No Bust Range 

If the GCC determines that the price of the trade was inside the No Bust Range, the GCC will 
promptly issue an alert indicating that the trade shall stand. 

2. Trade Price Outside the No Bust Range 

a. Implied-Eligible Futures Contracts 

If the GCC determines that a trade price is outside the applicable No Bust Range for an 
implied-eligible contract, the trade price shall be adjusted to a price that equals the actual or 
implied market price for that contract at the time of the questioned trade, plus or minus the 
standard or doubled No Bust Range, as applicable. In the event there are multiple parties, 
prices and/or contracts involved in the transactions at issue, the GCC has the authority, but not 
the obligation, to bust rather than price adjust such transactions. The GCC will promptly issue 
an alert indicating that the prices of the trades outside the No Bust Range have been adjusted 
to the No Bust Range limit or have been busted. 

b. All Other Futures Contracts 

If the GCC determines that the trade price is outside the No Bust Range for a non-implied
eligible futures contract, the GCC shall bust the trade. The GCC will promptly issue an alert 
indicating that trades outside the No Bust Range have been busted. 

c. Option Contracts 

If the GCC determines that a trade price is outside the applicable No Bust Range for an option 
contract, the trade price shall be adjusted. In the case of a buy error, the price will be adjusted 
to the determined ask price plus the applicable no bust parameter. In the case of a sell error, 
the price will be adjusted to the determined bid price minus the applicable no bust parameter. 
In the event there are multiple parties, prices and/or contracts involved in the transactions at 
issue, the GCC has the authority, but not the obligation, to bust rather than price adjust such 
transactions. The GCC will promptly issue an alert indicating that the prices of the trades 
outside the No Bust Range have been adjusted to the No Bust Range limit or have been 
busted. 

d. Notwithstanding the above, trades consummated pursuant to Rule 585 that are determined by 
the GCC to be outside the No Bust Range will stand, and a reciprocal trade negating the 
original trade will be consummated by means of a "type 8 transfer." 

3. Liability for Losses Resulting from a Price Adjustment or Trade Bust 

A party responsible for entering an order that results in a trade price adjustment shall not be liable 
for losses incurred by persons whose trade prices were adjusted, except as provided in 3.a., 3.b. 
and 3.c. below. 

a. Implied Eligible Contracts - Price Adjusted Stop Orders 

A party responsible for an order(s) that results in a trade price adjustment shall be liable for 
actual losses incurred by persons whose stop orders were elected as a result of the order(s). 
The compensable loss on each futures contract executed as part of a stop order shall be the 
difference between the adjusted price, as determined by the GCC, and the price in the market 
at the time the person knew or should have known that his stop order was erroneously elected. 

b. Implied Eligible Contracts - Price Adjusted Spread Trades 

A party responsible for an order that results in a trade price adjustment shall not be liable to 
persons whose spread orders were executed and adjusted unless the adjusted execution price 
of the spread is less favorable than the market equilibrium price for the relevant spread. The 
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liability of the party responsible for an order that results in a price adjustment shall be limited to 
the difference between the adjusted price and the equilibrium market price, but shall not 
exceed the relevant No Bust Range. 

c. Option Contracts - Price Adjusted Trades 

A party responsible for an order that results in a trade price adjustment shall not be liable to 
persons whose option orders were executed and adjusted unless the adjusted execution price 
of the option is less favorable than the market equilibrium price for the relevant option. The 
liability of the party responsible for an order that results in a price adjustment shall be limited to 
the difference between the adjusted price and the market equilibrium price, but shall not 
exceed the relevant No Bust Range. 

d. Busted Trades 

A party responsible for an order that results in a trade bust may be liable for the reasonable 
out-of-pocket losses incurred by persons whose trades were busted or persons whose stop 
orders were elected and not busted. Issues of liability in such cases will be determined based 
upon all relevant facts and circumstances, including the conduct of the respective parties. 

588.0. Claim Process 

A claim for a loss pursuant to Sections C.3.a., b. and c. must be submitted to the Exchange, on an 
Exchange claim form, within five business days of the event giving rise to the claim. The Exchange 
shall reject any claim that is not permitted by Sections C.3.a., b. or c. and such decision shall be final. 
All claims, which are not rejected by the Exchange, shall be forwarded to the party responsible for the 
order(s) that resulted in a trade bust or a price adjustment and to the clearing member through which 
the trade was placed. Such party, or the clearing member on behalf of the party, shall, within ten 
business days of receipt of the claim, admit or deny responsibility in whole or in part. The liability for 
losses for a single incident shall be limited to $500,000. 

To the extent that liability is admitted, payment shall be made within ten business days. If liability is 
admitted but the total claims exceed $500,000, the claims shall be reduced pro rata so that the total 
payment does not exceed $500,000. To the extent that liability is denied, the claims shall be submitted 
to arbitration in accordance with Rule 622. 

A claim for a loss pursuant to Section C.3.d. must be pursued under the applicable arbitration rules of 
Chapter 6. 

588.E. Trade Cancellation or Offset Procedures 

Upon a determination by the GCC that a trade shall be busted or that trade prices shall be adjusted, 
that decision will be implemented. The busted trade price and any price quotes that have been 
adjusted will be reflected as cancelled in the Exchange's official record of time and sales. Time and 
sales will reflect the trades at the adjusted price. 

If the trade is not busted, the parties to the transaction cannot reverse the transaction by using a "type 8 
transfer" except as provided in Section C.2.d. and Section F. Additionally, if the trade is not busted, the 
parties may not reverse the trade by entering into a prearranged offsetting transaction unless such 
transactions are permitted and effected in accordance with Rule 539.C. 

588.F. "Type 8 Transfers" 

Positions that result from a trade determined by the GCC to be outside the No Bust Range that cannot 
be busted because the trade was not reported within eight minutes of the execution of the trade may be 
transferred between the parties using a "type 8 transfer" upon agreement of the parties. The transfer 
must use the original trade price and quantity. Any party may, but is not required to, include a cash 
adjustment to another party to the trade. Trades determined by the GCC to be inside the No Bust 
Range may not be reversed using a "type 8 transfer." 

588.G. Arbitration of Disputes Regarding "Type 8 Transfers" 
If a party does not agree to transfer a position pursuant to Section F., any other party to the trade may 
file an arbitration claim against the member or clearing member representing the other side of the trade. 
Written notice of such claim must be provided to the Exchange within five business days of the 
execution of the trade. Failure to file the claim within five business days shall be deemed a waiver of all 
claims. The arbitration claim will be dismissed by the Exchange if the owner of the account on the other 
side of the trade is not deemed a Member as defined in Rule 400 or a person otherwise subject to the 
Exchange's jurisdiction. If not dismissed, the arbitration claim will be conducted in accordance with 
Rule 622. 

In deciding the claim, the Arbitration Committee may consider, among other factors, the reasonableness 
of the actions taken by each party and what action the party on the other side of the error trade took 
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before being notified that the trade was being questioned. 

588.H. Voluntary Adjustment of Trade Price 

When a trade outside of the No Bust Range is busted in accordance with this rule, the parties to the 
trade may agree voluntarily to reestablish the trade but to adjust its price and make a cash adjustment 
provided that all of the following conditions are met: 

1. The GCC approves the adjustment. 

2. The quantity of the position being reestablished is the same as the quantity of the trade that was 
busted. 

3. In the case of a trade below the actual or implied market price, the adjusted price must be the 
lowest price that traded at or about the time of the trade without being busted. In the case of a 
trade above the actual or implied market price, the adjusted price must be the highest price that 
traded at or about the time of the trade without being busted. 

4. The parties to the adjusted trade must report it to the clearing system using a "type 8 transfer'' with 
a "G" transfer code not later than the close of business on the business day after the trade 
occurred. 

588.1. Busting Trades After System Freeze 
In the event that the matching engine freezes with live orders in the queue waiting to be matched, such 
orders may be matched when the system is unfrozen before the GCC can halt the matching engine. 
The GCC is authorized to bust trades resulting from such matches if the price of such trades is outside 
of the No Bust Range at the time that a confirmation of the trades was sent. 

588.J. Schedule of Administrative Fees 

When GCC busts a trade, the party responsible for entering the order into the electronic trading system 
that gave rise to the trade bust/adjustment shall pay an administrative fee to the Exchange in the 
amount of $500 for each such occurrence. If a non-member customer responsible for entering an order 
that results in a trade bust fails to pay the fee in accordance with this section, the clearing member 
carrying the customer's account shall be responsible for payment of the fee. 

588.K. No Bust Ranges 

Futures Contract 

Eurodollar, E-mini Eurodollar and LIBOR 
U.S. T-Bond 
10 Yr. T-Note 
5 Yr. T-Note 
3 Yr. T-Note 
2 Yr. T-Note 
30-Day Fed Funds 
3-Month Overnight Index Swaps 
Interest Rate Swaps (30 Yr., 10 Yr., 7 Yr., and 5 Yr.) 
E-mini Eurodollar Bundle 
Euroyen 
T-Bills 
CME Lehman Brothers U.S. Aggregate Index 
Eurozone HICP Futures 
Currency Futures 
S&P 500 and E-mini S&P 500 ($ and €) 
DJIA ($5, $10, $25) 
S&P Citigroup Growth 
S&P Citigroup Value 
S&P Midcap 400 and E-mini S&P Midcap 400 
S&P Smallcap 600 and E-mini S&P Smallcap 600 
E-Mini S&P Asia 50 
E-Mini MSCI EAFE 
E-Mini MSCI Emerging Markets 
S&P 500 Depository Receipts 
iShares Russell 2000 
Nasdaq-100 and E-mini Nasdaq-100 
E-mini Nasdaq Composite 
E-mini Nasdaq Biotechnology 
Nasdaq-100 Index Tracking Stock 
Nikkei 225 ($ and ¥) 
FTSE I Xinhua China 25 
S&P 500 Technology SPCTR 

No Bust Range 

2.5 basis points 
30/32nds 
30/32nds 
15/32nds 
15/32nds 
15/32nds 
5 basis points 
5 basis points 
30/32nds 
2.5 basis points 
2.5 basis points 
5 basis points 
2.00 index points 
25 basis points 
40 ticks 
6.00 index points 
60 index points 
4.00 index points 
4.00 index points 
4.00 index points 
4.00 index points 
12.00 index points 
12.00 index points 
12.00 index points 
0.60 index points 
0.40 index points 
12.00 index points 
12.00 index points 
12.00 index points 
0.30 index points 
60.00 index points 
1 00 index points 
3.00 index points 
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Futures Contract 

S&P 500 Financial SPCTR 
Kansas City Value Line 
Housing Futures 
Dow Jones US Real Estate Index 
TRAKRS Futures 
Goldman Sachs Commodity Index 
CME Weather 
Weekly Average Temperature Index 
CME Snowfall 
Carvill Hurricane Index 
Carvill Hurricane Index Seasonal 
Carvill Hurricane Index Seasonal Maximum 
Credit Index Event Futures 
Non-Farm Payroll 
Com & Mini-sized Com 
Wheat & Mini-sized Wheat 
Soybeans & Mini-sized Soybeans 
Oats 
Rough Rice 
Soybean Meal 
Soybean Oil 
Lean Hogs 
Live Cattle 
Feeder Cattle 
Pork Bellies 
Dow AlG-ER Commodity Index 
Milk 
Dry Milk 
Butter (Cash-Settled) 
Dry Whey 
Wood Pulp 
Random Length Lumber 
Ethanol 
Kansas City Hard Red Winter Wheat 
Minneapolis Hard Red Spri"ng Wheat 
Minneapolis National Com Index 
Minneapolis National Soybean Index 
Minneapolis Hard Red Spring Wheat Index 
Minneapolis Hard Red Winter Wheat Index 
Minneapolis Soft Red Winter Wheat Index 
NYMEX Crude Oil and NYMEX miNY Crude Oil 
DME OMAN Crude Oil 
NYMEX Brent 
NYMEX Crude Oil MAC I Index 
NYMEX Crude Oil Backwardation Contango Index 
NYMEXREBCO 
NYMEX Heating Oil and NYMEX miNY Heating Oil 
NYMEX Gulf Coast ULSD 
NYMEX New York ULSD 
NYMEX Gulf Coast Gasoline 
NYMEX Singapore 380 Fuel Oil 
NYMEX RBOB Gasoline and NYMEX miNY RBOB Gasoline 
NYMEX Natural Gas and NYMEX miNY Natural Gas 
NYMEX Natural Gas Henry Hub Swap 
NYMEX Natural Gas Basis Swaps 
NYMEX Electricity 
Central Appalachian Coal Futures 
NYMEX Propane 
NYMEX Ethanol 
NYMEX Uranium 
NYMEX Ardour Global Index 
Carbon EUA Emission Euro 
Carbon CER Euro 
NYMEX S02 Emissions 
NYMEX S02 Emissions 25 Allowance 
NYMEX Seasonal NOX 
NYMEX Annual NOX 

No Bust Range 

3.00 index points 
40 index points 
2.00 index points 
4 points 
25 cents 
5.00 index points 
25.00 index points 
1 degree 
50 ticks or 5 inches 
0.50 index points 
0.50 index points 
0.50 index points 
10 basis points 
None 
1 0 cents per bushel 
10 cents perbushel 
1 0 cents per bushel 
10 cents per bushel 
20 cents per hundredweight 
$8.00 per ton 
.80 cents per pound 
$0.0100 per pound 
$0.0100 per pound 
$0.0100 per pound 
$0.0100 per pound 
4 Points 
$0.30 per cwt. 
$0.00750 
$0.0075 per pound 
$0.00750 
$15.00 perton 
$4.00 or less 
4 cents per gallon 
1 0 cents per bushel 
1 0 cents per bushel 
1 0 cents per bushel 
1 0 cents per bushel 
10 cents per bushel 
1 0 cents per bushel 
10 cents per bushel 
$1.00 
$1.00 
$1.00 
2.00 Index points 
2.00 index points 
$1.00 
$0.025 
$0.025 
$0.025 
$0.025 
$2.00 
$0.025 
$0.10 
$0.10 
$0.25 
$2.00 
$0.60 per ton or less 
$0.01 
$0.008 
$2.50 
12.5 index points 
€.40 per metric ton or less 
€.40 per metric ton or less 
$4.00 per allowance or less 
$1.00 per allowance or less 
$2.00 per ton or less 
$2.00 per ton or less 
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Futures Contract 

NYMEX RGGJ C02 Emissions 
COMEX Gold and miNY Gold 
COM EX Asian Gold 
COMEX Silver and miNY Silver 
NYMEX Platinum 
NYMEX Asian Platinum 
NYMEX Palladium 
NYMEX Asian Palladium 
COMEX Copper and miNY Copper 
COMEX Aluminum 
NYMEX Hot Rolled Steel 
NYMEXCocoa 
NYMEX Coffee 
NYMEX Cotton 
NYMEX Sugar 11 
NYMEX CAT Risk 

Futures Combinations 

Eurodollar Combinations & E-mini Eurodollar Bundles 
Non-Eurodollar, Non-Implied Eligible, Intra-Commodity Futures 
Spreads 

Implied Eligible Inter- and Intra-Commodity Futures Spreads 

Inter-Commodity Futures Spreads 

Option Contract 

Eurodollars, Euroyen 

U.S. Treasuries (2-, 5- and 10 Year Notes 
and Bond) 

30-Day Fed Funds 

Interest Rate Swaps (5-, 7-, 10- and 30-Yr) 

3-Month Overnight Index Swaps 

Equities (excluding DJIA) 

DJIA 

FX 

Agricultural (excluding Grains, Oil & Meal) 

Grains 

Soybean Oil 

Soybean Meal 

Non-Farm Payroll 

Ethanol 

MGEX Options 

KCBT Options 

Bid/Ask 

Reasonability 

2 basis points 

4/64ths 

4 basis points 

10/64ths 

3 basis points 

2.00 index points 

20 points 

20 ticks 

$0.01 

$0.02 

$0.001 

$1.00 

None 

$.05 

$0.01 

$0.01 

No Bust Range 

$0.50 per ton or less 
$10.00 
$0.40 
$0.20 
$10.00 
$0.40 
$5.00 
$0.40 
$0.04 
$0.01 
$1000 or Jess 
$40.00 
$0.01 
$0.008 
$0.0035 
50.00 index points 

2.5 basis points 
Sticks 

Same as the no bust range of 
the individual legs 
The wider of the no bust ranges 
of the two individual legs 

No Bust Range 

2 minimum ticks 

20% of premium up to 2164ths with 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to 2 basis points with 
a minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to 5/64ths with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

2 minimum ticks 

20% of premium up to 1.00 index point 
with a minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to 1 0 points with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to 1 0 ticks with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to $0.005 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to $0.01 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to $0.0005 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to $0.50 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

None 

20% of premium up to $0.025 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to $0.005 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

20% of premium up to $0.005 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 
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Option Contract Bid/Ask No Bust Range 

Reasonabilitll 

NYMEX Crude Oil, Cracks $0.25 20% of premium up to $0.50 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

NYMEX Heating Oil $0.015 20% of premium up to $0.0075 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

NYMEXRBOB $0.015 20% of premium up to $0.0075 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

NYMEX Natural Gas $0.10 20% of premium up to $0.05 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

COMEXGold $4.00 20% of premium up to $2.00 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

COMEXSilver $0.10 20% of premium up to $0.05 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

COMEX Copper $0.02 20% of premium up to $0.01 with a 
minimum of 1 tick 

{End Chapter 5) 

INTERPRETATIONS & SPECIAL NOTICES 
RELATING TO CHAPTER 5 

ACCESS, CONDUCT AND APPEARANCE CODE 

It is imperative that persons who utilize the Exchange Trading Floors {"trading floor") maintain a proper and 
businesslike atmosphere on the trading floor. This is not only for the benefit of the thousands of visitors 
{ranging from U.S. government officials to foreign dignitaries to the general public) who come to the 
Exchange each year, but also to maintain and enhance the reputation and dignity of the Exchange as an 
international marketplace. 

Accordingly, the Exchange has established rules governing access to and conduct on the trading floor as 
well as standards of appearance. These rules and standards apply to members and their employees, 
member firm employees, Exchange employees and visitors. 
I. Access 

A. To gain access to the trading floor, every member, member's employee, member firm 
employee, and Exchange employee must use only his own personal access card to gain 
access to the trading floor. Exchange trading floor employees, other Exchange employees 
routinely on the trading floor and members must display their personal access card or their 
Exchange issued identification badge. Non-member employees of members and member 
firms must display their personal access cards on the upper front of their jackets with the 
picture side facing outward. Broker assistants must also wear a badge provided by the 
Exchange that identifies them as broker assistants. 

B. Members are required to register and accompany their visitors and are responsible for their 
actions while they are on the trading floor. Visitors must wear appropriate attire that is clean 
and presentable and are not allowed in any pit during trading hours. Visitors' overcoats, 
packages, umbrellas or briefcases are not permitted on the trading floor. 

C. Members may not request trading floor access privileges for the same visitor on more than 
three days of the same calendar month without the permission of designated Exchange staff of 
the Security Department. · 

D. Visitors are prohibited from soliciting employment or from acting as employees of members, 
member firms or the Exchange on the trading floor. 

E. No one under the age of 16 will be admitted to the trading floor during trading hours. 
II. Conduct 

Commonly accepted standards of propriety and decorum apply to everyone on the trading floor. 
The following behavior, speech or actions are expressly prohibited on the trading floor. 

A. Possessing any weapon {including, but not limited to, firearms, knives, stun guns or pepper 
spray); 
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B. Carrying or consuming food or drink. Individually-wrapped (non-chocolate) hard candy and 
gum, however, are permissible. 

C. Reckless throwing of trading cards or any other material; 

D. Excessive speed in moving around the trading floor; 

E. Use of emergency exits without proper justification; 

F. Smoking or use of tobacco products, including chewing tobacco; 

G. Use of members-only facilities by non-members; 

H. Failure to give member priority to quotation machines, news tickers, monitors and other 
facilities where such member priority is so designated; 

I. Engaging in any activity that is disruptive to trading; 

J. The sale or solicitation of goods or services without consent of the Exchange; 

K. Having outer coats or umbrellas on the trading floor; 

L. Use of cameras or video equipment, unless authorized by the Exchange. Flash photography, 
however, is never permitted. 

In addition, the following activities are prohibited anywhere on Exchange premises: 

M. Any behavior, speech or actions that are detrimental to the interests and good name of the 
Exchange (this includes any conduct which is a violation of any local, state or federal law); 

N. Profanity, vulgarity (including wearing buttons with crude or offensive slogans or pictures) or 
any speech or action that tends to intimidate, degrade or endanger others; 

0. Defacing or otherwise damaging: 1) an Exchange-issued badge or jacket; 2) Exchange 
facilities or property; or 3) any facility or property regardless of ownership; 

P. Possessing a firearm or other weapon; 

Q. Discarding refuse on escalators or in elevators or in hallways or lobbies; and 

R. Harassment related to race/color, sex/gender, sexual orientation, age, religion, veteran status, 
national origin and disability/medical condition is expressly prohibited. 

Ill. Appearance 

A. All apparel should be neat, clean, presentable and in keeping with the businesslike 
atmosphere of the trading floor. 

B. Jackets: Where required, every member, member's employee, member firm employee and 
Exchange trading floor employee must wear a jacket provided by the Exchange or their 
employer, or, in the case of members, a jacket of their own choosing. All jackets must conform 
to Exchange standards. Guests may not wear trading jackets on the trading floor during 
trading hours. 

C. Shirts: All men must wear shirts with a collar suitable for a necktie or bow tie. Shirts must be 
buttoned to at least the second button from the collar. Golf-type shirts are permitted. Shirttails 
must be tucked in. Turtleneck sweaters are not allowed for men. Crewneck sweaters are 
allowed if a conventional collar suitable for a necktie or bow tie is visible. Sweatshirts, tie-dye 
shirts and T-shirts are prohibited. 

D. Shoes: Shoes must be clean, safe and not tom or frayed. The following footwear is specifically 
prohibited: All shoes without backs, canvas slippers, moccasins, rubber boots, rubber 
overshoes, , clogs, bedroom slippers, and shoes with platforms over 2 inches. All shoes must 
be tied with laces or appropriately fastened. 

E. Pants: The following pants are specifically prohibited: blue jeans, shorts and sweat pants. 
Tight-fitting stretch pants are allowed only when worn with blouse or shirt at mid-thigh or lower. 

F. Skirts and dresses: Skirts and dresses must reach mid-thigh or lower. 

G. Headwear: All headgear or head coverings are prohibited, except for religious or medical 
reasons. 

H. Miscellaneous: The following are specifically prohibited: sunglasses, ornaments, pendants or 
similar items that are distracting or unbusinesslike. Clothing or accessories that draw unusual 
attention will be deemed unbusinesslike and not permitted on the trading floor. 

IV. Drug and Alcohol Abuse 

In order to maintain a safe, healthful, and productive working environment, the Exchange has 
established the following policy prohibiting drug and alcohol use on Exchange premises. 
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The following activities are prohibited and may result in disciplinary action, including immediate and 
permanent bar of access to Exchange premises: 

A. Possession of open containers or use of alcohol, except as expressly authorized by the 
Exchange. 

B. Being under the influence of alcohol on Exchange premises. 

C. Use, sale, purchase, transfer, or possession of any illegal drug on Exchange premises. 

D. Failure on the part of non-members to submit to a reasonable search by authorized Exchange 
personnel of lunch boxes, bags, parcels, packages, purses, briefcases, pockets or coats, etc. 

Members and Member firms are responsible for their employees' strict adherence to these requirements. 

QUOTATION CHANGES 

I. GENERAL PROCEDURES 

A. Corrections requested up to 15 minutes from the time the bid, offer or trade occurred or reportedly 
occurred: Changes must be authorized by a member of the Pit Committee or an Exchange Official. 

B. Corrections requested more than 15 minutes from the time the bid, offer or trade occurred or 
report~dly occurred: Changes must be authorized by: 

1. 15-30 Minutes: A member of the Pit Committee and one Exchange Official. 

2. Over 30 Minutes: A member of the Pit Committee, a member of the Floor Conduct Committee 
and a Senior Exchange Official. 

C. Unanimous Approval Required: Unanimous approval among the individuals participating in the 
quote change consideration is required to effectuate the requested change. In the absence of 
unanimity, the proposed quote adjustment shall not b~ made. 

D. A request for a quote change which results in a new high or low for the day must be made within 5 
minutes (futures) or 10 minutes (options) of the time the bid, offer or trade occurred or reportedly 
occurred. 

A request for a quote change which affects an established opening range must be made within 15 
minutes after the posting of the range, or, in the case of a request for a quote change which affects 
an established closing range, within 10 minutes of the posting of the closing range. Such requests 
shall be considered by a member of the Pit Committee, a member of the Floor Conduct Committee 
and a Senior Exchange Official. Failure to make such a timely request will bar consideration of the 
quote change. 

The time limitations described in this Section D will not apply in the case of options strikes or 
futures contracts deemed by a Senior Exchange Official to be inactive or illiquid or in the case of a 
fast market designation. These requests may be considered by a member of the Pit Committee, a 
Floor Conduct Committee member and a Senior Exchange Official at any time during the same 
day's trading session. 

E. A decision to adjust a quote must be made within 15 minutes after a quote change request has 
been made. However, in the event a fast market has been declared while the quote adjustment is 
under consideration, the period for consideration may continue for 15 minutes after the end of the 
fast market. 

To the extent practicable, quote change adjustments shall be announced to the pit. 

F. Reconsideration: Once a request for a particular quote change has been resolved, or if no decision 
is reached within the allotted time pursuant to paragraph 5 above, a subsequent request for 
reconsideration involving the original quote or adjustment may be considered if a Senior Exchange 
Official deems that new relevant information pertaining to the original request is now available. 
Such request for reconsideration must be considered by the same individuals who ruled on, or 
failed to reach a timely resolution of, the original request. In the event one or more of the 
individuals who participated in the consideration of the original quote change request is unavailable 
to consider the request for reconsideration, a Senior Exchange Official shall designate a substitute. 
However, this reconsideration process may not be utilized for a correction involving a quote change 
which results in a new high or low for the day, with the exception of option strikes or futures 
contracts deemed by a Senior Exchange Official to be inactive or illiquid, or in declared fast 
markets. 

G. Requests for Next Day Corrections 

If a quote has been inadvertently omitted from the price reporting system and such omission is not 
discovered until after the trading session, trades may be allowed to clear at the omitted price at-aAJ< 
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time prior to the opening of the affected market the next day, provided that all of the following 
requirements are satisfied: 

1. The parties to the trade can reasonably show that they properly reported the trade price and 
had a reasonable basis for believing that the trade price would be posted; 

2. The parties to the trade produce documentation of: a) the contemporaneous recordation of the 
trade; b) the confirmation of the trade to the customer of the member firm representing the 
order; and c) the submission of tho trade to the Exchange Clearing House and its failure to 
clear the trade due to a price edit; 

3. The change is authorized by a Senior Exchange Official; and 

4. The change is documented pursuant to Section 11.8 below. 

II. DOCUMENTATION NEEDED FOR QUOTATION CHANGES 

A. In the case of quote changes requested pursuant to Section I.A., a record shall be made of all 
committee members or Exchange employees approving the quote change and the change will be 
recorded on Time and Sales. 

B. In the case of quote changes requested pursuant to Section 1.8.1., a hard copy record of the quote 
change shall be made by Exchange staff. The individuals approving the change shall promptly sign 
the record. The record shall be time-stamped upon request and again upon approval and shall 
include the reason for the change, and, in the case of a quote change requested pursuant to 
Section 1.8.2., the reason for the delay. For all approved quotation changes other than next day 
corrections pursuant to Section I.G above, the quotation change will be recorded on Time and 
Sales. 

Ill. CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

No individual may authorize any quotation change, insertion or cancellation if such individual has a 
personal or financial interest in such change, insertion or cancellation. 

IV. AUTHORITY OF SENIOR EXCHANGE OFFICIALS WITH RESPECT TO QUOTATION CHANGES 

Senior Exchange Officials may review and authorize any request for a quotation change in 
circumstances where the individuals specified in Sections I and II are otherwise not available or where 
the change is not encompassed by Section I or II. Notwithstanding the procedures set forth in Sections 
I and II, Senior Exchange Officials are empowered to authorize or deny any requested change only in 
circumstances where such action. is necessary to ensure the integrity or promote the orderly functioning 
of the market. Such decisions by Senior Exchange Officials shall be documented and signed by the 
Senior Exchange Official and except for next day corrections pursuant to Section I.G above, the 
quotation change will be recorded on Time and Sales. 

INTERPRETATION OF RUbE 580. Gb08EX TRADE AlGORITHMS 

Pro Rata Allocation Algorithm 

The Exehange has determined to use a Pro Rata Allocation Algorithm to match orders in Eurodollar 
futures, Euroyon futures and One Month LIBOR futures contracts entered in tho Glo9ox Electronic 
Trading aystem. Unless spositlcally roforonseEI in tl=lis IAterpretation, all otl=ler futures and options 
sontracts, including Eurodollar options. will continue to use tl=le default matching algorithm 9ased en 
price and time priority. Eurodollar futures contmsts were chosen to use the Pro Rata .1\llosatien 
Algorithm 9ecauso they usually trade in a narrmv price range, and oacl=l price level is represented by 
size. The Pre Rata Allocation /\lgoritl=lm operates as follmvs: 

l\ftor the opening. Time Priority is assigno9 to tho first order at a price that 9otters the market when 
the order is received (the "TOP erEior"). Only one auy orser and one sell orEler san have Time 
Priority at any given time. Orders 'Nith Time Priority (TOP orders) are matches first regardless of 
shN, 

An order will lose Time Priority 'A'hen an orsor at a bettor price is en teres. Example: An order to buy 
50 contracts is entered at 1 05. This mEier is the first ora or in at this price lo¥el. Another order 
comes in ana betters the marl~et, buy 25 contracts at 106. The order at tho 106 level has Time 
Priority now and is tl=le TOP order. The market sells off and the biEI for 25 contracts at 106 is hit. 
Tho 9iEI for 50 contrasts at 105 does not regain its Time Priority and will 9e allesatod according to 
size along with all the other 10a 9ids. 

After tho Time Priority or TOP order is filleEI. the Pro Rata Allocation Algorithm is applied to the 
remainder of the resting orders at that price level. Tho Algorithm will attempt to matsh quantities to 
orders in proportion to tho size of each orEler. Example: There aro orEiers to 9uy 10 and 20 
contracts at the same price, and neither order has Time Priority. /\ sell order tor 1a contrasts at 
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that prise is entered. The Algorithm will matsh the sell order against the buy orders so that 50% of 
eash buy order is FRatshed. The FRinimum quantity the Pro Rata Allocation Algorithm will allocate is 
1'.•.'0 contrasts. 

If the "lnitial/\llocation" results in a fraction, tho /\lgorithFR '>Viii "Round Down" or drop the fractional 
amount. 1\ny contracts still to be allocated after the "Initial Allocation" has run will be allocated on a 
first in. first out basis. 

Implied Order Algorithm 

The Exshange has determined to use an Implied Order Algorithm to create orders for selected 
individual contracts, calendar spreads, an€1 butterfly spreads in Eurodollar futures, Euroyen futures and 
One Month biBOR futures contracts, and in selected individual contracts and calendar spreads in 
agricultural futures contracts, and calendar spreads in CME Eurozone HICP futures contracts, and 
calendar and inter commodity spreads in CME Housing futures contracts entered in tho Globex 
Eloctronie Tra€1ing SysteFR. 

Eurodollar futures. Eure','on futures and One Month LIB OR futures Contracts: for the purpose of this 
rule interpretation, buying one butterfly spread (butterfly) means siFRultaneeusly buying and selling 
contracts with throe different expirations in the following proportion: buying one contract with the most 
nearby of the throe expirations, selling t>.Yo contrasts with tho S!;!cend of tho three expimtions and buying 
one contrast with the FRost deferred of the three expirations. Unless specifically referenced in this 
Interpretation, all other futures and options contracts. will continuo to use tho Pro Rata Allocation 
Algorithm. This Implied Order /\lgorithFR for Eurodollar futures. Euroyon futures and One Month LIBOR 
futures contracts operates as follows: 

A "1st Generation IFRplied In" order fer a calendar spread may be derived on the Glob ex system 
froFR actual orders in tho individual contrasts or logs of tho calendar spread. E.g., a buy order for 
15 contracts at 95.05 in a nearby Eurodollar futures contract and a sell order fer 10 contracts at 
95.00 in a deferred Eurodollar futures contracts creates a 1st Generation Implied In order to buy 10 
calendar spreads at 0.05. 

A "1st Generation Implied Out" order for an individual contract may be derived on the Globox 
system from (1) actual orders in a calendar spread that includes that individual contrast; and (2) 
actual orders in the other individual ccintffict that comprises tho calendar SJOlread. E.g., a buy order 
for 5 contracts at 95.15 in a nearby Eurodollar fl:ltl:lros contract and a soli order for 10 calendar 
spreads, that include that nearby contract and a deferred oontract, at 0.05 creates an IFRpliod Out 
order to buy 5 contmcts in the deferred log of (;alondar spread at 95.1 0. 

l\ "2nd Generation Implied In" order for a calendar spread FRay be doriYed on tho Globex systeFR 
froFR (1) actual orders in one individl:lal contract of tho calendar spread; and (2) 1st Generation 
IFRpliod Ollt orders in tho other individllal contract that comprises the calendar spread. 

/\ "2nd Generation Implied Out" order fer an inf.iividllal contract FRay be derived on tho Glosel< 
system froFR (1) actual orders in a calendar spread that ineludos that individual contract: and (2) 1st 
Generation Implied Out orders in the other individual contract that coFRprises the calendar spread. 

Implied In orders for calendar spreads and IFRpliod Out orders for an indi'>•idual contract based on 
orders for calendar spread and another individual contract shall be for a quantity representing tho 
smaller of tho t.v.•o orders froFR ·.vhich tho IFRpliod order is doriYed. 

The Globox systeFR will create 2nd Generation Implied In and Out orders. for FRatshing purposes 
only, if thoro are insufficient quantities of actl:lal and 1st Generation Implied In and Out orders to 
satisfy arriving orders. This may result in a match with 2nd Generation !mplietl orders at FRmo 
favorable prices than had pre~<iously been available. Second Generation IFRplied orders will not be 
disseFRinated to the FRarketjO)Iaco. 

/\ "1st Generation Implied In" order for a b~:~ttorfly spread may be derived on tho Globox system 
from (1) actual orders in tho three individual contracts or legs of the euttorfly spread. e.g. a buy 
order fer 10 contmcts at 95.15 in the first of the three contract FRonths, a soli order for 20 contracts 
at 95.00 in tho second of tho throe contract FRonths, and a buy order for 10 contracts at 94.95 in tho 
last of the three eontract FRonths create a 1st Generation IFRplied In order to buy 10 bl:lttorfly 
spreads at 0.10; (2) astual ordef&-in two calendar spreads, e.g .. a buy order for 10 calendar 
spreads between tho first two of tho three contract months at 0.15 and a sell order fer 10 cale-n4ar 
spreads bety,•oen tho last t•A<o of tho three contract FRonths at 0.05 create a 1st Generation IFRpliod 
In order to buy 10 butterfly spreads at 0.10; or (3) actual orders in two individual contracts antl a 
calendar spread, e.g. a buy order for 10 contracts at 95.15 in tho first of tho three contract months, 
a sell order for 10 contracts at 95.00 in tho second of the three contract months and an actual sell 
order fer 10 calendar spreads betvleon the last two of tho three contract months at 0.05 oroate a 
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1st Generation Implied In order for 10 buttertly spreads at 0.10. 

A "1st Generation Implied Out" order for an individual contract from a butterf.ly spread may be 
created from an actual order for a butterf.ly swead with (1) an actual order for a calendar spread 
and an actual order for an individual contract, e.g. a buy order for 10 butterf.ly spreads at 0.10, a 
buy order for 10 calendar spreads between the last tlt.<o of the three contract months at 0.05, and a 
buy order for 10 contracts in tho second of tho throe contract months at 95.00 create a 1st 
Generation Implied Out b1:1y order for 10 contracts in tho nearby month at 95.15; or (2) actual 
orders for tY,f{) of the three individual contract months, e.g. a buy order for 10 butterf.ly spreads at 
0.10, a buy order for 20 contracts in tho second of the three contract months at 95.00 and a sell 
order for 10 contract in the last of tho throe contract months at 94.95 create 1st Generation Implied 
Out buy order for 1 Q contracts in the nearby month at 95.15. A "1st Generation Implied Our order 
for a calendar spread from a butterfly spread may be created from an actual order for a butterfly 
spread with (1) an actual order for a calendar spread. e.g. a buy order for 10 butterfly spreads at 
0.1 0, a buy order for 10 calendar spreads between the last tv.'o of tho throe contract months at 0.05 
create a 1st Generation Implied Out buy order for 10 calendar spreads betvo'een the first two of the 
three contract months at 0.15; or (2) actual orders for t\lo<o of the three individual contract months, 
e.g. a buy order for 10 buttorf.ly spreads at 0.10, a b1:1y order for 10 contracts in the second of the 
three contract months at 95.00 and a sell order fer 10 contract in the last of the tl=lree contrast 
months at 94.95 create 1st Generation Implied Out buy order fer 10 calendar spreads bet\veen the 
first 1\1,'{) of the three contract months at 0.15. 

f!>lote that an Implied Ol:lt order for the second of the throe contract months from a buttorf.ly spread 
is for tvo'O contracts. These two contracts may have different implied prices, e.g. a buy order for 1 
butterfly spread a~ 0.15, a soli order for 1 contract in the first of tl=lo th reo contract months at 95.15 
and a sell order for 1 contract in the last of tho three contract months at 94.95 creates implied 
orders in the second of the three contract months to sell 1 contract at 95.00 and 1 contract at 
94.95. ~ogardless of whether tho implied prices fer tho tY.'O contracts are identical, tho trade can 
only occl:lr if both contracts can be matched opposing orders. In tho m'ent an opposing order exists 
fer one of tho two contracts in tho second leg of but:terfly spread, an Implied Out order for the 
remainder may be created. 

,A, "2nd Generation Implied In" erElor fer a l;)i:Jttorf.ly spread may 9e Elefived on the Gle9ex system 
from a combination of actual orders in the individual contracts and 1st Generation Implied Out 
orders from calendar spreads for tho remaining .leg(s) in tho bl:ltterfly spreaEl. 

A "2nd Generation Implied out" order for an individual contract from a butterf.ly spread n1ay be 
derived en the Globex system from an actual order for a butterfly spread and a combination of 
actual and implied orders in the individual contracts and/or calendar spreads. 

The Globex system will disseminate 1st Generation Implied In orders for but:torfly spreads and 1st 
Generation Implied Out orders for the first and the last of tho three contract months from a butterfly 
spread order. 1st Generation Implied Out orders for the second of the three contract months from 
a buttorf.ly spread order are not disseminated duo to the fact that such orders can only be filled if 
both contracts for each spread can be rnatGhed to opposing orders. 2nd Generation Implied orders 
are created for matching purpose only and are also not disseminated. 

Implied In and Implied Out orders created by tl=le Implied Order Algorithm shall be precessed per 
the Pre ~ata Allocation Algorithm described abo';o, except that 

1. Implied orders shall not tlo granted Time Prior:ity or considered tho TOP order; 

2. In the e\'ent that contracts remain to be allocated after the Initial Allocation, as descr:i9ed in the 
Pro Rata Allocation ,A,Igorithm above, and hvo or more orders have identical quantities and are 
the largest orders, allocations shall be made to Implied orders only after allocation to actual 
orders is complete. Allocations to Implied orders shall 9e made on the basis of maturity of the 
contract(s) where nearby contracts recoi•1e priority over deferred contmcts. 

Marl<ot orders. that aro entered into tho Glebex System 'Nhere the lm13lied Order Algorithm is 
effecti•ie, shall be converted into limit orders and filled at the best available price from actual orders 
or 1st Generation Implied orders. If the quantity of the market order excoedc&-4he quantity of 
opposite actl:lal and 1st Generation lm13lied orders, Glebox will create, and allocate the remaining 
contracts to, 2nd Generation Implied orders. Allocations to Implied orders shall be made on tho 
basis of maturity of the contract(s) where nearby contracts receive priority over deferred contracts. 
Any part of such market order that is not filled at tho limit price or better shall remain as a resting 
order at such limit price l:lntil filled or cancelled. 

Stop limit orders. that are entered into the Globex System where the Implied Order /\lgorithm is 
effective, are activated and placed into the order-boo!< when tl=le order's specified step price is 
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traded, at whish time the order may be exesuted at the specified limit prise or better. Sush stop 
limit orders are initially allocated to actual and 1st Generation Implied orders. If the quantity of the 
stop limit order exsooes tho quantity of opposite actual and 1st Generation Implied ardors, Glob ox 
will create, and allocate the remaining sontracts to, 2nd Generation Implied orders. i\llocations to 
Implied orders shall be made on the basis of maturity of the contract(s) where nearby contracts 
recoi'>'O priority over deferred sontracts. Any part of sush stop limit oreer that is not filled at tho limit 
price or bettor shall remain as a resting order at susl:l limit price until filled or cancelled. 

Agricultural fytures Contracts: Unless specifically referenced in this Interpretation, all other f~tures and 
options contracts vvill continue to use the Pro Rata Allocation Algorithm. This Implied Order Algorithm 
for Agricultural futures contrasts operates as follmvs: 

1\ "1st Generation Implied In" order for a salendar spread may be derived on tho Globex system 
from actual orders in the individual c.ontracts or legs of the calendar spread. E.g., a buy order for 
15 contracts at ga.Oa in a nearby Live Cattle futures contract and a sell order for 10 contracts at 
g§.OO in a deferred Live Cattle f<1tures contract sreates a 1st Generation Implied In ardor to buy 10 
calendar spreads at 0.013. 

,II, "1st Generation Implied Out" order for an indivieual contract may bo derived on the Globex 
system from (1) actual orders in a calendar spread that includes that individual contrast; and (2) 
actual orders in the other indiviEiual contrast that comprises tl:le calenEiar spread. E.g., a buy orEier 
for a contrasts at ga.1a in a nearby Live Cattle futures contract anEI a sell order for 10 calenEiar 
spreaEis, that incluEie that nearby contract and a doferroEI contract. at O.Oa creates an Implied Out 
order to buy a contracts in tho deferred log of calendar spread at g§.10. 

A "2nd Generation Implied In" order for a calendar spread may be derived on the Globex system 
from (1) actual orders in one individual oontract of the ealondar spread; and (2) 1st Gonerat\on 
Implied Out orders in the other individual contract that comprises the calendar spread. 

A "2nEI Generation Implied Out" order for an individual contract may be derived on the Globex 
system from (1) act~o~al orders in a calendar spread that ineludes that individual contract; and (2) 1st 
Generation Implied Out orders in the other indi·~idual contrast that comprises tho calendar spread. 

Implied In orders for calendar spreads and Implied Out orders for an individual contract based on 
orders for calendar spread and another individual sontract shall be for a quantity representing tl:le 

. smaller of tho t>.vo orders from ·.vhich tho Implied ardor is derived. 

J\11 implied orders will be derived by the Gloeex system subject to the applicable daily priee limits for 
that partieular product and contrast month. 

The Globox system will create 2nd Generation Implied In and Out orders, for matshing purposes 
only, if thoro are insufficient quantities of actual and 1st Generation Implied In and Out orders to 
satisfy arriving orders. This may result in a matsh with 2nd Generation Implied orders at more 
favorable prices than had previously been available. Second Generation Implied orders 'Nill not lao 
disseminated to tho marketplace. 

Implied In and Implied Out orders ereated by the Implied Order Algorithm shall be processed per 
the LMM l\llocation Algorithm (Option B) described below, oxeept that 

1 . Implied mdors shall not be granted Time Priority or sonsidorod tho TOP order; 

2. In the O\'ont that contracts remain to eo allocated after the Initial Allocation, as described in the Pro 
Rata Allocation Algorithm above, and two or more orEiors have iEiontical quantities and are the 
largest orders, allocations shall be made to Implied ardors only after allocation to actual orders is 
complete. Allocations to lmplioEI orders shall bo made on the easis of maturity of tho contract(s) 
where nearby eontracts reeeive priority over deferreEI eontraots. 

Market orders, that are entered into tho Globex System where the Implied Order /\lgorithm is 
effective, shall eo converted into limit orders and filled at the best a\'ailablo price from actual orders 
or 1st Generation Implied orEiers. If the quantity of tho market order exeeeds the quantity of 
opposite astual and 1st Generation Implied orders, Globex will create. and allocate tho remaining 
contrasts to. 2nd Generation lrnplied orders. Allocations to Implied orders shall be made on tho 
basis of maturity of the contract(s) whore nearby contracts recei•1o priority over deferred contracts. 
Any part of such market order that is net filleEI at the limit priee or better shall remain as a resting 
order at such limit price until filled or caneelled. 

Stop limit orders, that are entered into tho Globex :i>ystem whore the Implied Order Algorithm is 
effective. are activated anEI plaeed into tile order book when the erder's specifieEI stop prise is 
traeod, at which time tho order may be exocutoEI at the specified limit price or bettor. Such step 
limit ardors are initially allocated to actual and 1st Generation Implied orders. If the quantity of tho 
stop limit order exceeds the quantity of-Bpposite astual and 1st Generation Implied orders, Globex 
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will create, and allocate the remaining contracts to, 2nd Generation Implied orders. Allocations to 
Implied orders shall be made on the basis of maturity of the contract(s) where nearby contracts 
receive priority over deferred contracts. Any part of such stop limit oFder that is not filled at tho limit 
price or bettor shall remain as a resting ardor at sucA limit price ~omtil fill eEl or cancolloEI. 

l=lousing anEI Eurozone I=IICP Futures Contracts: Unless specifically references in this Interpretation, all 
other futures and options contracts will continue to use tAe Pro gala Allocation Algorithm. This Implied 
OrEier ,".lgoritt:lm fer housing and I=IICP futures contracts operates as foiiO'ovs: 

A "1st Generation Implied In" orEier for a calendar spreaEI may be derived en the Globex system 
from actual oFders in the inEiiviEiual contracts or logs of the calenEiar spread. E.g., a buy order for 
15 contmcts at !l5.05 in a noart:Jy housing futures contract anEI a soli order for 10 contracts at !l5.00 
in a doforreEI housing futures contract creates a 1st Generation Implied In order to buy 10 calendar 
spreads at 0.05. 

A "1st Generation Implied Out" erEier fer aR individual contract may be dori'>'ed on the Globox 
system from (1) actual oFders in a calendar spread tAat includes that indi•1idual contract; and (2) 
actual orders in tho other indiviEiual contract that comprises tAo calendar spread. E.g., a buy order 
for 5 contracts at 85.15 in a nearby housing futures contract and a sell order for 10 calendar 
spreads, that include tt:lat noarey contract and a deferred contract. at 0.05 creates an Implied Out 
order to buy 5 contracts in the deferred leg of calendar sf)read at 85.10. 

A "2nd Generation Implied In"' order for a calendar spread may be derived on tho Globex system 
from (1) actual orders in one individual contract of tho calendar spread; and (2) 1st Generation 
Implied o~,~t orders in tt:le other indi•JidHal contmct that comprises tt:le calendar Sflread. 

A "2nd Generation lmplieEI Out" oreor for an indi'>'idual contrast may be derived on the Globex 
system from (1) actual orders in a calendar swoad that includes tAat individ1:1al contract; and (2) 1st 
Generation Implied Out orders in the other individual contract that comprises tho calendar spread. 

Implied In orders tor calendar spreads and lmflliod Out orders for an individual contract based on 
orders fer calendar spread and another individual contract shall be for a quantity representing the 
smaller of the t'I.'O orders from 'A'hich tAo Implied order is derived. 

Tho Globox system '.'lill create 2m.l Generation Implied In and Out orders. for matching purposes 
only. if tAere are insufficient quantities of act1:1al and 1st Generation Implied In and Out orders to 
satisfy arriving orders. This may result in a match with 2nd Generation Implied orders at more 
favorable prices than had previously aeon available. Second Generation Implied orders will not eo 
disseminated to the marl~etf)lace. 

Implied In and Implied Out ardors created by IRe Implied Order Algorithm shall be processed per 
tAo bMM Allocation Algorithm (Option g) described below, except tAat 

1. lm)31ied orders st:lall net be granted Time Priority or considerod the TOP oFder; 

2. In tho event that contracts remain to be allocated after the Initial Allocation, as described in the Pro 
gata Allocation Algorithm aeove, and two or more orders F!ave identical quantities and are the 
largest orders, allocations shall be made to Implied orders only after allocation to actual orders is 
complete. Allocations to Implied orders shall be made on the basis of maturity of the contract(s) 
where nearey contracts recei,.,e wierity ever deferred contracts. 

Market orders, that are entered into the Globex System ·.vhoro the Implied Order AlgoritAm is 
effective, shall be converted into limit orders and filled at tAo best available prise from actual orders 
or 1st Generation Implied orders. If tAo quantity of the market oFdor mmeeds tAo quantity of 
opposite actual and 1st Generation Implied orders, Globex will create. and allocate the remaining 
contracts to, 2nd Generation Implied orders. Allocations to Implied orders shall be made on the 
basis of maturity of the centract(s) where nearby contracts mceivo priority over deferred contracts. 
Any part of such market oFdor that is not filled at tAo limit )3rise or better shall remain as a resting 
order at such limit price until filled or cancelled. 

Step limit orders. that are entered into the Globex System where the Implied Order ,1\lgoritRm is 
effecti•<e, are activated and placed into tho order book when the order's specified stop price is 
traded. at which time tAo order may be executed at tAo specified limit price or better. Such stop 
limit orders are initially allocated to actual and 1st Generation lmplieEI orders. If the quantity of the 
stop limit order exceeds tAo quantity of opposite actual and 1st Generation Implied orders, Glebex 
will oreate, and allocate the remaining contracts to, 2nd Generation Implied orders. Allocations to 
Implied orders shall be made on the basis of maturity of tho centract(s) whore nearby contrasts 
receive priority over deferred contracts. Any part of such sto)3 limit order that is not filled at the limit 
price or better shall remain as a resting order at such limit price until filled or cancelled. 

bead Market Maker (bMM) Allocation AlgoritAms 
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The E*shange may designate, per the provisions of Rule a31, Globex Lead Market Maker Program. 
multiple Lead Market Mal<ers (LMMs) in specified futures and option markets traded on the Globe* 
Electronic Trading System. Tho Exchange has determined to yse either LMM Allocation Algorithm 
(013tion A) or LMM Allocation Algorithm (Option B) as described below to match orders in specified 
markets. No marlwts are mmontly subject to LMM Allocation Algorithm (Option A). Weather futures, 
agricultural futures, futures on Standard ancl Poor's Depository Receipts ("SPDR"), l>l/\SDAQ 100 
Tracking Stock ("QQQQ"), Russell 2000 iShares (''IVVM"). and Hoblsing futures shall be subject to LMM 
Allocation Algorithm (Option B). /\11 other futures and options sontracts, unless Sj3ecifically referenced in 
this Interpretation, will continuo to use tho normal matching algorithm based en price and time priority. 

1. Tho LMM Allocation Algorithm (Option A) operates as follows: 

After the opening, Time Priority is assigned te the first order at a 13rice that betters tho market when 
the order is received. Oniy one buy orEler and one sell order can have Time Priority at any given 
time. Orders with Time Priority aro matched first FO§ardless of whether it was entered by an LMM 
or non LMM. 

/\n order will lose Time Priority when an order at a bettor price is entered. E*amplo: An order to 
buy aO sontraGts is entered at 105. This order is the first order in at this prise level. Another order 
somes in and betters the· market. bbly 25 contrasts at 106. The order at the 106 le¥el has Time 
Priority now. The market sells off and the bid of 25 sontracts at 1 0€3 is hit.. The bid for 50 eontrasts 
at 105 does not ro§ain its Time Priority and ·.viii be allocated accordin§ to the LMM Allocation 
Al§orithm alon§ with all tho other 1 Oa bids. 

After the Time Priority order is filled, the LMM Allocation Algorithm is applied to the remainder of 
the resting orders at that price level. The LMM Algorithm will attempt to allocate a specified 
minimum proportion of tho trade to tho LMM provided that the LMM's bia or effer matGhos ~he best 
available bid or offer. /\ny contracts still to be allocated after the "LMM !\!location" are allocated 
based upon tho time of order entry. 

If the allocation to the LMM results in a fraction. tho LMM /\lgorithm will "Rollnd Down" to tho 
nearest integral eentract multiple. 

In tho event that the E*chango designates a single LMM in a specified market, tho LMM's allocated 
proportion shall be 40%. In tho event that the Exchange designates two (2) LMMs in a specified 
market, each LMM shall be allocated 20%. In tho o¥ont that tho E*chango designates throe (3) 
LMMs in a specified market, each LMM shall be allocated 15%. 

2. The LMM /\!location /\l§orithm (Option B) operates in a manner similar to Option 1\ as described 
abo¥e, except that LMMs 'A'ill be allocated a specified miniR'lllm proportion of tho trade pro>;idod 
that the LMM's bid or offer matches tho best a~·ailable bid or offer regardless of whether the LMM 
had achieved Time Priority. 

Best Price Priority Allocation Algorithm 

The Exchange has dotern1ined to use a Best Prise Priority Allocation J\l§orithm to match orders in 
foreign e*shange (cblrrency and currency cross rate and E mini) fbltures salendar spreads (intra 
Cblrroncy futllFOS spreads) entered in the Globe* Electronic Trading System. Unless specifically 
referenced in this Interpretation, all other fYtblres and options contracts. inclblding CYrrency options, will 
continue to llSe tho normal matchin§ algorithm based on price and time priority. F"oreign exchange 
fbltYres calendar spread contracts were chosen to use a Best Price Priority Allocation Algorithm 
because they, lil~e EYredollar fbltblros contracts, usually trade in a narrow price range, and prise levels 
are represented by size, particularly during the rollover period. Tho Best Price Priority i\llocation 
Algorithm operates as fellows: 

/\.ftor the openin§, Price Priority is assigned to all orders at the price that setters the market whim 
orders are received. /\11 bYy orders and all sell orders at the best price ha¥o Prise Priority at any 
§ivan time. Orders with Price Priority at the best price are matched according to an Allocation 
Algorithm in proportion to all orders bid or offered at that best price as follows. Example: Suppose 
the best bid of a dt,~ne/~eptomber calendar spread is 14 and a total of 1,210 contracts are 9id at 
that price by fet,~r different orders as fullows: 1,000 sontracts by Order 1; 100 contracts by Order 2: 
100 contracts by Order 3; and 10 contracts by Order 4, then when a sell order hits the 14 bid by 
selling 500 contracts, tho Globox system will allocate 414 sontracts (1,000/1,210 * 500 plus 1 
remainder) to Order 

1; 41 contracts eash (100/1 ,210 * 500) to Orders 2 and 3; and 4 contracts (10/1 ,210 • 500) to Order 
4-c 

All orders at tho best price will lose Price Priority when aR order (or orders) at a bettor price is (are) 
entered. Example: An order to buy 50 contracts is entered at 12. This order is the first order in at 
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this price level. Another order comes in and bettors tho market. buy 25 contracts at 13. The buy 
order at tho 13 level has Price Priority now. The market sells o# and tho bid for 25 contracts at 13 
is hit. Tho bid for 50 contracts at 12 regains its Price Priority because it is nov.' the best price and 
this order will be allocated according to si,zo along with all the other 12 bids. 

If the "Initial Allocation" results in a fraction, the Algorithm will "Round Down" or drop tho fractional 
amount. Any contracts still to bo allocated after the "Initial Allocation" has run are added to tho 
largest order. If two or more ardors have identical quantities and are the largest orders, tho 
Algorithm will perform an "Electronic Coin flip" and assign the remainder to the order that wins. 

Use ef the Best Price Priority Allocation Algorithm for foreign exchange futyres calendar spreads 
will be effective en Sunday, May 19, 2002, for the Globex trade date of Monday, May 20, 2002. 

User Defined futyres & Options Spreads on CME Globex 

Fef-wmbination trades of options and futYres contracts en Globex, tho following additional matching 
mechanisms apply. For each such combination, tho quantity ef each aptian contract shall be an integer, 
•vhile the quantity of futures position can bo a fraotion. l=lereal'ter. the quantity of each futures contract 
per combination shall be referred to as the "delta" with respect to the futures expiration. Each delta 
shall be no smaller than 0.01 and no larger than (i) 1.00, if there is only one option in the combination, 
or (ii) 40.00, if there are two or mere distinct option contracts in ti:le combination. For eaci:l futures 
contract. the price at •.vhich the futures transaction shall be consummated shall be defined within the 
combinatien, and is SYbjeot to the futures prioe increment conventions defined by the respective 
Exchange Rules. Two combinations with identical futures and eptions quantities and bf:ly/soll, 
long/short cenfigf:lrations are distiAst if the f~o~tures prices are not ideAtical, and shall be troateEI as 
different combinations. 

Order matching shall proceed in accordance with the same tmdo allocation rule as described proviof:lsly 
in this interpretation to Rf:lle 580, with tho following provisions for assigning the futf:lres positions. For 
eash f~o~tures contract specified in the combination, 

1. the total nf:lmbor of futf:lres positions to be assigned shall bo tho number ef combinations traded 
multiplied by tho respective delta. This number of futf:lres position shall be assigned to the 
incoming order. 

2. each of tho resting limit orders, against which the incoming order are matched to, shall be assigned 
a ff:ltures position of the allocated numbers of combinations times tho delta. rounding down to tho 
Aearest integer; e.g. if an order is allocated 15 combinations. and the delta is 0.4 5, 6 futures 
contracts shall be allocated. 

~e total nf:lmber of futures position assigned to tho resting limit ardors following the preceding stop 
will be eEJual to or fewer than tho total n~o~mbor of futf:lres positioAs to be assigned to the incomiAg 
order. Tho di#oronco, if any, shall be assigAed one futures contract per resting order in tho 
fallowing priority until the difference is reduced to zero: tho resting order with tho highest magAitudo 
of rounding do'o'JA in stop 2 shall bo first to recoi'io an additienal futures position, followed by tho 
order with the secoAd highest magAitude of rounding down in step 2, etc. If two orders have tho 
same magnitude of rounding down, tho oldest order shall receive tho additional futures position. 

F"or example, a trade of 60 contracts with a delta of 0.45 is matched bot..•meA an incoming order aAd 4 
resting limit orders '.'lith quantities of 20, 15, 15. 10. Total number of Mures position to be assigned is 
60 x 0.45 - 27 coAtracts. The four resting ardors shall receive the fallowing assignment of futures 
position: 

Quantity X Initial F"utures 
001ta fl.llosation 

Magnit~o~Ele of 
Rounding 

AElElitional 
Allosation 
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INTERPRETATION OF RUlE 582 GlOB EX S'NITCH TRADE MJ\TCHING AlGORITHM 

Bids or offers may so entered fur all a•,•ailasle contract expirations on sehalf of an account suring each 
trading session. If seth sids and offore fur the same contract expiration are entered on sehalf of an 
account, the trade matching algorithm v~ill net the offsetting sids and offers and recognize tho not order. 

Orders can so entered into Globex during the pre open porioEl. A notification of receipt of Sllch order 
shall be sent by Globex indicating that the order has been accepted. Globex will Elisregard any prise 
associated with the order and susstituto tho price as determined for the specific expiration. Since all the 
outstanding orders for the same expiration carry the same price at tho conclusion of order entry period. 
all trades for tho same expiration will be consummated at the same price. 

While tho outcome of the trade matching process is a calendar spread, it is not necessary to enter 
matching buy and sell ardors. 

The follo•Ning example demonstrates tho outcome of the trade matching process. For illustrative 
purposes, assllmo that there are 4 separate accounts and 10 available contract expirations. The 
following table shows the outstanding orders fur each account for each contract expiration. /\ positive 
number in the following table represents a bid and a nogati•1e nl:lmber represents an offer. For 
example, fur account 1, there is a bid fur 98 contracts for expiration 1. a bid for 68 contracts for 
expiration 2 .... an offer of 125 contracts for expiration 5, ... , and no outstanding order for expiration 10. 

Table: Sl:lmmary of outstanding bids and offers 

Expiration Account 1 l\ccoldnt 2 Account 3 Account 4 
.:j. gg ~ 6 ..JS 
2 es sa -e -74 
J @(:) J9 -86 J9 
4 ~ ~ @ ~ 
a -.:taa -SJ w ~ 
e es -~ ~ -'l4-.:t 
+- +2J 2+ -6+ ...:J.G.1. 
g 49 ~ ++ -7.:J. 
9 .:J.22 -&1- ..:J..1..a -63 
4{). Q 4{). 44+ ~ 

The trade matching algorithm •.viii determine the distribution of contracts sought and sold such that the 
total nl:lmber of contracts matched is maximized, and, for each account, tho total numser of contracts 
bol:lght oql:lals to the total number of contracts sold. Tho following table shm•.•s an admissible allocation 
that maximizes the otJjectivo. For example, /\ccount 1 bought 64. 6, 13, 40 and 2 contracts of expiration 
1. 3, 6, 7 and 9 respecti';ely. and sold 125 contracts of expiration 5. 

Table: Summarf of contracts bought and sold 

Expimtion Acssunt 1 Assount2 Accsunt 3 Ascoldnt 4 
+ 64 -7Q 6 Q 

2- Q 29 -6 -2G 
J e J9 -86 Jg 

4 l=) de Q ...J9 

a -.:J.aa 4 g.g ~ 
@ ~ l=) -1-d G 
+ 4G 2+ -&1- Q 
g Q Q Q Q 

g 2- -&1- w Q 

.:j.Q Q .:j.Q g -1-Q. 

If there are multiple admissible distribl:ltions of positions yielding the same total number of contracts 
matched, the algorithm will choose among the admissible distribution the one with the least to-tal sum of 
sql:lares of positions to achieve •,yidost distribution of positions. For example, the sum of squares of the 
positions for account 1 is 642 ,..62,.. 1252,.. 132,.. 402 * 22. The total SldAl of squares of positions shall 
be the sum of squares of tho positions for all acco~:~nts under the distribution. 

The algorithm shall not recognize any time priority for purposes of filling orders. 

INTERPRETATION OF RULE 534. CME GlOBEX OPTIONS VOlATibiTY QUOTE TRADING 

CME GlOBEX OPTIONS VOlATiliTY TRADING MATCH. Once a tr=ade occurs in an outright option or 
combination quoted in volatility terms, this matched transaction will be assigned: ( 1) a 
price in premium terms for each option in tho trade and (2) a delta neutral hedge quantity assignment of 
futures contracts, if applicable, according to the following procedures: 
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The exehange will determine the option prieo in premium terms by inserting the follo•Ning variables into 
the appropriate standard option prieing model: 

(a) matehed implied volatility, 
(b) underlying futures price from CME Globox (see details bolo•.v), 
(c) time to expiration in years (equals number of calendar days from option's trade date to option's 
expiration date divided by 365 days), 
(d) option strike price, . 
(e) current interest rate (see details belmv), 
(f) whether a put or a call option, 
(g) option style, either European or l\moriean to determine tho appropriate standard option pricing model 
as detailed in Appendix A. 

The resulting premium price •Nill be rounded to tho appropriate minimum tick interval of the option 
according to the individual options' Price Increments rules.'JI!hero, the interest rate used 'A'ill be tho rate 
implied by tho prior day's settlement price of the nearest to expiration CME Group serial or quarterly 
Three Month Eurodollar futures contrast month (1 00.00 3 Month Eurodollar futures price- interest 

ratefr 

Where, tho underlying futures price used will be based on tho following tiered hierarchy: 

Tier 1: Most recent midpoint of the nearest to expiration March quarterly eycle ("front month") futYres 
contract bid and ask spread on CME Globex is used as tho basis for determining the underlying futures 
prices for all listed contract months. 
If the calculated midpoint is not on a tick, CME Globex •.viii round to either the bid side or ask side 
'l.'hichever has the smallest quantity of contracts bid or offered. 
If the volatility quoted option being matched has an underlying futures contract other than tho front month 
futures contract, then CME Globex v.'ill adjust the calculated price for the front month futures contract by 
the appropriate previous day's settlement price spread differential to imply an appropriate underlying 
futures price. 
Normally, under Tier 1, the underlying futures price is based on tho front month futuro bid/ask spread. 
Hmvover, during the expiration week of the front month future, CME Globox compares the bid/ask 
spreads of the front month future and the next quarterly contract month and uses tho instrument with the 
tightest bid/ask spread for the volatility to premium price conversion. However, if the nmd quarterly 
contract month bid/ask spread is used (tighter bid/ask spread), then CME G!obex will imply the underlying· 
futures price for the front month future from the next quarterly contract month midpoint, adjusted by the 
appropriate spread differential from the respective previous day's settlement prices. 
Tier 2: Previous settlement price ('Nhen no most recent bid/ask midpoint in the nearest to expiration 
March quarterly cycle futures contract is available). 

VVhen the outright option includes futures in a delta neutral ratio to the options, tho delta will be ealeulated 
for European style options from tho standard Black option pricing model, and for the American style 
options from tho standard Whaley option pricing model. See Appendix A for details of these standard 
options pricing models. 

The quantity ("Q~~;t"} of futures contracts to be allocated in tho delta neutral hedge equals the produet of 
the net delta in tho options combination ("S') as determined by tho applicable options pricing model. and 
tho quantity of trades ("Q9f>!") triggered by tho incoming options ardor. This resulting product is rounded to 
the nearest integer to determine the quantity of futures contracts allocated. 

In tho event an incoming options order trading in volatility terms is matched by CME Globox to more than 
one resting order, the resulting allocation of futures contrasts shall be as follows: 
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The incoming order is matohed via the best prioe and FIFO matohing algorithm to two or more resting 
orders. The quantity of each such allooation of futures contracts equals the quantity of that portion of the 
matched options trade times the net delta, rounded do'Nn to the nearest integer. The sum total of the 
futures contracts allooated to the resting options orders after this allocation may be less than the 
allocation of futures contracts originally defined for the incoming options order. This differenoe shall be 
allocated one futures oontract at a time to the resting order portion that is the most under allocated (i.e., 
highest remainder given the product of tho net delta and option order quantity), based on tho extent of 
rounding dovm in the calculation above. If there is a tie in the amounts by 'Nhich two or more resting 
orders are the most under allocated, then the residual futures 
contract shall be allocated to the oldest resting order (first order entered) that is matched to the incoming 
options order. 

If the incoming Options order is for a quantity larger than oan be matched with resting orders at the same 
options volatility price, then the remaining quantity of the incoming options order becomes a resting limit 
order for the unmatched, remaining ql:lantity at the same volatility price. 

The price of futures contracts allocated by CME Globex shall be as determined in step 1 above: The 
follmving section provides a numerical example of CME Globex allocations of futures oontracts, given a 
volatility quoted option match. Match of Ml:lltiple Counterparties and Futures Contract Hedge Assignments 
The fullo'.o.<ing example is for a European style option: 

Assumt:J the Ask side order t:Jnters the market and sweeps the Bid side quantity in resting orders. 

_1; 
, .. ,· : ... ·.:·: .. .·,··.: .· 2 r;~' /:: . :s~'''"-

. rug ASK 
QT¥ .J~I,..,.a;+> ,,~,,.,.a;+> QT¥ 
4Q. ~ .:tnQ. 400. 
JQ. ~ (incoming order) 
~ ~ 

w ~ 

The Black option pricing model outp~1ts a computed net delta of 0.51. 
a. The Bid Jida breakdowa fbr assigned futures contracts is aJ tollov.-s: 

Subtotals 
100 matched to ~ Totals 51 
inr'r.m' 

*Remainder amount rounded down for this order- 0.40, which is the highest amount of all orders. 
Therefore, this order is the most under allocated and is allocated the residual futures contract. 

Appendix A: Option Pricing Models 

For the purposes of providing conversions of volatility to premium option prices and options deltas l:lnder 
Rule 584, CME Globex will use the following option prioing models for El:lropean and American style 
options. 

Black Option Pricing Model for li:Hropeaa Style Options 
CME Assumptions 
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Applicable interest rate will be based on the nearest to expiration Eurodollar Time Deposit (EO) future 
contract month 
Price of the underlying futures contract from CME Globex as determined by tho methodology detailed in 
this Interpretation 

#of days 
Time to expiration in years is 

365 
Abbreviations used in the formula 

c call premium 
D put premium 
u price of the underlying contract (future) 
E expiration (strike) price 

time to expiration in years 
v annual volatility expressed as a decimal 
r interest rate assumption expressed in decimal 
0 base of the natural logarithm 
In natural logarithm 

normal standard distribution 
calculated variable (see formula below) 

Equations* 

C Ue rtN(h) Ee rtN(h vJi) 

P Ue rtN( h)+ Ee- rtN(vJi h) 

V'lhere 
-rt 

Call delta - e N(h) 

P-ut delta 
e -rtN( h) 

*Natenberg, S. (1994). OptioA IJo!atility aRd PFicing. Nev.' York: McGra'N Hill 

!,A/haley Optiofl PriciBg Model for ,'\mericaa Style Options 
The following model is based on the Barone 1\desi Whaley model as desoribed in the Journal of Finanoe, 
Vol. 42 f:>Jo.2, pages 301 320. The model uses analytio approximation teohniques to solve for the prise of 
the Amerioan style option. The model estimates a value for S* whish is the underlying prise above 'Nhioh 
the option should be exercised. The value of S" is then used to determine the value of tho option. For 
oall options, the model estimates S* by satisfying the following equation: 

(LHS RHS /K < 0.00001 (Please see notes 1 4 at tho end of this seotion.) 

LHS S* K 

RHS c(S, T) ~ [(1 etb-fJ+-Nfd--1-~)))" (S * /q2)} 

d-~[ln(S * JK) * (b * a ~l2)T) I a,-§-
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~ [ (N 1)2 +41v.i'lk 12 

N .2 * b l a~ 

N(.) is the cumulative univariate normal distribution. 

n(.) is the univariate normal density function. 

a volatility (e.g. 10% per annum 0.10) 

T time until expiration in years (e.g. 90 days 0.247) 

r interest rate (e.g. 8% per annum 0.08) 

b cost of carry, assumed to be zero for the purposes of this calculation 

K strike price 

S underlying prioe 

After each iteration, the estimate of 8* is adjusted by: 

* * 
-8-t+J [ K -t RH8 1JTStJ f (1 bi~ 
wHefe 

9;_=-eil>--+l+-NfG~~i )](1 1/q;;)->- (1 e~RfS~f-S!i1tf-G:--ff-l-4:ia 

Once the correct value of 8* is found, the value of the call and the call's delta are found by solving: 

C(8,T) - c(8,T) -t ~~'<:;, 
Whefe 

A;_ (S* l q21-{-+-e1>--4+NfG.1.~ 

~-t-A;,_~2:* (S I 8*)~:;,_~ 

c(8,T) the price of a European style call optioo.,. 

~ the delta of the European style call option. 

~t-Bptions, the model estimates 8,.. by satisfying: 

(LH8 RHS) / K < 0.00001 
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LHS K S* 

RHS p(S, T) [(1 etlH)+- * (N[ d1 (S\)])) *( S* I q-1-1f 

El-'~-=-[ln(S * /K) * (b * a;,/2)T] /a c:fi-

l:f.l ... [(N 1) -v1(N 1) 2 +4Mlk 12 

N(.) is the cumulative univariate normal distribution. 

n(.) is the univariate normal density function. 

a volatility (e.g. 10% per annum 0.10) 

T time until expiration in years (e.g. 90 days 0.247)r interest rate (e.g. 8% per annum - 0.08) 

b cost of carry, assumed to be zero for the purposes of this calculation 

K - strike price 

S underlying price 

,1\tter each iteration, the estimate of S* is adjusted by: 

S;:J [ K RHS * tJTSi-] l (1 * bi) 

where 

b,.=--e~ -NfG-1-~i )](1 1/q-1-) [1 * ete--<l+R{El-_.~1)]-1-g--#}--t--tj-4-

Once the correct value of S* is found. the value of the put and the put's delta are found by solving: 

P(S,T)- p(S,T) ,;-,A<+-~\ 

where 

~ (S* l q+-tf-1---Bfi>-41'-N[G_.~ 

-A-=-A,... *-A+-~-1 .. :' (S / S*)""+--f.-a. 

p(S,T) the price of a European style put option. 

A,c the delta of the European style put option. 
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Note 1. CME Group's Falcon engine goes slightly further in its precision to 0.000001 (one more decimal 
~ 

Note 2. CME Group's Falcon engine also has a maximum number of iterations that it will perform on the 
equation discussed in Note 1 to fall within the tolerance level. If after 10,000 iterations the Falcon engine 
calsulation is not within a tolerance of 0.000001, it •.viii fall back to the European model instead. 

Note 3. GME Group's Falcon engine does not implement any notion of a carrying cost or foreign interest 
rate. The b variable is always equal to zero in the equations. If for some reason the Falcon engine does 
start to use b, it is worth· noting that if f:J is ever greater than or 
equal to the interest rate r. the Falcon engine automatically falls bask to the European model. 

Note 4. GME Group's Falcon engine uses the Black Option Pricing Model (see ,1\ppendix A) in place of 
tho Morton Model referred to in the abstract of Giovanni Barone Adesi and Robert E. \11/haley's article in 
the June 1987 Journal ofHnance (Volume XLII, No.2). 

INTERPRETATION OF RULE 585 GlOBEX CAll MARKET TRADING. AlGORITHM 

Trade Allocation Algorithm pertinent to Globex Call Markets 

The Exchange may designate tho trade allosation algorithms applicable to a designated set of 
contracts trading pursuant to Rule 585 Globex Call Market Trading Algorithm, including without 
limitation any of the algorithms set forth in Rule 580 Globex Trade Algorithms. 

Pursuant to tho provisions of Rule 581 Globex Lead Market Maker Program and Rule 585, tho 
Exchange may designate multiple Lead Market Makers (LMMs) for a Globox Call Market for a 
designated set of contrasts. Each LMM shall be assigned an allosation proportion for tho purpose of 
trade matching. Trade allocation in a Call Market with LMMs operates as follows: 

1. If one or more LMM's bids or offers match tho best available bid or offer, against which an 
opposing ex:ecutable order e;x.ist, the LMM's orders shall be eligible for allocation along with tho 
orders at the best bid or offer. 

2. For each LMM with orders eligible fur allocation, the total allocation for tho LMM shall be the 
smaller of its allocation proportion times tho size of tho opposing order, rounded do•Nn to tho 
nearest integral contract multiple, or tho aggregate order size at the same price level from the 
LMM. If the order with time priority has a quantity of a minimum of fifty (50), it ¥.'ill be designated 
as the TOP order. If there is a TOP order, it shall also receive an allocation of the smaller of 25% 
times the original quantity of the opposing order, rounded down to tho nearest integer, or the size 
of tho TOP order. 

3. Following the allocation of trades to the LMM(s) and tho TOP order, if it exists, tho remainder of 
the trade shall be allocated to all remaining bids or offers at the best price on a pro rata basis. 
The pro rata allocation for oash order shall be rounded down to the nearest integral contract 
multiple, with the residual quantity allocated to the largest order. If two or more orders have 
identical quantities and are the largest orders, the residuals shall be equally allocated betvieen 
tho largest orders, subject to rounding dovm to tho nearest integral contract multiple. l\ny 
remaining unallocated contrasts shall be allocated on tho basis of time priority. 

Tho Exchange retains the right to grant specific allosation proportion(s) to the LMM(s). The 
aggregate allocation proportion of all LMM(s), however, shall not exceed 50%. If no LMM has 
been designated, trade allosation shall be executed on pro rata basis, resembling step 3 of trade 
allocation with LMMs. 

Now eombinations of futures and option contracts, as defined in Rule 585.1.b, can be defined by 
any market participants on demand. For each such combination, the quantity of each option 
contract shall be an integer. while the quantity of futures position can be a fraction. 1=4ereafter, tho 
quantity of each futures contract per combination shall be referred to as the "delta" with respect to 
the futures expiration. Each delta shall be no smaller than 0.01 and no larger than (i) 1.00, if 
thoro is only one option in tho eombination, or (ii) 40.00, if thoro are two or more distinct option 
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contracts in tho combination. F"or each futures contrast, tho price at which tho futures transaction 
shall be eonsummated shall be defined •.vithin tho eombination, and is subject to tho futures prise 
increment conventions defined by tho respective Exchange Rules. Two combinations 'Nith 
identical futures and options quantities and buy/sell, long/short configurations are distinct if the 
futures prices are not identical, and shall be treated as different combinations. 

Order matshing shall proseed in accordanee 'Nith the same trade allocation rule as described 
previously in this interpretation to Rule 535, with the following provisions for assigning the futures 
positions. For each futures eontract specified in the combination, 

1. the total number of futures positions to be assigned shall be the number of combinations traded 
multiplied by the respective delta. This number of futures position shall be assigned to the 
incoming order. 

2. each of the resting limit orders, against which the incoming order are matched to, shall be 
assigned a futures position of the allosatod numbers of combinations times the delta, rounding 
dovm to the nearest integer; e.g. if an order is allocated 15 sombinatioris, and tho delta is 0.45, 6 
futures contracts shall be allocated. 

3. the total number of futures position assigned to the resting limit orders follmving the preseding 
step will be equal to or fewer than the total number of futures positions to be assigned to the 
ineoming order. Tho differenee, if any, shall be assigned one futures eontraet per resting order in 
the following priority until the differenee is redused to zero: the resting order 'Nith the highest 
magnitude of rounding down in step 2 shall be first to reeeive an additional futures position, 
followed by the order with the seeond highest magnitude of rounding dO'Nn in stop 2, eta. If two 
orders have the same magnitude of rounding down, the oldest order shall reeeive the additional 
futures position. 

For example, a trade of 60 sontraets 'Nith a delta of 0.45 is matched between an incoming order 
and 4 resting limit orders with quantities of 20, 15, 15, 10. Total number of futures position to be 
assigned is 60 x 0.45 - 27 contracts. The four resting orders shall receive the follov:ing 

Resting Matched Quantity Initial ~tlttJres Ma€Jnit~;~de of AEiditional ~ 
Grdef Quantity X-Gelta Allosation Rounding· Allocation ~uturos 

fl,llosation 
4- 2Q 9,.00 g Q.,OO Q. -9 
~ .+§ &.+a 6 Q.,..75. 4- + 
J .+§ &.+a 6 Q.,..75. 4- + 
4 -1-Q. 4:-W 4 ~ Q. 4 
lnGomin€J 6Q. U-:-00 XI-
Grdef 
assignment of futuFes positieA: 

In the case of a Reqt~est for Cross (RFC) enteFed pursuant to Rule 539.C.4., matching '.'.'ill 
depend upon •.vhother the R~C prise at tho time of entry, relative to other orders in the market, 
improves both the eurront bid and offer prices, matches the bid or offer price, or is outside of the 
bid or offer price. 

RFC Prise Improves Current Bid and Offer Priees in the Market 

If the R~C prise repFesents strist improvement on beth the eurrent bid and offer priees at the time 
of the entry of the R~C. 100% of the buy and sell orEiers representeE! in the RFC shall be 
matGhod against cash other at the R~C prise immediately upon submission of tho RFC. 

R~C Prise Matshes or is Outside the Current Bid or Offer Prise in the Market 

All Products Excluding Equity Options 

If the R~C price matehes or is outside the bid or offer prise in the market at the time the R~C 
order is entered, 1) the applisable side of the RF"C order will immediately match against orders in 
the market at a prise better than or equal to tho RFC price in acGordanee with the allosation 
algorithm described above, 2) immediately thereafter, 60% of tho smaller quantity remaining on 
one side of the RFC order will be matshed against the opposite side of the R~C order at the RFC 
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prise, 3) any remaining unmatohed portion of tho RfC bid and offer will then be available for 
matshing against other insoming orders for an additional five (5) sesonds, 4) any match eligible 
quantity remaining on the RFC order will then be matched at the RFC price, and 5) any remaining 
unmatched balance on one side of the RFC will either be sancelled or •tlill remain in the order 
boo!< depending on the order instructions entered via the RFC. 

Equity Options 

If the RFC price matohes or is outside the bid or offer prise in the market at the time the RFC 
order is 

entered, 1) the applicable side of tho RFC order will immediately matoh against orders in tho 
market at a price better than or equal to the RFC price in aooordance viith the allocation 
algorithm described above, 2) immediately thereafter, 100% of the smaller quantity remaining 
on one side of the RFC order will be matohed against the opposite side of the RFC order at 
the RFC prise, and 3) any remaining unmatohed balanse on one side of the RFC 'Nill either 
be oanselled or will remain in the order book depending on the order instruotions entered via 
the RFC. 

POSITION LIMIT, POSITION ACCOUNTABILITY AND REPORTABLE LEVEL TABLE 
[Existing Appendix A from former NYMEX Chapter 9A is being relocated in this section and renamed 
as set forth above. The following header notes will appear before the Table.] 

Header Notes 

1. Position Limits and Any One Month/All Month/Expiration Month Position Accountability Levels shall be 
calculated on a net futures-equivalent basis. Furthermore, the Exchange may require compliance with 
position accountability levels on a futures-only basis to the base contracts into which other contracts 
aggregate. 

For purposes of calculating futures-equivalent positions. the following shall apply: 

• a NYMEX Light Sweet Crude Oil miNY Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to .50 of a 
Crude Oil Financial Contract: 

• a NYMEX Natural Gas miNY Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to .25 of a Henry Hub 
Financial Last Day Futures Contract: 

• a NYMEX miNY Gasoline Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to .50 of a New York 
Harbor Gasoline Blendstock RBOB Futures Contract; 

• a NYMEX miNY Heating Oil Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to .50 of a Heating Oil 
Financial Futures Contract: 

• a COM EX miNY Gold Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to .50 of a Gold future; 

• a COMEX miNY Silver Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to a .50 Silver future; and 

• a COMEX miNY Copper Futures Contract shall be deemed equivalent to a .50 Copper Future. 

• An ON-Peak contract month shall be deemed 340 hours for: 
• ISO New England; 
• 
• 

Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator. Inc. (MISO); and 
PJM Interconnection. LLC 

• An OFF-Peak contract month shall be deemed 390 Hours for: 

• ISO New England: 

• 
• 
• 

Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator. Inc. (MISO}: 

New York Independent Systems Operator (NYJSO): and 

PJM Interconnection. LLC . 

2. Contract Month Diminishing Balances 

There are specific futures contracts whose front month volume in any given contract month diminishes 
as the contract month progresses towards month end. 
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3. Option Contract Gross Option Quadrant Position Accountability Levels 

Accountability levels for options are per quadrant (long call. long put, short call. short put) on a gross 
basis. 

4. The expiration position limits for energy contracts are effective on the last three trading days of the 
futures contract. 

5. The expiration month position limits for the Electricity and Uranium contracts are effective as of the 
opening of trading on the first business day when a contract month becomes the first nearby month 
(or spot month) and continue on an intra-day basis thereafter until the termination of trading in the 
expiring contract. 

6. The current delivery month position limits for physically-delivered metals contracts are effective as of 
the close of business on the business day prior to the first notice day for any delivery month. No person 
shall maintain any position which. when combined with the number of contracts for which a delivery 
notice has been tendered or accepted during the delivery month, exceeds the maximum permissible 
current delivery month position limit for such contract. The current delivery month position limits for 
COM EX London Metals Futures contracts shall be effective as of the open of business on the first 
business day of the expiring contract month. 

7. The current delivery month position limits for soft commodities shall be in effect as of the open of trading 
on the last three trading days of the expiring contracts. 

8. The Expiration Position Accountability Levels for energy and metals contracts are effective on the open 
of trading of the last three trading days of the Penultimate and Last Day cash-settled futures contracts. 

Chapter 6 Floor Rules 

[Current NYMEX Chapter 6 is being completely eliminated based on NYMEX adopting new NYMEX 
Chapter 5.] 

Chapter 6a - Arbitration 

[The modifications to the rules in existing NYMEX Chapter 6a are set forth below with additions 
underscored and deletions overstruck. NYMEX Chapter 6a will become NYMEX Chapter 6] 

601. CUSTOMER CLAIMS AGAINST MEMBER 
[Sections A. and B. are unchanged.] 

601.C. Initiation of Arbitration 

In the event that a complaint is received by the Exchange from a customer, it shall be referred to the 
ComplianceMarket Regulation Department, which shall inform the customer of alternative dispute 
settlement forums and, when appropriate, forward to the customer a Consent Form for arbitration at the 
Exchange. Such form shall inform the customer, by attachment of all pertinent rules, of the customer's 
rights and liabilities, including costs associated with arbitration, and the option of selecting an arbitration 
panel consisting of Exchange members or a Mixed Panel to decide the claim and any counterclaims, 
cross-claims or third-party claims. 

A customer who submits a claim for arbitration in accordance with these rules consents thereby to the 
jurisdiction of the arbitrators and agrees to the arbitration of any counterclaims, cross-claims or third
party claims by any respondent which arise out of the transaction that is the subject of the customer's 
claim. The claim shall comply with the requirements of Rule 602, and in the case of a request for 
punitive damages, the claim shall set forth the facts the customer intends to present in support of the 
claim that the misconduct was willful and wanton. 

The customer shall file a completed Consent Form and deposit the arbitration fee with the 
Compliance Market Regulation Department. Notice shall then be given to the member against whom the 
claim is asserted, who shall respond to the claim in accordance with Rule 603. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

602. INITIATING AN ARBITRATION CLAIM 
A claimant may initiate a claim by submitting a written description of the dispute, a completed Arbitration 
Cover Sheet and depositing the appropriate arbitration fee with the ComplianceMarket Regulation 
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Department within the period of eligibility for arbitration claims. The written claim shall include a clear 
description of the facts and circumstances involved in the dispute, including the transaction(s) or 
agreement(s) complained of, the names of the persons and firms alleged to be responsible for any loss 
to the claimant, the dates of all acts or omissions relevant to the claim, a detailed calculation of the 
amount claimed and any other information necessary to fully describe the dispute. 

The CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department shall reject for filing any claim that does not fully 
describe the dispute, is clearly filed after the period of eligibility has expired or is clearly not arbitrable at 
the Exchange. Such a claim will be promptly returned to the filing party with a notice describing the 
deficiency. A claimant seeking to correct the deficiency and file an amended claim may do so within 30 
days of receiving notice describing the deficiency despite any expiration of the period of eligibility 
prescribed by Rule 609 during that 30-day period. The acceptance for filing by the CornplianceMarket 
Regulation Department shall not preclude a challenge to the arbitrability of the claim nor create a 
presumption that the claim is arbitrable. 

608. WITHDRAWAL OF CLAIMS 
A. A party may voluntarily withdraw its claim, counterclaim, cross-claim or third-party claim without 
prejudice at any time before an answer thereto has been filed by notifying the CornplianceMarket 
Regulation Department in writing of such withdrawal. 
[The remainder of the rule is unchang·ed.] 

610. PARALLEL PROCEEDINGS 
No claim will be accepted for arbitration at the Exchange if the CornplianceMarket Regulation 
Department receives notice that another arbitration, reparations action or civil court proceeding based 
on the same act, transaction or omission as the arbitration claim is pending at the time of filing. 

No claim, counterclaim, cross-claim or third party-claim will be accepted for arbitration against a 
respondent if the CornpliancoMarket Regulation Department has received notice that a stay exists due 
to the pendency of any bankruptcy proceeding against that respondent. If such a stay arises after a 
claim is accepted for arbitration or if the CornplianceMarket Regulation Department subsequently learns 
that such a stay is pending, the claim shall be dismissed without prejudice as to each respondent who is 
the subject of the stay. Nothing in this rule shall prevent a claim in arbitration from proceeding against 
any remaining respondent. 

611. REQUESTS FOR DOCUMENTS, INFORMATION OR TESTIMONY 
A. The initial schedule for document requests by parties and responses will be set by the 
CornplianceMarket Regulation Department. The chairman may require any member, or any person 
employed by or associated with a member to produce relevant documents in his possession or control 
at any time after a claim has been filed. 
[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

614. ARBITRATION PANEL 
614.A. Appointment of Arbitration Panel 

The CornplianceMarket Regulation Department shall select a panel of arbitrators from the Exchange's 
Arbitration Committee to hear and decide a dispute. The panel shall consist of five arbitrators and one 
chairman. 

614.8. Requests to Remove an Arbitrator 

[1. and 2. are unchanged.] 

3. If an arbitrator is excused prior to the date of the first scheduled hearing, the CornpliancoMarket 
Regulation Department shall select another Arbitration Committee member to replace the excused 
arbitrator at the hearing. Parties may make any appropriate request for the removal of the replacement 
arbitrator under this rule. 
[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

615. HEARING PROCEDURES 
615.A. Chairman 

The panel chairman shall preside over the proceeding and shall make such determinations on 
relevancy and procedure as will promote a fair and expeditious adjudication of any claim. The chairman 
may administer oaths or affirmations by witnesses. Upon request of the panel chairman, the 
CornplianceMarket Regulation Department shall submit any documents to the panel and parties in the 
Exchange's possession that are relevant and readily available. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 
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616. AWARDS 
616.A. Decision by Panel 

After a hearing, or, on customer claims that do not exceed $5,000 upon consideration of the pleadings 
and other relevant information, the arbitration panel shall issue a written decision signed by the panel 
chairman and at least a majority of the panel. The panel may decide any matter in controversy and 
issue any order the panel deems necessary to fully resolve the dispute. The ComplianoeMarket 
Regulation Department shall promptly serve copies on all parties. A monetary award made by the panel 
may include the following: 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

618. SATISFACTION OF AWARD 
[The first paragraph is unchanged.] 

A party making payment must submit proof of payment to the GompliancoMarket Regulation 
Department no later than the business day following payment. An individual member who fails to 
provide proof of payment within the time prescribed will forfeit the privileges of access to the trading 
floor, access to the Globex trading platform and preferred fee treatment until proof of payment has been 
provided. An entity member that fails to provide proof of payment within the time prescribed will forfeit 
preferred fee treatment for its proprietary trading. Any member that fails to pay an arbitration award 
within the time prescribed may be subject to sanctions pursuant to Rule 432.R. 

619. APPEAL 
Any decision rendered in a dispute among members resulting in a non-cash award or involving a claim, 
counterclaim, cross-claim or third-party claim that sought a recovery over $10,000 may be appealed to 
a hearing committee of the Board. All other decisions rendered by an arbitration panel are final and may 
not be appealed. In order to appeal a decision, a party must, within three business days of receipt of the 
notice of decision, file with the ComplianceMarket Regulation Department a written notice stating the 
grounds for the appeal based upon the standards set forth in Rule 620 and deposit the applicable fee 
established by the Exchange. Within 15 days of receipt of the notice of decision, the appellant must 
deposit with the GomplianoeMarket Regulation Department a cashier's or certified check payable to 
CME Group in the amount of any monetary award against such appellant. 

Failure to timely comply with these requirements for appeal, when applicable, shall constitute a waiver 
of any right to appeal and render the arbitrators' decision final and binding. 
Within 15 days after filing a notice of appeal, the appellant shall file with the ComplianceMarket 
Regulation Department any argument and any documents or information that the appellant intends to 
use in support of the appeal. The appellee shall have 15 days thereafter to file whatever documents or 
information he intends to rely upon in opposition to the appeal. An extension beyond the 15-day filing 
period may be granted by the GomplianceMarket Regulation Department upon a showing of good 
cause. In the case of a non-cash award, the filing of the notice of appeal shall not stay the decision 
appealed from unless the panel from which the appeal is taken or the Chief Regulatory Officer 
specifically directs that the decision be stayed. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

621. CERTAIN CLAIMS AGAINST THE EXCHANGE INVOLVING TRADING SYSTEMS OR 
SERVICES 
[The introduction and numbers 1. and 2. are unchanged.] 

3. Phantom Orders, as defined in Rule ~87. 

Nothing in Rules 621 or 622 shall be construed to create a claim against the Exchange, to limit a 
defense available to the Exchange, or to obviate or modify any limitation of Exchange liability imposed 
by any other rule. 

[Section A. is unchanged.] 

621.8. Initial Liability Claim and Demand for Arbitration 

The initial claim of loss, including a detailed description of any loss suffered, must be made to the 
Exchange within ten business days of the date of the incident that caused the loss. The Exchange shall 
have 30 business days to pay or deny the claim in whole or in part. If the Exchange denies the claim in 
whole or in part, the claimant must file a written demand for arbitration with the ComplianooMarket 
Regulation Department within ten business days after the Exchange has notified the claimant of such 
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denial. A claimant's failure to pursue its claim within these time limits shall bar any recovery on such 
claim. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.) 

622. CLAIMS RELATING TO TRADE CANCELLATIONS OR PRICE ADJUSTMENTS 

622.A. General 

All claims relating to certain price adjustments or trade busts pursuant to Rule ~588.C.3.a., b. and c. 
shall be arbitrated in accordance with the specific requirements of this Rule 622 and, to the extent not 
inconsistent with such requirements, the rules of this Chapter. All claims pursuant to Rule 
~588.C.3.d. shall be arbitrated in accordance with the rules of this Chapter. 

622.8. Initiation of Claim 

Any claim for loss under Rule ~588.C.3.a., b. or c. must first be submitted to the Exchange as 
described in Rule -1-+G-:588.D. Following a denial of liability by a party responsible for a trade bust or 
price adjustment and by the clearing firm through which the trade was placed as described in Rule 
-i4-G,.588.D., the dispute shall be referred to arbitration. The Exchange shall administer the arbitration 
and provide notice to all parties. 
The party alleged to have made the trade that caused the trade bust or price adjustment and the 
clearing firm through which that trade was placed both may be respondents in such arbitration. Any 
party responsible for a trade bust or price adjustment who is not otherwise subject to arbitration under 
these rules may voluntarily submit to such arbitration by filing a submission agreement with the 
Exchange within 21 days of that party's receipt of notice of the referral to arbitration. In the absence of 
the voluntary submission to arbitration by such party, the arbitration shall proceed solely against the 
clearing firm through which the trade was placed, and that firm shall be liable for any damages awarded 
by the panel. 

622.C. Selection of Arbitration Panel 

All claims under Rule ~88.C.3.a., b. and c. shall be heard by a Mixed Panel as defined in Rule 
601.A.3. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

625. SUBMISSIONS TO OR COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE PANEL 

Any submission for consideration by a chairman or panel must be submitted to the ComplianceMarket 
Regulation Department with copies simultaneously served on each other party or designated 
representative of a party. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.] 

627. ARBITRATION COMMITTEE 

[The only change appears in Section E. below.] 

E. promptly give notice to the ComplianseMarket Regulation Department of any ex parte communication 
directed to such Arbitration Committee member which is prohibited by Rule 625. 

Chapter 7b 
Delivery Facilities and Procedures 

[The new rules being added to existing NYMEX Chapter 7b are set forth below with additions 
underscored.] 

716. DUTIES OF CLEARING MEMBERS 

Prior to the last day of trading in a ohvsically delivered contract. each clearing member shall be 
responsible for assessing the account owner's ability to make or take delivery for each account on its 
books with open positions in the expiring contract. Absent satisfactory information from the account 
owner. the clearing member is responsible for ensuring that the open positions are liquidated in an 
orderly manner prior to the expiration of trading. 

770. DELIVERY OFFSET PROCEDURES 

A member or clearing member who. as the result of an error in the execution of an order or an outtrade 
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discovered on or after the last day of trading, has a position in a contract which has expired and who is 
obligated either to make or take physical delivery in that contract. may. with the consent of the account 
owners or controllers. request to offset such position against an opposite position of a member or 
clearing member whether or not such position exists as a result of an error or outtrade; provided. 
however. that the parties to any such error or outtrade shall exercise the utmost diligence to resolve the 
error or outtrade. 

The Clearing House shall accept such request. up to the full quantity of the initial request. "upon 
receiving offset acceptance from an account(s) with different beneficial ownership. The Clearing House 
shall randomly assign available offsetting positions to each member or clearing member submitting a 
request thereby extinguishing each party's obligation to make or take physical delivery; provided, 
however. that in the event the Clearing House is unable to assign offsetting positions due to an 
insufficient number of available offsetting positions, delivery shall take place as required under 
Exchange rules. All positions offset pursuant to this rule shall be liquidated at the final settlement price 
of the contract. 

A clearing member desiring to offset such positions must notifv the Clearing House by reporting its final 
open interest and submitting a request in accordance with the schedule established by the Exchange. 

The assignment of offsetting positions shall release clearing members and the Exchange from their 
respective obligations under the contracts. 

Chapter9 
Clearing Members 

[The changes to existing NYMEX Chapter 9 are set forth below with additions underscored and deletions 
overstruck.] 

904. FUNDS IN TRADING ACCOUNTS CARRIED BY CLEARING MEMBERS 

If a Member (as defined in Rule 400) trades in excess of written limits prescribed by his qualifying or 
guaranteeing clearing member or a clearing niember through which such Member is authorized by his 
qualifying clearing member to trade pursuant to Rule 511 without sufficient funds in his account to 
margin the POSition, or if the Member is alleged to have engaged in reckless and unbusinesslike dealing 
inconsistent with just and equitable principles of trade. and such trades are profitable. the disposition of 
any and all funds in the applicable trading account{s) may be suspended by the carrying clearing 
member. The claim of a carrying clearing member to such profits shall be submitted to arbitration 
pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 6. The Member may request a hearing to be held as soon as 
practicable before a Chairman of the Arbitration Committee to determine the amount of any profits that 
should remain subject to a continued suspension pending an arbitration hearing on the full merits of the 
claim. 

992. PARTICIPATION BY NYMEX FLOOR MEMBERS IN SPECIAL PROGRAM FOR OVER
THE-COUNTER TRADING WITH FCM GUARANTEE 

(A) The over-the-counter (OTC) contracts, agreements or transactions must be executed pursuant to 
Section 2(h)(1) of the Commodity Exchange Act (Act), which in effect provides among other things that 
such transactions shall be subject to CFTC anti-fraud and anti-manipulation authority and also may not 
be entered into on a trading facility. This program generally allows a NYMEX Floor Member to enter into 
trading in certain OTC contracts on the basis of a FCM guarantee without needing to satisfy the total 
assets requirements otherwise necessary under the Act for such trading. In order to maintain eligibility 
for this program, a NYMEX Floor Member must continue to satisfy all of the conditions contained in this 
rule. 

(B) This program is available only to NYMEX Floor Members in good standing who are properly 
registered with the CFTC as a floor trader and/or as a floor broker. With respect to floor brokers, this 
program is available only for trading executed by the floor broker for his proprietary account. In addition, 
each NYMEX Floor Member must notify the Exchange Market RegulatlonComplianco Department prior 
to any participation in this program. 

[The remainder of the rule is unchanged.) 
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Chapter 9a Position Rules 

[Current NYMEX Chapter 9a is being completely eliminated based on NYMEX adopting Rules 443, 559, 
560 and 561.] 

Chapter 11 G Electronic Trading Rules for the Globex System 

[Current NYMEX Chapter 11 G is being completely eliminated based on NYMEX adopting new NYMEX 
Chapter 5.] 

Chapter 101 COMEX Division Definitions 
Chapter 104 COMEX Division Trading Rules 

[Current COMEX Chapters 101 and 104 are being completely eliminated based on NYMEX adopting new 
NYMEX Chapter 5.] 

NYMEX & COM!:X Product Chapter Revisions 

The following changes will be made to the NYMEX & COMEX Product Chapters based on the 
harmonization of the trade practice rules. 

Based on the adoption of new NYMEX Rule 716, the following Rules or Sections of Rules are being 
eliminated. Where a Section is being eliminated, it is being replaced with the word Reserved. 

Section (1) is being eliminated from the following rules: 

150.08A, 151.08A,180.1·0, 191.08A, 192.08, 675.08A, 

Section (B) is being eliminated from Rule 206.11 

The following Rules are being eliminated: 

181.10, 220.19, 230.09, 260.12, 400.11, 599.09, 600.09, 601.09, 782.08, 783.08, 860.08, 861.08, 862.08, 
863.08, 864.08, 865.08, 866.08, 867.08, 868.08, 870.08, 873.08 

NYMEX & COMEX will eliminate the requirement that options trades at cabinet be done for liquidation 
purposes only, harmonizing to the CME & CBOT allowance for such trades to either establish or liquidate 
positions. The following rules will have the language concerning cabinet trades being done for liquidation 
purposes only completely eliminated: 

115.04, 116.04, 117.05, 124.03, 310.06, 311.06, 312.06, 320.06, 321.03, 333.07, 335.06, 341.03, 350.06, 
360.06, 370.06, 375.06, 376.06, 377.06, 378.06, 379.06, 380.06, 381.06, 382.06, 383.06, 384.06, 385.04, 
386.03, 387.06, 388.06, 390.06, 391.06, 392.06, 394.06, 397.06, 398.06, 399.06, 493A.06, 495A.06, 
496A.06, 517a.04, 518a.04, 519a.04, 520a.04, 521a.04, 524a.04, 525a.04, 550.04, 551.04, 552.04, 
560.04, 581a.06, 585A.06, 586A.06, 588a.06, 624a.04, 660A.06, 747.06, 748.06, 869.06, 871.06, 872.06, 
933.06 

All product chapter references to Rule 6.21 are being replaced with references to Rule 538. 
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